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Reflecting on the twelve months since I last welcomed you to the pages of the 

Damen Magazine, I find myself having to repeat the message of the previous 

two editions; our industry is still wrestling with challenging conditions.

The near future, however, certainly holds promise. Though it will be some 

time before its effects are fully felt, the offshore energy industries appear to 

be experiencing the first throes of a recovery. Other markets too continue to 

bear promise. Amongst these, the passenger-related sectors, both cruise and 

ferries, are notable. 

Having taken operational control, in July last year, of the yard now known 

as Damen Shipyards Mangalia, we stand ready to support all three of these 

sectors. Indeed, we have already booked contracts within each of them, 

bringing the yard to capacity by summer this year. 

The Mangalia yard covers 980,000 m2 and boasts three drydocks totaling 982 

metres as well as 1.6 kilometres of berthing space. With this expansion we 

place Damen in a robust position for the future. Which brings me to the focus 

of our magazine this year; sustainability. 

The maritime industry has consistently demonstrated its innate capacity for 

creativity in the face of a challenge. I have full confidence that it will rise once 

again to meet the growing calls for sustainability. In any case, it has already 

made significant strides in this direction. 

For our part, Damen has long worked towards sustainability, and often in 

concert with other industry stakeholders. We remain a family business and, 

as such, we take a long-term view ahead, always keen to ensure the success 

of Damen for the next generation. Such a philosophy aligns naturally with 

sustainable goals. 

As these pages will no doubt show, we have already enjoyed considerable 

successes in this direction. This encompasses the continual evolution of both 

our products and the processes by which we create them, towards ever-

cleaner operations. 

I hope you will enjoy reading about these and the many other stories from 

Damen within this magazine.

DEAR READER,
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On Saturday, 23rd of February 2019, Damen Shipyards 
Cape Town (DSCT) hosted a keel laying ceremony, 
marking the start of construction on the fi rst of three 
Multi-mission Inshore Patrol Vessels (MMIPVs) for the 
South African Navy. These vessels will aid in protecting 
the country from threats such as traffi cking, illegal 
fi shing and piracy, as well as support job creation and 
enterprise development.

The coin laid at the DSCT event was a commemorative 
medal made in honour of the late President Nelson 
Mandela’s 1993 Nobel Peace Prize win. 

The coin was placed under the keel by the Minister 
of Defence and Military Veterans, Nosiviwe Mapisa-
Nqakula. 

Damen Shipyards Group and 
Homeland Integrated Offshore 
Services of Lagos have signed a 
contract for the delivery of two 
additional Damen 3307 Patrol 
Vessels. This further increases the 
total number of these vessels in 
the Homeland fl eet with the fi rst 
ordered in 2014 and the most recent 
deliveries being three vessels over 
the course of 2018.

Like their sister-ships, the two 
latest additions will be able to 
accommodate up to eight security 

personnel together with their 
equipment alongside the six crew 
and fi fteen seats for crew transfers. 
Damen is also supplying training 
and maintenance services with 
integral knowledge and technology 
transfers.

This latest order demonstrates 
Homeland’s continuing commitment 
to maintaining its leadership 
position in servicing Nigeria’s 
offshore oil & gas sector by 
investing in state-of-the-art 
equipment that rivals that to be 
found anywhere in the world. 

Led by Managing Director 
Dr Louis Ekere, the company 
works with many of the 
international oil companies (IOCs) 
operating actively in the region. 

In response to this latest order he 
commented; “We work closely with 
our clients to achieve their strategic 
objectives by providing exceptional 
services to enable them to focus on 
their core operations.”

South African economy benefi ts from navy newbuild project

Homeland Integrated Offshore Services 
extends fl eet of Damen 3307 Patrol Vessels
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This edition of the Damen Magazine has a focus on 
sustainability. The symbol seen here will indicate that an 
article features information related to this topic, both within 
the Sustainability Special section on pages 22 to 50 and 
throughout the magazine. The symbol will be accompanied 
by the relevant UN Sustainable Development Goals icons 
to further depict how Damen’s activities are contributing to 
sustainability in the maritime industry. 

FOCUS ON 
SUSTAINABILITY 
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Damen Shiprepair Dunkerque in Europe’s 
fi rst LNG dual-fuel dredger conversion

Concordia Damen celebrates naming 
of innovative Sendo Liner

Damen building two LNG-Hybrid 
RoRo ferries for Seaspan

Albwardy Damen celebrates 40th anniversary

Damen Shiprepair Brest completes refi t of Cunard’s Queen Elizabeth

Nineteen months after the contract was 
awarded, Damen Shiprepair Dunkerque has 
completed Europe’s fi rst conversion of a 
dredger to dual-fuel capability combining 
LNG and MGO. 

Damen delivered a turnkey package that 
included engineering, procurement and 
support. The previous propulsion system 
of Dragages-Ports’ Samuel de Champlain
was diesel-electric burning MGO, and 
so the contract included the change of 
generators to dual-fuel models and the 
installation of on board LNG storage 
facilities. The project was a complex one 
and not without its challenges. 

“The Samuel de Champlain conversion has 
been the subject of much interest within 
the dredging industry and the maritime 
industry in general,” says Fabien Guillemot, 
Commercial Manager at Damen Shiprepair 
Dunkerque.

“LNG isn’t new, of course, but this ground-
breaking conversion of an existing vessel 
opens up new possibilities for everyone. 
With environmental regulations set to 
tighten ever further in the foreseeable 
future, the success of this project is 
evidence for owners of ships operating in 
coastal waters and emission control areas 
that there is an alternative to scrapping old 
vessels and building a new one.” 

The Samuel de Champlain will now return 
to her regular duties of dredging the Loire 
and Seine rivers.

The conversion has been part of an 
EU-supported initiative to promote LNG 
propulsion in short-sea vessels operating 
along the European Atlantic coast.

On 15th February, Concordia Damen held a celebration to mark the naming 
of the Sendo Liner, an innovative dry cargo vessel. Sendo Shipping in 
cooperation with Concordia Damen has designed a completely new vessel 
for the optimally effi cient transportation of high cube containers between 
Rotterdam and Groningen, the Netherlands, and other inland terminals.

The liner, measuring 110 x 11.4 metres, has the ability to carry additional 
containers in its cargo hold. Also, it features an innovative ballast system 
which enables it to sit lower in the water to increase its available air draft 
when passing under the bridges it encounters on its route at full loading. In 
total, the Sendo Liner delivers an 8% increase in loading capacity relative to 
a conventional vessel of similar size. 

The Sendo Liner’s effi ciency is not limited to increased capacity. Its diesel-
electric propulsion results in very low emissions, offering a reduction in CO2
of 40% per container transported. 

The future-proofi ng of the Sendo Liner goes beyond its sustainable 
credentials and increased cargo capacity, however. The design is modular, 
thereby providing the vessel with the versatility for fast adaptation in the 
future, as well as easy maintenance. 

Sendo Shipping has already placed an order with Concordia Damen for the 
delivery of two similar vessels that are currently under construction. 

Damen is building two LNG-Hybrid RoRo Ferries for Seaspan at Damen 
Shipyards Mangalia. These two innovative 149-metre vessels will join 
Seaspan’s fl eet with 1,034 lane metres and have 209m3 LNG storage 
onboard and 2 megawatt hours of battery capacity. They will go into service 
for Seaspan Ferries as part of the company’s fl eet replacement programme 
and work alongside the Seaspan Swift and Seaspan Reliant. The vessels 
will be classed by Bureau Veritas and will go into operation in 2021 with 
construction starting in 2019.

Harly Penner, director, fl eet engineering & vessel development at Seaspan 
Ferries, “Damen worked very hard to win this project and Seaspan Ferries 
is excited to partner with them in their new yard in Mangalia, Romania. The 
yard has a good reputation for quality and has all of the necessary people 
and infrastructure to build these great vessels for Seaspan Ferries. Damen 
has been working closely with Seaspan to ensure that the vessels achieve 
their top performance capabilities and Seaspan Ferries is looking forward to 
working with the Damen team on this exciting project.”

Damen sales manager Leo Postma said, “We’re extremely excited to build 
these dual-fuel-hybrid vessels for Seaspan Ferries and are proud that such a 
reliable operator selects Damen for this project. We feel this is a great start 
of a partnership that holds great potential for the future.”

Albwardy Damen celebrated its 
40th anniversary on the 15th of 
November 2018 by offi cially opening 
its new ship repair facility at Dubai 
Maritime City (DMC). The date also 
marked the 10th anniversary of the 
joint venture between the Damen 
Shipyards Group and Albwardy 
Marine Engineering, founded by Ali 
Albwardy.

Since 2008, Albwardy Damen has 
grown to become one of the leading 
newbuild and ship repair yards in the 
Gulf region. The new site at DMC 
enhances capability by giving the 

joint venture a state-of-the-art facility 
in a strategic location at the heart 
of Dubai. This benefi ts not only the 
customers of Albwardy Damen, but 
also contributes to the local economy 
and the success of the UAE Maritime 
Vision 2030 programme.

Albwardy Damen has 1,100 
employees of 26 nationalities and 
offers the full range of ship building 
and ship repair skills, supported by 
an extensive engineering division. 
It is certifi ed by LRQA to ISO 
9001:2015, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 
as well as API Q1.

Damen Shiprepair Brest (DSBr) completed a 12-day 
repair and refi t programme on Cunard’s Queen 
Elizabeth. The programme was highly intensive 
with a series of major systems being overhauled or 
installed. 

On arrival the ship was placed in the yard’s drydock 
number 3, one of the largest in Europe at 420 
metres, and the relevant manufacturers began 

immediately on maintenance to her stabilisers, ABB 
Azipods, bow thrusters and water intakes. 

Meanwhile, above the waterline, work was going 
on to install twin exhaust gas cleaning systems 
(EGCS) which, along with all the pipe and ducting 
work, involved the removal of two cabins to 
accommodate the additional equipment. Inside 
the vessel, the refurbishment included a series of 

cabins and corridors, along with the ship’s spa and 
part of the retail provision. 

Ashore, DSBr performed routine maintenance to 
Queen Elizabeth’s lifeboats, liferafts and tenders, 
and the yard also cleaned and repainted the hull 
and topsides of the ship
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Albwardy Damen has received an award for 
its design of the new Damen Multibuster 
8020 shallow draught, multi-purpose vessel. 
The award was presented at the MASTECH 
international marine technical conference, 
held on board the iconic QE2 fl oating hotel 
in the UAE.

Albwardy Damen has been developing the 
Multibuster 8020 for the past two years 
in close consultation with a number of oil 
majors and vessel operators. The vessel 
will also be available in 60 and 70 metre 
versions.

Its draught of just 3.5 metres makes it ideal 
for the shallow waters of the Arabian Gulf 
as well as elsewhere in the world. 

“At Damen we have been extremely 
successful with shallow draught workboats,” 
says Pascal Slingerland, regional director 
Middle East for Damen. “The new 
Multibuster is a combination of the 
functionality found on both Shoalbusters 
and Multi Cats, but on a much larger and 
even more versatile, shallow draught 
workboat.”

Hung Hua Construction of Taiwan has 
placed an order for two of Damen’s 
latest Fast Crew Supply Vessels, the 
FCS 2710. The contract was signed 
at the end of January and the vessels 
will be built at Damen Shipyards 
Singapore for delivery in early 2020.

With a government target of 5.5 
gigawatts  by the end of 2025 there 
is plenty of work to be done with ten 
sites off Taiwan’s west coast currently 

under development. Following its 
successful installation of the fi rst 
offshore project in Taiwan; the 
Southern Weather Observation Tower 
for the Taiwan Power Company, HHC 
is now looking ahead to the next 
phase of its cooperation by supplying 
them with fast crew transfer and 
support services.

The two vessels for HHC will have 
some additional, small changes to 

meet the company’s specifi c demands 
as well as optimise them for local 
Taiwanese requirements and conditions. 

“We are pleased to announce our 
order of two Damen FCS 2710 CTV 
vessels, which will be the latest and 
most state-of-the-art design of CTV 
in Asia,” added Mr. Polin Chen, 
assistant to the president at Hung 
Hua Construction. “Being the fi rst 
private company to invest in offshore 

vessels in Taiwan, we, Hung Hua, are 
confi dent and determined to build up 
local capacity for Taiwan’s offshore 
wind industry. 

We have full confi dence in Damen’s 
impressive track record, quality 
and reliable services. That’s why we 
chose Damen, and soon we will be 
expanding our fl eet by up to eight 
CTV vessels.”

River Cruise specialist A-ROSA has signed a 
contract with Concordia Damen for a newbuild 
River Cruise Vessel. The new ship, which will 
be delivered spring 2021, will operate in the 
northern Rhine region, including trips from 
Cologne to Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Antwerp and 
Bruges. The innovative River Cruise vessel will 
take A-ROSA’s city trip concept to the next level 
of leisure and sustainability.

In total, the vessel will present 140 cabins, 
including two-person cabins (21m2) with a balcony 
and separate living and sleeping areas.

To cater for the entire family, the vessel will 
feature a number of generous family cabins, 28m2. 
On the sun deck, next to a large, adult swimming 
pool, will be a smaller, children’s pool with 
shallow water. The design also features a separate 
children’s eating area in the restaurant so young 
guests can dine with their friends.

For adult guests, in addition to a high quality 
restaurant serving fi ve course meals, there will be 
a spa and wellness area with sauna, whirlpool, ice 
grotto, heat bench and treatment rooms. 
The staff receive their own generously spaced 
cabins along with, for the fi rst time, their own rest 
and relaxation area where they can unwind before 
and after working hours.

Twin Damen Fast Crew Suppliers 2710 ordered by Hung Hua Construction Co. Ltd. of Taiwan

A-ROSA signs contract 
with Concordia Damen 
for River Cruise Vessel

Albwardy Damen receives MASTECH award 
for new Damen Multibuster 8020

Naviera Integral signs for fi fteenth FCS 5009

MAGAZINE.DAMEN.COM

YOUR SPRINGBOARD
TO MORE GREAT STORIES

Towards the end of 2018, Mexican offshore contractor Naviera Integral signed 
a contract with Damen for its fi fteenth FCS 5009 vessel. The 50-metre FCS 5009 
has been a valuable workhorse for Naviera Integral. The Axe Bow has enabled 
the company to deliver crews and cargos to offshore installations out in the Gulf 
of Mexico rapidly, yet comfortably, in a wide range of weather conditions. 

Naviera’s newest addition will come with all the latest updates to the class 
and will also feature DP2 and FiFi1 capability and Damen’s ‘connected ship’ 
technology, which will ensure maximum effi ciency and minimum downtime.
Damen and Naviera Integral have worked together for over twenty years 
and the new vessel will bring the number of Damen vessels operated by the 
company to twenty-four. 

In November 2018, Damen Shiprepair Curaçao (DSCu) 
commissioned its fl oating docks, named C-dock and 
D-dock respectively. The commissioning of the docks is an 
historic milestone for DSCu and one of which the yard is 
extremely proud.

Both docks arrived at the Caribbean island of Curaçao at the 
end of April last year as part of a wider investment programme 
at the yard, following its takeover by Damen in 2017. The 
C-dock is the larger of the two, measuring 230 x 45 metres.

With the fl oating docks in operation, the yard now boasts four 
drydocks, two graving and two fl oating docks, signifi cantly 
increasing DSCu’s capabilities and fl exibility.

Floating docks operational 
in Curaçao
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Damen Shipyards Mangalia holds keel-laying for CEMEX Go Innovation

Towards the end of 2018, Damen 
held a keel-laying ceremony for the 
CEMEX Go Innovation at Damen 
Shipyards Mangalia in Romania. The 
vessel is the fi rst Damen MAD – the 
next generation of marine aggregate 
dredgers. 

Damen has designed the future-
proof vessel for long-lasting 
durability for operations in North Sea 
conditions over the coming decades. 

Particular attention has been paid to 
sustainability, safety and performance. 
The MAD will extract sand and gravel 
from the seabed at up to -55 metres. 

The keel-laying was the fi rst to 
take place since Damen began the 
operational management of the 
shipyard now known as Damen 
Shipyards Mangalia in July this year. 

¡VAMOS! Irish demo success

On the 24th of October the ¡VAMOS! 
technology Demonstration Day 
took place at the Magcobar fl ooded 
mine pit, in Silvermines, Ireland. 
In total 85 visitors participated in 
the fi eld demonstration to raise 
awareness of the innovative nature 
of the ¡VAMOS! technology with 
stakeholders and local communities. 

Featuring a total of sixteen partners 
from nine EU countries, ¡VAMOS! 
seeks to address the EU’s need for 
raw materials, by making possible 
the extraction of mineral deposits 
from inland water-bearing areas. To 
reach this aim, the partners have 
developed a system whereby a 
remotely operated mining vehicle is 
launched from a waterborne carriage. 
Damen Dredging Equipment, being 

one of the main industrial partners 
within the ¡VAMOS! Consortium 
designed and built the launch & 
recovery vessel, plus the slurry system 
on board of the mining vehicle. 

“The ¡VAMOS! team have successfully 
demonstrated their ability to use the 
prototype mining system in very hard 
rock. State-of-the-art electronics 
and visualisation have been used to 
control the operations. All this was 
done with great consciousness and 
care for safety, the environment and 
involvement of local stakeholders,” 
said Sander Steenbrink, general 
manager corporate research and 
development at Boskalis and 
Advisory Board member for the 
¡VAMOS! Project.

DSNS sponsors SAIL 201
Damen Schelde Naval Shipbuilding 
(DSNS) will be a major sponsorship 
partner, a Fan, of SAIL Amsterdam 
2020, the biggest nautical event in 
the world. Held every five years in the 
Dutch capital, an entire flotilla of tall 
ships dock in Amsterdam alongside 
many specialist vessels, and hundreds 
of thousands of visitors come to enjoy 
the spectacle. This maritime feast for 
the eye sails along the River IJ before 
docking in the heart of the city.

Managing Director of Damen 
Schelde Naval Shipbuilding, Hein van 
Ameijden and two representatives of 
the SAIL Beheer management board 
Michiel de Brauw (CFO of the Port 
of Amsterdam) and Jan Peter van 

Wijk (the Financial Director of SAIL 
2020) signed the sponsorship partner 
agreement at the National Maritime 
Museum (Scheepvaartmuseum) in 
Amsterdam.

Some of the sailing vessels built 
at Damen may well be shown at 
the event such as the clipper Stad 
Amsterdam; in 2005, 2010 and 
2015 the flagship of SAIL. And most 
probably the three-masted, square 
rigged clipper Cisne Branco and the 
three-masted steel clipper Shabab 
Oman II will be present. The Royal 
Netherlands Navy is also expected 
to be present at SAIL 2020 with large 
navy ships, some of which have been 
engineered and built by DSNS.

Damen Shipyards Cape Town aims to provide turnkey solutions for 

clients in Africa, says Benny Bhali, sales and marketing executive at 

DSCT. Over the last 12 years, the yard has built over 30 vessels for 

Africa. Benny outlines DSCT’s philosophy: “We are building vessels 

in Africa for Africa. We want to support African shipowners in 

creating a sustainable, successful business.”

Benny: “Damen is a centre of knowledge and innovation. DSCT 

often provides advice to companies about projects. Before they are 

a Damen customer and tendering for a project they come to us.”

DSCT’s efforts led to an initiative to launch annual dredging and 

fi shing seminars. The Africa Ship Leasing Fund also shows how 

Damen supports local businesses. “The fund helps customers 

provide sustainable employment and develop long-term 

businesses.”

Damen also supports the South African Government’s local content 

requirements, far exceeding the required 60%. 

The shipyard has its own Training Academy and participates in the 

government’s ‘YES’ youth development programme, employing 

young artisans from previously disadvantaged communities and 

training them through the apprentice programme.  Currently, DSCT 

is increasing employee numbers due to the prestigious Multi Mission 

Inshore Patrol Vessel project, where it will deliver three Stan Patrol 

6211 vessels for the South African Navy. Benny emphasises: “We are 

very proud to be participating in such a project.”

Benny is certainly positive about future prospects. “This continent 

has so much potential. We can help companies grow and partner 

them on their journey. 

“DSCT adds value for our clients. Customers are not just buying a ship, 

but a creative solution. We support our customers throughout the 

whole lifecycle of the vessel, we are with them for the long-haul!” 

BENNY BHALI
SALES & MARKETING EXECUTIVE @ DSCT

WORKING AT DAMEN
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IN THE PREVIOUS EDITION OF THE 

DAMEN MAGAZINE WE HEARD FROM 

THE GROUP’S EXECUTIVE BOARD THAT 

MANY MARITIME SECTORS WERE 

EXPERIENCING DIFFICULT TIMES. THIS 

CONTINUES TO BE THE CASE, THOUGH 

THERE ARE SIGNS THAT THE FIRST 

GREEN SHOOTS OF RECOVERY MAY BE 

EMERGING. DESPITE THE CHALLENGES, 

DAMEN HAS CONTINUED TO INVEST 

DURING THESE TOUGH TIMES, TAKING 

ON NEW YARDS AND EXTENDING ITS 

PORTFOLIO IN PREPARATION, AS ALWAYS, 

FOR THE LONG-TERM. 

IN THIS ARTICLE WE HEAR FROM CHIEF 

EXECUTIVE OFFICER RENÉ BERKVENS, 

CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER ARNOUT 

DAMEN, CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER 

JAN-WIM DEKKER AND INTERIM CHIEF 

FINANCIAL OFFICER TOM TOUBER 

ABOUT DAMEN’S RECENT AND 

FORTHCOMING ACTIVITIES. 

 GETTING FIT 
FOR THE
   FUTURE
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IN SUMMARY, HOW HAVE THE PAST TWELVE 
MONTHS BEEN FOR DAMEN?

ARNOUT: The last twelve months have remained challenging. 
There’s still little sign of renewed activity in the oil & gas industry. 
Though we can see the beginnings of recovery, there are still 
too many vessels idle so it’s not translating into new orders. 
Prices are under pressure in other markets too – the tug market, 
for example, is experiencing diffi culties because operators in 
European ports are having to consolidate their assets in order to 
remain competitive. 

RENÉ: 2018 should have been a transition year for us, but it seems 
this period shall extend into 2019. We see signs of recovery, 
but not as strong as we’d hoped. In general, turnover is OK, 
but profi t is poor. There are a number of reasons for this, one 
example being increasing labour costs in some regions.  

JAN-WIM: The industry is indeed still experiencing diffi cult times, 
but it shows the strength of the company and the Damen family 
that we continued to invest over the last few years, for example, in 
Damen Shipyards Mangalia, Damen Shiprepair Curaçao and Damen 
Verolme Rotterdam as well as in software such as CAD PDM and in 
our people – training them in preparation for the future.

TOM: I think a positive over the past months has been to observe 
the resilience of the Damen business model during these diffi cult 
times. The strategy of not being reliant on one product type has 
really shown its effectiveness during this time.

WHAT OPPORTUNITIES DOES THE CURRENT 
MARKET SITUATION SUGGEST? 

TOM: 2019 will be a year of consolidation and limited investment. 
There are still plenty of challenges ahead. Competition is fi erce 
so it’s going to be diffi cult. However, I believe the situation 
represents opportunities for Damen. To use a sailing analogy; on 
a clear day, anyone can sail. It’s when the weather gets tough you 
fi nd out who’s good at it. We have the right model to fi nd our 
way forwards.

To ensure success we need to be smart and invest where it 
matters – where there is potential for growth. We also need 
to make sure that there is openness and close cooperation 
throughout the group so we can maintain control of costs and 
there are no surprises. Such a culture of trust is natural at Damen 

– everyone feels part of the family. 

ARNOUT: Although 2019 will be a challenge, I expect 2020 will 
show a return to healthier fi gures. They won’t be outstanding, 
it’ll take longer than that, but they will be improved. Still, there 
are even now a number of markets showing signs of promise. 
Offshore wind is now picking up, for example. We’ve had a 
successful launch of the new FCS 2710 in Europe and also in Asia. 
And there’s a lot of discussion in North America about offshore 
wind, too. We are well positioned to support this, having partners 
in the US who have been building Damen-designed vessels for 
some years. 

JAN-WIM: Even as some of our main markets continue to struggle, 
we are preparing ourselves, looking closely at every aspect of the 
industry and our organisation, to make sure we are fi t for the future. 

Our industry has great relevance for the future. Rising sea levels 
would suggest growing importance for the industry, more 
dredging, more waterborne public transport – especially with 
more people living in heavily populated cities close to the water. 
Renewable energy is also growing in importance and there are 
clear trends towards increased defence and security. 

RENÉ: There are renewed opportunities for ship repair and 
conversion projects. We are already seeing a healthy increase in 
calls and things are looking good ahead. This goes not only for 
our yards, but for our Harbour & Voyage Repair division as well, 
which is seeing exponential growth in its activities. 

WHAT HAVE BEEN THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PAST YEAR?

ARNOUT: All the sectors of our new CRO (Cruise, RoPax & 
Offshore) division are looking good. We’ve booked contracts 
in all three sectors within the fi rst year, including an expedition 
cruise vessel and a complex offshore vessel over 10,000 dwt, 
currently under construction in Mangalia.

RENÉ: It has been an exciting start to operations in Mangalia with 
the CRO projects and there are other projects in the pipeline. 
This will certainly increase employment opportunities in the 
region. Also, the further alignment of activities between Amels 
and Damen, for example on SeaXplorer production and repair 
and refi t has been a particular highlight that will provide a good 
focus on the market.

TOM: It’s been good to see the yachting market performing so 
well. It’s no coincidence – the closer integration of Damen and 
Amels benefi ts both the product portfolio and the standards of 
operational excellence.

JAN-WIM: It’s been good to see Concordia Damen get off to an 
excellent start in inland shipping and river cruising. And Damen 
Technical Cooperation (DTC) and Damen Services continue to grow 
in relevancy. Damen Schelde Naval Shipbuilding, with the help of 
DTC, has been notably successful in the modular construction of 
the POLA vessel for Mexico, enabling the Mexican Navy to meet 
their local content requirements and facilitating the construction of 
a complex naval vessel in record time. 

THIS MAGAZINE HAS A FOCUS ON SUSTAINABILITY, A VERY TOPICAL 
SUBJECT RIGHT NOW. WHAT DO YOU THINK SUSTAINABILITY MEANS 
TO DAMEN AND TO OUR INDUSTRY? 

RENE: Sustainability is high on society’s agenda and also on our 
agenda.  We’ve been working towards increased sustainability 
for quite some time. We were early to the game with green 
innovations such as hybrid tugs, the Ecoliner and research 
programmes into subjects such as fuel effi ciency, hydrodynamics, 
command & control and fuel monitoring. 

Going forwards, digitalisation – with technologies such as remote 
monitoring offering closer scrutiny on effi cient sailing and fuel 
savings – will help make our products more sustainable over 
their entire lifecycle. Some of these vessels will be in operation 
for 30 years or more so it’s important that they are able to run 
effi ciently and cleanly throughout this time.
It is absolutely crucial that sustainable projects go hand in 
hand with profi tability – for us and our clients. No business is 
sustainable if it is not profi table. 

JAN-WIM: As well as supplying sustainable solutions to our 
products, we are looking closely at our processes also. We are 
looking at segregating waste for recycling and incorporating 
solar panels to our production facilities. In Galați we have an 
electricity reduction programme in the production processes. 
We are constantly analysing our approach to sustainability 
and, as with this magazine, aligning it with the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals.

ARNOUT: We see a lot of people coming out of universities with a 
desire to work for sustainable companies. This is good for us as, 
with our close involvement in sustainability, they are attracted to us.

We have a clearly defi ned goal at Damen of improving quality 
at the same time as reducing costs. Incorporating added 
sustainability goes hand in hand with this; more effi cient 
production leads to cleaner processes and, thereby, lower costs 
for innovative, more sustainable products. 

TOM: At Amels in Vlissingen (where Tom has been based), we 
have taken the approach that ‘sustainability begins at home’. 
We’ve supported beach-cleaning activities on a regular basis, 
sponsored local marine wildlife sanctuaries and installed a large, 
fl oating Seabin to collect rubbish from the harbour, for example. 

WITH THE COMMENCEMENT OF PROJECTS OF INCREASED 
COMPLEXITY, FOR EXAMPLE AT DAMEN SHIPYARDS MANGALIA, 
DAMEN HAS SPOKEN OF MORE ‘ENGINEERED-TO-ORDER’ PROJECTS. 
DOES THIS REPRESENT A BREAK WITH TRADITION AND A MOVE 
AWAY FROM THE STANDARDISED SHIPBUILDING PHILOSOPHY? 

RENÉ: I think we need to make a distinction between customise 
to order and engineer to order. It’s a similar process to what 
we’ve done already with our tugs portfolio, where multiple 
vessel types all draw on the same systems and benefi t from 
interchangeability, stock spare parts, reduced warranty costs and 
higher uptime as a result.

ARNOUT: We still believe in series building and are still committed to 
standardisation. Building in series results in a more reliable product. 
It’s true that, with Mangalia, we are ready to build engineered to 
order ships, but we will build them using standard components and 
equipment. 

JAN-WIM: We will use modularisation to deliver engineered to 
order vessels, wherever possible using standard equipment. This 
will facilitate a signifi cant reduction in lead times. 
With increasing complexity and custom vessels comes a need for 
increased focus on processes. The difference with these projects 
is that project management and risk management become 
much more important than they are in the more predictable 
environment of a production line.

Ultimately, we are talking about custom vessels of standardised 
platforms. Our role is not only that of shipbuilder, but of 
integrator. To fulfi ll this role we will continue to cultivate close 
relationships with our clients and their clients, our suppliers and 
their suppliers and with universities and research institutes. We 
are keen to collaborate to optimise the results of standardisation. 

TOM: It’s in Damen’s DNA to build in series. It’s a philosophy 
that’s proven remarkably versatile in many markets. What we 
need to do going forwards, to maximise the effi ciency of the 
model, is to further increase the collaboration between the 
various business units and the commercial part of the operation 
within the group. By paying close attention to the markets, we 
can make sure that our stock levels align with market needs. 
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Amels  SHIPYARD 

Concordia Damen Shipbuilding  SHIPYARD 

Damen Anchor & Chain Factory  COMPANY 

Damen Dredging Equipment  SHIPYARD  SALES OFFICE

Damen Green Solutions  COMPANY 

Damen Maaskant Shipyards Stellendam  SHIPYARD  SHIP REPAIR

Damen Marine Services  COMPANY 

Damen Marine Components Netherlands (Hardinxveld)  COMPANY 

Damen Schelde Marine Services  COMPANY 

Damen Schelde Naval Shipbuilding  SHIPYARD 

Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam  SHIP REPAIR

Damen Shiprepair Harbour & Voyage  SHIP REPAIR

Damen Shiprepair Harlingen  SHIP REPAIR

Damen Shiprepair Oranjewerf  SHIP REPAIR

Damen Shiprepair Rotterdam  SHIP REPAIR

Damen Shiprepair Vlissingen  SHIP REPAIR

Damen Shipyards Bergum  ENGINEERING

Damen Shipyards Den Helder  SHIP REPAIR

Damen Shipyards Gorinchem (HQ)  SHIPYARD  ENGINEERING  SALES OFFICE  SERVICE HUB

Damen Shipyards Hardinxveld  SHIPYARD 

Damen Trading & Chartering  COMPANY 

Damen Verolme Rotterdam  SHIP REPAIR

Damen Winch Technology  COMPANY  ENGINEERING

Niron Staal Amsterdam  SHIPYARD 

ANGOLA   
Damen Services Luanda  SERVICE HUB

ARGENTINA
Damen Area Support South America  SALES OFFICE

AUSTRALIA
Damen Services Brisbane  SERVICE HUB

BAHAMAS
Damen Services Nassau  SERVICE HUB

BANGLADESH 
Damen Services Dhaka  SERVICE HUB

BRAZIL
Damen Services Rio de Janeiro  SERVICE HUB

CANADA
Damen Services Victoria (BC)  SERVICE HUB

CHINA
Damen Area Support Shanghai  SALES OFFICE

Damen Marine Components Jiangyin  COMPONENT FACTORY

Damen Shipyards Changde  SHIPYARD 

Damen Trading Suzhou  SALES OFFICE

Damen Yichang Shipyard  SHIPYARD 

CUBA
Damex Shipbuilding & Engineering Cuba  SHIPYARD  SHIP REPAIR

CURAÇAO
Damen Services Curaçao  SERVICE HUB

Damen Shiprepair Curaçao  SHIP REPAIR

DJIBOUTI
Damen Services Djibouti  SERVICE HUB

FINLAND
Damen Engineering Helsinki  ENGINEERING

FRANCE
Damen Shiprepair Brest   SHIP REPAIR

Damen Shiprepair Dunkerque  SHIP REPAIR

GERMANY
Van der Velden Barkemeyer  ENGINEERING

INDONESIA
PT. Damen Schelde Indonesia  SALES OFFICE

JAMAICA
Damen Services Jamaica  SERVICE HUB

MOZAMBIQUE
Damen Services Beira  SERVICE HUB

NIGERIA
Damen Services Port Harcourt  SERVICE HUB

NORWAY
Damen Shipyards Stavanger  SALES OFFICE

PANAMA
Damen Services Panama  SERVICE HUB

POLAND
Damen Engineering Gdańsk  ENGINEERING

Damen Marine Components Gdańsk  COMPONENT FACTORY

Damen Shipyards Gdynia  SHIPYARD 

Damen Shipyards Koźle  SHIPYARD 

ROMANIA
Damen Shipyards Galați  SHIPYARD 

Marine Engineering Galați  ENGINEERING

Damen Shipyards Mangalia  SHIPYARD  SHIP REPAIR

Van der Velden Romania  SALES OFFICE

SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES
Damen Services St. Vincent  SERVICE HUB

SINGAPORE
Damen Schelde Marine Services Singapore  COMPONENT FACTORY

Damen Services Singapore  SERVICE HUB

Damen Shipyards Singapore  SHIPYARD  SHIP REPAIR  SERVICE HUB

SOUTH AFRICA
Damen Shipyards Cape Town  SHIPYARD  SHIP REPAIR  SERVICE HUB

SWEDEN
Damen Oskarshamnsvarvet Sweden  SHIP REPAIR

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
Damen Services Trinidad & Tobago  SERVICE HUB

TURKEY
Damen Shipyards Antalya  SHIPYARD 

UKRAINE
Marine Design Engineering Mykolayiv  ENGINEERING

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Albwardy Damen - Dubai  SHIPYARD  SHIP REPAIR

Albwardy Damen - Fujairah  SHIP REPAIR

Albwardy Damen - Sharjah  SHIPYARD  SHIP REPAIR  ENGINEERING

Damen Services Dubai  SERVICE HUB

UNITED KINGDOM
Brixham Marine Services  SERVICE HUB

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Damen Area Support North America  SALES OFFICE

QATAR
Nakilat Damen Shipyards Qatar  SHIPYARD 

VIETNAM
Damen Song Cam Shipyard  SHIPYARD 

Damen Services Song Cam  SERVICE HUB

YARDS & COMPANIES

THE WORLD
OF DAMEN

NL
STARTED 

AND STAYED 
IN

Damen newbuild yard 

Damen shiprepair & conversion yard 

Damen Technical Cooperation / Business Cooperation   
Damen Service Hub   
Damen company 

      Offi ces, engineering, parts manufacturer, etc.
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“We have perfect infrastructure, facilities and resources,” says DSMa 
Managing Director Chris Groninger. “We’re currently very busy showing 
the world what we can do, and we’re already fi rmly on the map. When 
client delegations come to look around our site – which these days is 
increasingly often – they’re always impressed. If they’re considering 
spending a large amount for their vessel they want to be sure of 
everything and their visits here fi ll them with confi dence.”

HUGE CAPACITY AND CAPABILITIES
Situated in a non-tidal port, DSMa has at its core three drydocks with 
a total length of 982 metres. These are well served by cranes – one 
1,000 tonne and two 480 tonne gantry cranes and nine other jib cranes 
of 16-20 tonnes – together with heavy transporters, able to transport 
superblocks of up to 800 tonnes. 

Nearby are areas for storing and cutting steel of varying thicknesses, 
two huge halls for section building, each including a panel line, 
modern, covered blasting and painting facilities, complying with the 
latest environmental requirements, and dedicated workshops for 
mechanical works, steel outfi tting and piping. Moreover, the yard has 
its own galvanising shop. At the moment, DSMa is investing in further 
optimising its facilities for fi nal outfi tting, such as electrical, carpentry, 
heating, ventilation and air conditioning work.    

DAMEN EXPANDS IN ROMANIA
The yard that is now DSMa opened in the mid-70s. Between 1976 and 
1997 the yard, which was then called 2 Mai Mangalia Shipyard, built and 
repaired a wide range of vessels. With Romania changing into a market 
economy, in 1997 Daewoo from Korea, in a joint venture with the 
Romanian Government, took control of the yard, which was renamed 
Daewoo Mangalia Heavy Industries (DMHI). The yard subsequently 
expanded its facilities and focussed completely on the newbuilding of 
large commercial vessels. Between 1997 and 2017, DMHI delivered 
over 200 vessels, ranging from Handysize to Capesize bulkers, from 
feeders to Post-Panamax container vessels and from smaller chemical 
tankers to Suezmax crude oil tankers.  

After a long negotiation process, Damen fi nally completed the acquisition 
of the shareholdings of the yard from Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine 
Engineering in July 2018. Damen now has operational control of DSMa, 
in a joint venture with the government, which holds 51% of the shares.

THINKING BIG AT 
DAMEN SHIPYARDS MANGALIA

COVERING A VAST 100-HECTARE SITE ON ROMANIA’S SOUTH-EASTERN 
COAST, DAMEN SHIPYARDS MANGALIA (DSMa) IS BY FAR THE LARGEST YARD 
IN THE DAMEN SHIPYARDS GROUP. IT IS ALSO THE LARGEST YARD ON THE 
BLACK SEA AND IN THE EAST MEDITERRANEAN, ITS FACILITIES INCLUDING 
THREE GRAVING DRYDOCKS RANGING FROM 302 BY 48 METRES TO 360 BY 60 
METRES, AND 1,550 METRES OF QUAYSIDE.

S I T U AT E D  I N  A  
STRATEGIC LOCATION

S I T E  A R E A  
980,000 m2

145  SOCCER 

F IELDS .

EAS ILY  STORE 
9 , 500  CARAVANS .

THAT ’S  
54  M I LL ION  

JEU  DE  BOULE  
BALLS .

BOSPHORUS  
STRA IT 1 83  NM

PAR IS2 ,050 KM

C O V E R E D  W O R K S H O P S  
95,960 m2

S T E E L  S T O C K
13,800 m2

   35,000 t
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Eric Moerkerk was appointed managing director of Damen 

Maaskant Shipyards Stellendam (DMSS) in September 2018, 

following fourteen months as deputy director. “One of the best 

things about working for Damen is that it is a family company,” 

says Eric. “While results are of course important it has a much 

more collegiate, friendly atmosphere and much less top-down 

direction. My previous employer was a publicly-quoted company 

and the culture was tough and far more short-term, focused 

on the fi nancials. Here, the senior management team is highly 

approachable and communications are generally very good both 

ways, again because of the feeling that the company is itself a 

family and everyone can talk to anyone else. 

“Being the managing director here at DMSS feels rather like running 

the business as an owner,” he continues. “I am trusted to get on 

with keeping the yard busy and making it a success. We know what 

is expected of us and everyone gives their best because they feel 

they are integral to the business. I treat my colleagues at the yard in 

the same way, trusting them to fulfi l their roles while my job is more 

the long-term planning and general oversight.

“We are in interesting times. The market is uncertain, not least 

with Brexit and the uncertainty it generates, particularly for the 

fi shermen, who are important customers for us. They cannot 

invest until they know where they will be able to fi sh and that has 

an impact on the yard. There is also uncertainty over the future 

of pulse fi shing which a lot of our customers use. This is also 

affecting many of our clients, particularly the smaller ones. The 

workboat maintenance sector is going well, however. Another 

of my priorities is the fact that more than 35 of our colleagues 

are over 60 years old, so we are keen to recruit new staff. Our 

location is rather remote, particularly for young people who prefer 

the cities, but we hope to attract them to this pleasant corner of 

the Netherlands.”

ERIC MOERKERK
MANAGING DIRECTOR AT MAASKANT SHIPYARDS

WORKING AT DAMEN

Damen’s fi rst venture in Romania was Damen 
Shipyards Galati (DSGa), which joined the 
group in 1999. Situated in the east of the 
country, 230 kilometres north of Mangalia and 
on the banks of the River Danube, DSGa is 
fully owned and operated by Damen. DSGa is 
another large site, covering 55 hectares, has a 
workforce of 2,500 and builds a wide variety of 
complex vessels.  

NEW FOCUS
With Damen at the helm, the yard plans to 
continue its current repair activities. The yard 
traditionally services the Greek fl eet, not only 
with regular repair and maintenance jobs, 
but also with refi ts like scrubber retrofi tting, 
DSMa will focus on the construction of 
cruise, large RoRo/RoPax ferries and offshore 
vessels. The intention is to provide all services 
on site, including production engineering, 
procurement, steel processing, outfi tting and 
commissioning.  

In addition and as elsewhere in the Damen 
Shipyards Group, there is great scope for 
newbuild and refi t projects aimed at complying 
with stricter maritime emissions regulations. 

Moreover, DSMa will also focus on the 
construction of offshore structures, both for the 
oil & gas industry developing in the Black Sea 
and especially for the offshore wind industry 
in Western Europe. These structures include 
jackets, monopiles, all kinds of subsea structures 

and big fl oaters for the offshore wind industry.
Chris says, “DSMa’s large drydocks and 
outstanding facilities and workforce enable 
us to build, maintain, repair, refi t and convert 
larger, more complex and higher-end vessels 
and structures. We’re currently investing in and 
optimising the shipyard to seize all our new 
opportunities, particularly for bespoke, high 
added value projects.” 

Before heading up DSMa, Mr Groninger 
was managing director of Damen Song Cam 
Shipyard in Haiphong, Vietnam, and before 
that, fi nancial director at Damen Shipyards 
Gorinchem. Mr Groninger says, “In contrast 
to many Damen locations – including Damen 
Song Cam – where standard vessels are the 
norm, we will build one-offs at DSMa. These 
will be highly complex vessels, with concurrent 
engineering and production activities.”

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
As with other Damen shipyards, DSMa is 
committed to minimising its ecological impact 
and has ISO 14001:2015 environmental 
management certifi cation. This is 
complemented by its ISO 9001:2015 quality 
management and OHSAS 18001:2007 
occupational health and safety certifi cation, 
and all are based on processes of employee 
involvement and continual improvement.

“We are making our business more sustainable 
by investing and expanding into new 
activities,” says Mr Groninger. “Tourism and 
our shipyard are the two main economic 
drivers in Mangalia, so it’s important we 
succeed and thrive long term. We employ 

1,850 people, we want to recruit a further 500 
to 1,000 in the next year, and we could end up 
with between 3,000 and 5,000 employees. In a 
town of 40,000, we’re very much at the heart 
of the community.”

To help meet its recruitment targets, DSMa 
is increasing cooperation with vocational 
colleges in Mangalia and across Romania. The 
company operates an on-site training centre 
and provides dormitory accommodation if 
needed by trainees and employees. 

EUROPEAN MARKETS
DSMa is already benefi ting from Damen’s 
global sales network and reputation for 
effi ciency and quality. Current projects include 
the construction of the hull of the CEMEX Go 
Innovation, the fi rst of Damen’s new design of 
Marine Aggregate Dredgers. Recently DSMa 
produced 1,400 tonnes of steel assemblies for 
the drilling rig Stena Don, which was refi tted at 
Damen Verolme in Rotterdam. 

“We’re particularly well placed to serve clients 
in Europe,” says Mr Groninger. “We offer 
competitive costs, quality, reliability and 
fl exibility – and we use European steel. In fact 
our steelwork can be tracked and traced in both 
directions to the steel mill and to the individual 
welder. Whatever the vessel or structure 
involved, and whatever the client’s specifi c 
requirements, we can do everything here.”

IMMENSE
DRYDOCKS

DOCK 1   302 X 48 m | 9 m deep
DOCK 2   320 X 48 m | 18 m deep
DOCK 3   360 X 60 m | 13 m deep

3
GREAT FOR  SERV IC ING  

3  E IFFELTOWERS 
AT  A  T IME .

OR  STOR ING  YOUR  10 , 158  
40  FOOT CONTA INERS .

300 m

1,000
R E A D Y  TO 

DOCK V E S S E L S  

U P  T O 360 
METRES

HIGHLY SKILLED 
EMPLOYEES

OR 184  TUGS  I F  YOU  PREFER . .

13

OVERHEAD

CRANES   
CAPACITY UP TO 

1,000 TONNES

3
EAS ILY  L I FT  6

BOE ING  747   
A IRPLANES .     

WITH A    
CAPACITY      
UP TO         
 

MOVING
CRANES:

120
TONNES  

“WE ARE MAKING OUR BUSINESS MORE SUSTAINABLE BY 
INVESTING AND EXPANDING INTO NEW ACTIVITIES,”
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SUSTAINABILITY 
SPECIAL

Sustainability as a movement is gathering pace around the globe. It’s 

something that aff ects all industries and the maritime world is no 

exception. Our industry, widely known for innovation, has actually 

been working towards sustainability for some time.

Damen has made numerous contributions to this; evolving our product 

portfolio towards greater effi  ciency, exploring ways to make our processes 

cleaner and always looking to maximise the lifecycle of our vessels. 

Now is a fi tting time for the Damen Magazine to take a closer look at what 

Damen and its partners are doing in their work towards greater levels of 

maritime sustainability. We believe that the interests of environmental 

sustainability are best served by a business that is able to sustain itself; 

to deliver products that are not only clean and effi  cient, but also relevant, 

today and tomorrow. 
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SUSTAINABILITY 
IN THE CRUISE 
INDUSTRY

Flick through any cruise brochure and 
you will see some of the world’s most 
stunning and pristine locations. From the 
icy splendour of the Alaskan wilderness to 
the tropical Caribbean sun. From rugged 
Norwegian nature to historical Venetian 
culture. The common denominator of all 
these destinations is the ambition of cruise 
operators to give their passengers an 
unforgettable holiday experience in the 
world’s most remarkable places.

It is the sheer beauty of these itineraries 
that makes the subject of environmental 
sustainability in the cruise industry so 

pressing. Furthermore, says Andrea Trevisan, 
SVP sales and marketing Damen Cruise, this 
issue is made even more compelling in two 
other ways. “Firstly, the cruise industry is 
a rapidly growing market; it has been for 
the last 30 years. But nowadays more than 
ever – with over 100 cruise ships on order, 
ranging from XXL vessels to small boutique 
and expedition cruise ships – the global 
emissions footprint of the cruise industry is 
increasing.”

The second reason, he continues, 
concerns power requirements, and the 
resulting emissions thereof. This is of 

particular relevance when navigating in 
environmentally sensitive areas or within 
ports located close to cities. For example, 
even a medium-sized cruise ship can 
easily draw up to four to six megawatts 
of power when in port. “Therefore, the 
issue of sustainability of cruise ships is of 
crucial importance for the growth of the 
cruise industry. A cruise ship, regardless 
of its dimensions, entering a city or sailing 
through pristine polar waters must not 
disturb the urban population or local 
environment in any way. And, in fact, the 
long-term ambition of the industry is to 
have emissions free cruise ships.”

SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
Some governments are bringing in their 
own hefty regulations to tackle the issue, 
says Robin Brouwer, Damen Cruise VP 
Design and Proposal. “For example, Norway 
is heading for zero emissions in a couple 
of years from now – cruise ships will only 
be allowed into the protected areas of the 
fjords if they have zero emissions.” While 
environmental laws are getting tighter, the 
subject goes further than legislation, says 
Robin. “Sustainability is also starting to 
become a selling point for vessel owners. 
Passengers want to sail on cleaner ships.”

The stricter environmental regulations 
are pushing the cruise industry to fi nd 
alternative fuels. Of the various options 
available, LNG is playing a dominant role; 
approximately 30% of newbuilds are being 
built with LNG propulsion systems. “This is 
not a solution for the long term, however. 
Cruise ships often operate in remote areas 
where the LNG supply chain is lacking, but 
also LNG is not emissions free,” says Andrea. 
So what is Damen’s solution to the subject of 
improving sustainability in cruise ships? 

“We can couple our vast amount of 
knowledge building complex vessels with 
a large research and development team to 
create solutions to make the cruise industry 
more sustainable.”

SMART INTEGRATION
Numerous solutions relating to 
sustainability already exist; in fact, a lot of 
progress has been made in the last decade 
as cruise ships have become around 30% 
more energy effi cient. “We don't want to 
reinvent the wheel – our job is the smart 
integration of sustainable technologies. 
This is our core business.” Robin is talking 
about currently available solutions such as 
waste heat recovery, shore connections, 
LED lighting and the use of batteries, all 
of which contribute to make a cruise ship 
cleaner and greener. “Hydrodynamics – 
hull form optimisation – is also something 
that we are very good at, and we believe 
that the Damen Air Cavity system (DACS), 
reducing fuel consumption, will also be very 
relevant for the cruise industry. Looking 
ahead, together with industry partners, we 
are investing in the possible application 
of high-power fuel cells and even 100% 
hydrogen-based operations.”

In addition to Damen’s extensive network 
of suppliers, Danish ship design company 

KNUD E. HANSEN (part of the Damen 
Shipyards Group since 2012) will also 
provide valuable input into Damen’s 
cruise ambitions. KNUD E. HANSEN has 
a lot of knowledge with HVAC systems, 
Robin points out. “This is very interesting 
because HVAC systems are a major energy 
consumer that can be made more effi cient 
through advanced digital development and 
automation.”

IN FOR THE LONG-TERM
An often overlooked aspect of sustainability 
throughout the whole maritime sector 
is the subject of prolonging operational 
lifetime. After all, keeping a vessel active 
while simultaneously updating its green 
credentials is surely more sustainable than 
sending it to the breaker’s yard for scrap? 
Indeed, Andrea confi rms, the lifespan of 
cruise vessels is typically very long. “Up to 
35 to 40 years, in fact. This starts with the 
fi nancing process during the contractual/
design stage and continues with engineering 
and construction. And then, during the 
operational lifetime, an owner will need refi t, 
refurbishing work and major conversions. 
And it is our role at Damen to support the 
vessel’s entire sustainable and productive 
lifecycle. We are the long-term partner.”
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IMO TIER III
READY FOR 
THE FUTURE

For Damen, the IMO Tier III NOX regulations represent a significant move 
towards cleaner and greener operations. Improving air quality in harbours 
is an important issue, especially when taking their proximity to urban 
locations into account. Damen has a large number of tug-owning clients 
in the North Sea and Baltic Sea Emission Control Areas. Therefore the 
significance of IMO Tier III cannot be overestimated. 

“We started brainstorming sessions on this subject back in 2012,” says 
Jeffrey Jacobs, Technical Manager Tugs. “Looking for the best NOx 
emission reduction systems on the market, we had technical challenges and 
space was one of the limiting factors. Therefore we needed to combine an 
exhaust emission reduction system with our engine silencers. To support 
our Damen philosophy by giving our customers the opportunity to choose 
a green product with short delivery times, or deciding to easily upgrade 
their vessels when needed, we set another requirement which was difficult 
to meet.

“Being able to meet these tough requirements and provide our clients with 
the standard, reliable, robust and Damen-quality products, suitable for 
multiple marine diesel engines, we decided to develop our own Damen 
after-treatment systems.”

80% reductions
With this decision a Damen After-Treatment Team was established. Its first 
assignment was to develop a NOX reduction system for the new generation 
of Tugs: the ASD Tug 3212, ASD Tug 2813, ASD Tug 2811, ASD Tug 
2312 and RSD Tug 2513. This involved partnering with after-treatment 
company Emigreen, he adds. “This partnership joins twenty years of 
knowledge, R&D and experience of after-treatment systems with 90 years 
of experience of designing and building vessels.”

The cooperation with Emigreen was fruitful, leading to an in-house 
designed and developed system which has been tested on multiple test 
benches. “The resulting Damen Marine NOX reduction system is a fully 
certified and type approved IMO Tier III system, reducing NOX emissions 
by 80% compared with IMO Tier II requirements.”

Plug and play
For owners of Damen’s new generation of tugs wanting to switch to IMO 
Tier III, the process will be straightforward. “You can compare it to what we 
have been doing for years with firefighting systems. We prepare the vessel 
as much as possible and then can install the optional equipment within a 
matter of weeks – a plug and play technique.” 

Damen’s extensive preparations for NOX regulations have paid off: “We 
are showing the maritime market that we are ready for this sustainable 
change. The first projects have been successfully developed, tested and 
delivered to our customers.” The Damen After-Treatment Team is currently 
expanding its product portfolio to provide the numerous Damen Business 
Units with the best technical solutions for NOX reduction systems.

These can even be combined with soot reduction technology to comply 
with the new Euro Stage V requirements. “These are fit-for-purpose,” 
concludes Jeffrey. “And take into account the operational profile and 
specific requirements of the variety of vessels, while keeping our standard 
product approach.”

Explained IMO Tier III
The International Maritime Organization’s regulations 
regarding nitrogen oxide emissions have got steadily stricter 
over the last two decades. This started with the so-called 
IMO Tier 1 controls in 2000, and continued with IMO Tier II 
in 2011. IMO Tier III entered force in 2016, but only in North 
American and US Caribbean waters. For the European market, 
Tier III regulations will come into effect in the North Sea and 
Baltic Sea Emission Control Areas from 1st January 2021. This 
means that all vessels with an engine output greater than 130 
kilowatts, with a keel-laying date after 2016 for US waters and 
2021 for North Sea and Baltic Sea waters entering these areas 
must comply with IMO Tier III regulations.

Explained NOX reduction
The Damen Marine NOX reduction system is an advanced active 
emissions control system using SCR (selective catalytic reduction) 
technology for NOX reductions up to emissions standards 
according to IMO Tier III, suitable for marine diesel engines and 
fuels. It has been designed and optimised for the specific sailing 
profile of a vessel, and is able to operate on both high and low 
loads in ambient conditions from -30⁰C up to 45⁰C. Its robust 
design is suitable for high sulphur fuels (DMA ISO 8217:2017) 
capable of using both automotive (AUS32) and marine quality 
urea (AUS40). Combined with 45dB(A) silencers, the system limits 
the emissions of NOX and noise, thus contributing to a healthier 
and more sustainable environment.
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ELECTRIC CROSSING

DAMEN PRODUCT DIRECTOR FERRIES, HENK 

GRUNSTRA, ON DAMEN’S MOVE INTO THE 

WORLD OF ELECTRIC PROPULSION FOR 

MARINE-BASED PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION.

The electrification of ships is no longer just a prospect for the future; electrification 
is here. Right now, as part of its E-Cross Ferries programme Damen is constructing 
electric ferries of all sizes, from passenger only to those able to carry vehicles. These 
cutting-edge vessels feature the entire spectrum of current propulsion options – 
from diesel-electric with on board power generation to fully electric using a shore-
based power source. 

“This is not to say we’ve got this covered; electrification is one steep learning curve. 
Electrification of ships is new, but with the E-Cross series, we’ve made a good 
start,” says Damen Product Director Ferries Henk Grunstra. 

Firm foundations in ferries
Certainly ferries present a good starting point – the predictable nature of their 
operations, working to a regular route and schedule – allows a shipyard to tailor 
the propulsion exactly to the vessel’s operational profile. This predictability is 
critical for developing vessels with electric propulsion. 

“During the design process for one electric ferry, the client came back to us and 
said, ‘Actually, we’ve decided we want to change the route, it’s now this’,” he says 
gesturing. “The change was a 31% extension of the route. So we went back to the 
drawing board to see what we could do. The answer was not quite so simple as 
you might imagine. The new profile required completely different batteries, in turn 
requiring an almost completely different boat. It’s early days for this technology 
right now. The slightest change to the plans sets off a chain reaction that can 
threaten cost increases and jeopardise redundancy.” 

Neither of which outcomes is much of an option. Increased costs are likely to make 
electrification less popular in both public and private sectors, while redundancy is 
critical in a vessel that is, essentially, a lifeline for communities, as Henk explains. 

“If there’s a storm and it takes out the power, then people still need to get to 
hospital.” 

The predictability of a ferry operation, however, brings its own challenges. 
Marine-based public transport invariably requires a customised approach. Each 
operation is unique – it has its own route and its vessels their own capacity and size 
requirements, for which the right-sized batteries must be selected. 

“For example, we approached a project in Canada with a view to using docking 
solutions we had seen successfully applied in Norway, but it turned out that they 
just were not suitable for this project. Although the operations of each ferry are 
predictable and routine, they are also unique to the route that they serve.”
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Setting standards in strange territory 
At fi rst glance, such uniqueness may appear strange 
territory for Damen, a company that has made its name in 
standardising ship production. However, closer inspection 
reveals that even in a world with such tailored requirements, 
there is room for the Damen philosophy to bring advantage. 

“We can standardise the process by which the ferry is built – 
the calculations we make in order to develop the right vessel 
can be standardised,” continues Henk. 

The standardisation of processes can involve borrowing 
relevant technology from other sectors. Electrifi cation has 
already made progress in land-based public transportation. 
The charging systems used for buses can be adapted, for 
example, for maritime usage. 

“It’s not simply a case of taking a charging system and 
hooking a boat up to it. It needs to be ‘marine-ised’. It will 
need to handle higher voltages for one thing. Of course, 
we always test this technology thoroughly; no matter how 
successful it’s been on other applications we want to be sure 
it works well on our vessels, but essentially, we are applying 
proven technology to innovative solutions.” 

In doing this, Damen is effectively taking on a role that 
exceeds that of ‘just’ shipbuilder and becoming an integrator.

Starting at the beginning
“Our aim with delivering the E-Cross is to provide support throughout the entire 
process, beginning with an advisory role at the very outset. We’ve had experience 
of this already, having served as a consultancy for BC Ferries in Canada, assessing 
for them what battery charging options were available. It tuned out that, at 
present, it is not feasible to have onshore charging. On the basis of this we are 
building for them hybrid diesel-electric vessels that are prepared for conversion 
to full electric once the infrastructure exists.

“The role of integrator also involves looking into things such as civic regulations 
and what power is available from the grid as well as helping to select the right 
equipment and translating the operational profi le of the vessel into a match.”

Capex Vs Opex
Standardising the process will speed up construction and ensure the reliability 
of E-Cross Ferries. It will also, ultimately, exert downward pressure on costs – 
particularly as Damen is expecting demand for electric ferries to be high in the 
coming years. 

“We anticipate that political initiatives and growing environmental awareness will 
equal signifi cant demand for electric ferries in the coming years. Eventually, as with 
anything, repeated product deliveries will result in a smooth fl ow of cost-effective 
equipment. And, as we intend to build a lot of these types of vessel, we will fi nd 
ourselves in a good position from a procurement perspective. From this base, we 
will be able to deliver a competitive offering to the market,” states Henk. 

The costs of an electric ferry operation are impossible to defi ne due to all the 
variables already discussed above. However, there is often a case to be made that, 
although initial capital outlay can be considerable relative to a conventional ferry 
operation, the operating expense can be signifi cantly lower over the lifetime of 
the vessel. 

“We know ferries”
“We feel we are well placed to play our part in the 
development of electric maritime propulsion. We 
know the ferry business. We know ferries. Besides, 
we’ve been working on this for years – and not 
just in ferries. We’ve developed hybrid tugs for 
example.”

Damen’s experience with vessel electrifi cation has 
included participation in EU-funded programmes 
such as JOULES – the Joint Operation for Ultra Low 
Emission Shipping. Within the project, participants 
developed and simulated benchmark cases, 
imagined taking place in 2025 and 2050. 

Damen’s work on the project imagined a ferry service 
that operated between the cities of Rotterdam and 
Dordrecht in the Netherlands that would, in 2025, 
feature a gas-propelled vessel and, by 2050, a fully 
electric one using a hydrogen fuel cell. 

“This experience proved valuable and the fi ndings 
of the simulation have already been applied to a 
waterbus contract for Arriva in Denmark’s capital, 
Copenhagen. These boats will be operational well 
in advance of the perceived 2050 deadline. See 
page 32.

“It’s early days for this technology in marine 
applications still at this stage, but it’s certainly a 
part of the future and we’ll certainly be fulfi lling our 
role in that future,” Henk concludes. 

“THE ROLE OF INTEGRATOR ALSO 

INVOLVES LOOKING INTO THINGS SUCH 

AS CIVIC REGULATIONS AND WHAT 

POWER IS AVAILABLE FROM THE GRID AS 

WELL AS HELPING TO SELECT THE RIGHT 

EQUIPMENT AND TRANSLATING THE 

OPERATIONAL PROFILE OF THE VESSEL 

INTO A MATCH.”

-  HENK GRUNSTRA -

DAMEN E-CROSS
R&D ON INTEGRATED ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS FOR 
ELECTRIC AND HYBRID FERRIES

“WE FEEL WE ARE WELL 
PLACED TO PLAY OUR PART IN THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRIC MARITIME 
PROPULSION. WE KNOW THE FERRY 

BUSINESS. WE KNOW FERRIES. BESIDES, 
WE’VE BEEN WORKING ON THIS FOR 
YEARS – AND NOT JUST IN FERRIES. 
WE’VE DEVELOPED HYBRID TUGS 

FOR EXAMPLE.”
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DAMEN SHIPYARDS AND ARRIVA 
COMBINE THEIR STRENGTHS.

Arriva has been running this ferry service for more 
than fi fteen years already with its existing conventional 

diesel-driven vessels and therefore has great experience 
with the route and operation. 

Arriva is Europe’s largest transport provider, taking a leading 
stance in reducing its environmental impact, incorporating new 
technology as soon as it is developed to help reduce emissions. 

The company’s customers are at the heart of everything it 
does. Arriva strives for excellent satisfaction levels and and 
has won a UITP Transport Achievement Award for “putting 
people fi rst” and improving the overall transport experience 
for clients, employees and customers in Copenhagen. 

Damen combined strengths with Arriva in this project, using 
its shipbuilding knowledge, creativity and dynamism to help 
its client fi nd an ecological and economical solution. The 
Damen E-Ferry 2306 is a customised design, specifi cally 
developed for the Movia tender in cooperation with Arriva. 
The design is based on Damen’s E-Cross philosophy (see 
page 28) and overall experience with providing optimal 
passenger experience combined with effi cient propulsion. Design and proposal engineer 

Bastiaan Vink and sales 
manager Martin Verstraaten.

7 BOOTJES

DAMEN FERRIES DAMEN FERRIES 
COPENHAGEN TOWARDS COPENHAGEN TOWARDS 
A GREENER FUTUREA GREENER FUTURE

Different modes of transport form a lifeline for Copenhagen’s citizens. As a result, 
the city’s politicians wanted a greener public transport service, on water as well 
as on the road. Copenhagen’s public transport authority Movia issued a tender to 
upgrade the current ferry service and route to a greener alternative.
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Arriva requested more body in the fender 
construction and more daylight in the cabin 
and wheelhouse. Damen added stronger 
fenders, large windows, and additional skylights 
to the ferries. The vessels need to be highly 
manoeuvrable, able to resist high winds and icy 
waters, so they have a low superstructure to 
minimise wind resistance and a strong hull, with 
ice strengthening in the bow.

The cabin is slightly raised and features 
generous windows fore and aft, and together 
with CCTV feeds from strategic points on the 
vessel, supplies optimal visibility for the captain 
when manoeuvring. Inside the wheelhouse, the 
dashboard is fitted with an optimised human 
machine interface (HMI), offering minimum 
distraction while providing the exact information 
needed to pilot the vessel with maximum 
efficiency.

Given the demands of its operation, each ferry 
carries two drivetrains to provide a good level of 
redundancy should any unexpected problems occur.

In the fully-electric solution, power comes from 
battery packs on board. Bastiaan Vink, design 
and proposal engineer at Damen, was heavily 
involved in the process. “Choosing the battery 
packs depends on multiple variables such as 
the length of route and time in operation, the 
torque of the engine and the average weight of 
the vessels under operational conditions.

“We used computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
in the design of the hulls to ascertain the levels 
of resistance they would face in the water 
and the propulsion required to overcome the 
resistance to a highly mobile and manoeuvrable 
degree. The hulls were designed to achieve 
low resistance in order to save on the energy 
required from the battery packs and the 
propeller was optimised for electrical propulsion 
using software that measures the torque of the 
engine and the speed of the propeller.”

This foresight helps to minimise the number of 
battery packs the vessel needs to carry on its 
route, which in turn saves on weight and allows 
it to operate more efficiently, also saving on cost.

FULL INTEGRATION
Completing the project wasn’t as simple as putting boats in the water – meeting 
the tender’s criteria for an environmentally-friendly source of propulsion for the 
vessels raised a number of complex variables that required investigation. Martin 
Verstraaten, Damen Sales Manager, took his team to Copenhagen to get a good 
understanding of the full scope of the project. “In Copenhagen, we conducted 
an extensive safety and reliability investigation to get an exact understanding of 
the conditions and requirements of the project. We made sure we were aware of 
every component and contingency.”

Examples of these components include the floating jetties that serve each stop 
on the ferry route; new vessels supplied to operate the route had to be compliant 
with these jetties and had to account for all aspects of accessibility and safety. A 
more aesthetic component was Damen’s careful consideration of the passenger 
experience: Damen fitted large windows along the vessels’ sides, and rows of 
skylights in the roof, in order to allow plenty of daylight to enter the passenger 
hold. Each boat features unique interior décor, including an image of a local 
landmark, adding to its individual personality.

MOVING FORWARD
Propulsion was a major factor in the design of the vessels. Movia requested a 
cleaner, greener use of energy from its ferry service, and Damen had a number 
of options available. Engineers considered biodiesel engines, hybrid vessels with 
generators on board, and full electric solutions, ultimately deciding full electric 
was the optimal choice for the twelve year operation of the ferries, based on 
several factors.

This zero emissions, fully electric solution is quiet in operation and is much more 
maintenance-friendly than a diesel option. Combustion engines contain a lot 
more mechanical parts that can fail, and the oil used for lubrication of these 
moving parts makes the system very dirty in comparison with an electric motor.

At the same time, Damen investigated the shore solutions for supply of electric 
power. Movia’s stipulations required at least 60% of the power to be drawn from 
a green source, so Damen ensured this shore option was available for recharging 
purposes.

The next decision to make was how often the vessels could charge their power 
supply – how could the ferries operate all day on a minimal battery pack and 
recharge without disrupting their schedule?

To answer this question, Damen Civil – another branch of Damen’s complete 
service provision – investigated full civil solutions such as accessibility to the local 
grid, the regulations surrounding civil power supply, and the practical limitations 
of the jetties as potential charging points. The ferry route takes one hour to 
complete, and at each end there is a small window in which to prepare for the 
beginning of another route. Damen saw this as a window of opportunity to take 
advantage of a fast-charging system.

Design and proposal engineer Bastiaan Vink explains the logic; “By charging 
every hour, the ferries replenish their relatively small battery pack at the 
beginning and end of each route. The combination of a fast-charging system and 
a small battery pack allows them to recharge in as little as seven minutes without 
disrupting their schedule.”

Based on large-scale, complex 
projects such as this, the 
development of Damen’s role 
beyond that of a shipbuilder 
towards that of a full solution 
integrator goes from strength 
to strength

The hulls were designed to achieve 
low resistance in order to save on 
the energy required from the battery 
packs and the propeller was optimised 
for electrical propulsion using software 
that measures the torque of the engine 
and the speed of the propeller.
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During development of the charging solution, 
engineers used a hardware in the loop (HIL) 
process to run tests on how it would perform in 
operation under various conditions. 

The team then used software to construct a 
digital model of the vessel, and conducted test 
runs on the computer in order to tailor battery 
management software that keeps track of charge 
and release performance.

TRANSFORMER IN THE WORKS
At the point at which construction of the fi ve vessels was 
almost ready to begin, a change in requirements was 
announced. Movia wanted to extend its ferry route by an 
additional four stops, increasing the length of the route 
by roughly 50% and taking the ferries into Copenhagen’s 
port area,” explains sales manager Martin. As part of the 
expansion, two additional vessels were requested from 
Damen. 

The route extension signifi cantly impacted the scope of the 
project, affecting the duration of each route, the power 
demands on each vessel, and the charging facilities installed 
to supply that power. We investigated ten scenarios for a fully-
integrated solution to the route extension, ultimately deciding 
the project expansion required an innovative charging solution 
to be installed at the port area terminal,” Martin states.

Stronger weather conditions, producing a larger wave impact 
in the port area, affects movement of the ferries at the jetty, 
which must therefore be secured in order to access the 
charging system. Damen’s solution to this challenge was to 
develop an auto-mooring system that controls the motion 
of the vessel and secures it to the jetty as its batteries are 
charging. This solution largely increases the safety around the 
integral system. 

The auto-mooring system was designed and engineered 
in collaboration with Damen’s Winch Department. The 
development of this mechanical system required the 
measurement of wave dynamics and calculation of the forces 
involved in vessel turbulence in order to produce a secure 
mechanism. With no pre-existing solution available on the 
market, the bespoke system was developed in-house by 
Damen and is currently being adapted for use in similar 
electrical propulsion projects with future clients.

In addition to the vessel security, Damen adapted the 
charging process to cope with the higher demands of an 
extended route. Damen increased the battery charging 
capacity from 450kW to 600kW per charger, to supply each 
vessel with the power it needs to complete the route – 
including in the case of one charging point being temporarily 
disabled – accounting for further redundancy in the system.

Damen will deliver the fi rst fi ve vessels according to contract, and 
the two additional vessels will be ready for delivery in May 2020. 
The charging point system is close to completion, and Damen 
looks forward to the beginning of its operation. Proud of the 
interdepartmental collaboration displayed throughout, Damen 
regards this project as an excellent showcase of its engineers’ 
entrepreneurial capacity and vision. “Based on large-scale, 
complex projects such as this, the development of Damen’s 
role beyond that of a shipbuilder towards that of a full solution 
integrator goes from strength to strength,” Martin concludes.

operation under various conditions. 

The team then used software to construct a 
digital model of the vessel, and conducted test 
runs on the computer in order to tailor battery 
management software that keeps track of charge 
and release performance.

LITHIUM BATTERY SYSTEM

CONTROL AT 
WHEELHOUSE 
CONSOLE

AUTOMATED 
CHARGING SYSTEM

BOW THRUSTER

PROVEN SHAFT LINE DESIGN

REDUNDANT 
SWITCHBOARDS

POWERING UP
The charging and operation of the 
ferries is a total integrated solution 
provided by Damen. In the earlier 
stages of the project, Damen acted 
as a consultant for a full ship and 
shore solution to the ferry service, 
considering the requirements of the 
project and proposing a balanced 
solution to meet each of the criteria. 
Damen Civil was able to analyse the 
physical capabilities and limitations 
of Copenhagen’s jetty route in order 
to determine the optimal solution for 
the project.

As the vessels dock bow-fi rst, 
engineers realised a drive-on 
charging system would much better 
suit the vessels than a connection 
lowered from above. In a new system 
developed in-house, Damen installed 
a charging point in the bow of the 
vessel and created an automated 
charging system based on the jetty 
and connected to the on-shore power 
source. In this system, the vessel can 
drive onto the charging pin bow-fi rst, 
automated fast-charging replenishes 
the battery power in around seven 
minutes, and the vessel is then able 
to reverse straight off the pin and 
begin its route.

LOOKING BACK TO THE FUTURE
To enable operators to track and analyse the 
performance of this complex system in action, Damen 
can install remote monitoring capabilities on all of the 
vessels, informed by a network of on-board sensors. 
Damen’s Remote Monitoring Department is able to 
set up personalised dashboards for every employee, 
tracking a variety of factors from battery lifecycle to 
sailing patterns to swell dynamics. Through access to 
this data, clients can track the performance of their 
vessels. Similarly, Damen is able to use this remote 
monitoring capability to identify potential areas for 
improvement and use the data to inform future projects.

AUTO-MOORING 
SYSTEM
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WIND OF CHANGE:
OFFSHORERENEWABLES 
IN AMERICA
Electricity production in the United States 
still relies heavily on non-renewable energy 
sources. Fossil fuels and nuclear power 
generate more than 80% of the country’s 
total energy needs. Renewable energy 
sources do contribute to the US market, but 
at rates hovering just above the 17% mark. It 
must be noted that this relatively low figure 
masks the enormous potential of renewable 
energy in America. Considering the fact 
that there is currently only one offshore 
wind farm in operation in US waters (the 30 
megawatts Block Island off the Rhode Island 
coast), offshore wind is a perfect example 
for such growth.

With their attention on the exciting future of the American 
offshore wind industry, Damen 
director business development 
& market intelligence David 
Stibbe and area manager North 
America Daan Dijxhoorn answer 
some of the most important 
questions.

WHAT ARE THE MOST 
IMPORTANT DRIVERS OF THE 
OFFSHORE WIND SECTOR IN 
THE USA?
Daan: Wind, of course, is the 
key driver. To this end, the 
East Coast of the United States 
is a prime location for the 
development of offshore wind 
farms. Average wind speeds 

are the most relevant: from North Carolina all the way up to 
Newfoundland, winds speeds increase the further north you 
go. Furthermore, the northern states of the Eastern Coast 

–  Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New York and Connecticut   – 
are also among the most densely populated and require a 
large amount of energy. In terms of energy production and 
supply, therefore, offshore wind has great potential.

David: It is also politically driven. Most of the north-eastern 
states are Democratic and have clear green strategies. Most 
notably, however, we have seen no slow-down since Trump 
has been in office as the White House has limited influence 
on the developments in the offshore wind industry.

HOW DO YOU SEE THE AMERICAN OFFSHORE WIND 
SECTOR DEVELOPING?
David: It is a market that is showing slow but steady growth. 
What is relevant here is that the American market can look 
at advances in the European market and supply chain. This 
means that the American offshore wind market will not have 
to undergo the steep learning curve that we experienced 
in Europe. They will have the advantage of multiple lessons 
learned. The issue of local content is a point that cannot be 
ignored, though – all vessels will need to be built locally. 

YES, THE JONES ACT – WHAT IMPACT WILL THAT HAVE?
David: The Jones Act will be one of the first things 
developers have to deal with. A crucial fact, however, is that 
there are no existing vessels that match the requirements. 
Therefore the diverse range of vessels needed for the 
numerous phases of an offshore wind farm all have to be 
built. This situation is complicated even further because 
every state also has their own local content policy on top of 
the Jones Act. These local content regulations stipulate the 
use of local vessel operators and local shipyards as vessel 
builders.

Daan: Damen has embraced the Jones Act by forming 
cooperative relationships with local yards that have the 
capacity to build Damen designs. In fact, our procedures 
for building vessels in local yards – Damen Technical 
Cooperation – and our extensive experience in working 
with American yards is our unique selling point. We know 
how to deal with, and we have the flexibility to comply with, 
these local content regulations. This gives offshore wind 
developers wanting to use the same vessel designs that have 
proved themselves in the European market a lot of chances.

WHAT VESSELS CAN DAMEN OFFER THE AMERICAN 
OFFSHORE WIND INDUSTRY?
David: For all the types of vessel required – for construction, 
crew transfer, cable-lay, operations and maintenance tasks – 
the Damen portfolio has proven solutions.

Daan: It is also important to emphasise that we are adjusting 
our designs to meet the American regulations of ABS and the 
US Coast Guard. Listening to specific regulations such as the 
Right Whales Act in the north-eastern region is also key for 
our approach. Furthermore we are introducing our European 
clients to the US market. This can be seen as ‘matchmaking’ 
key stakeholders from Europe such as operators like Orsted 
and suppliers such as Vestas and Siemens to local operators.

Explainer: the Jones Act
Otherwise known as the Merchant 
Marine Act of 1920, the Jones Act is 
a United States federal statute that 
serves to promote and maintain the 
American merchant navy. It states 
that all goods transported by water 
between United States ports must 
be carried on US flagged vessels that 
have been constructed in the US, and 
owned and crewed by US citizens.

Offshore wind: an 
industry built on European 
foundations
It is fair to say that the offshore 
wind industry has its roots firmly 
planted in Europe. The UK, Germany, 
Denmark and the Netherlands hold 
the top four positions with respect 
to installed generation capacity in 
the world. For example, there are 
currently more than 4,300 offshore 
wind turbines with a combined 
capacity of 16 gigawatts installed 
in European waters. The last five 

years, in particular, have seen a 
massive increase in installation 
and commissioning of new wind 
farms. The most important trends 
experienced in the industry are that 
offshore wind farms are getting 
bigger (in terms of number of 
turbines) and farther out to sea in 
deeper and rougher waters.

Additionally, the turbines themselves 
are increasing in power generation 
capacity. Ten years ago the typical 
capacity for an offshore wind turbine 

was 3 megawatts. At the time of 
writing, 8.25 megawatt turbines are 
currently in use at the UK’s Walney 
Extension wind farm. 

In the future, it is expected that 
turbine manufacturer MHI Vestas will 
have its 10 megawatt (the world’s first 
double digit offshore wind turbine) 
ready for installation in 2021.
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LEADING 
THE CHARGE 
TOWARDS A 
GREENER FUTURE The Skoon team: Ingmar Hilverda, Seger Tak, Peter Paul van Voorst, 

Emma Berendsen and Daan Geldermans

A S  S H I PB U I L D E R S  A N D  S H I PP I N G  CO M PA N I E S  FAC E  A  T I G H T E R 

SQ U E E Z E  O N  E M I SS I O N S  Q U OTA S ,  S KO O N  I S  C R E AT I N G  A 

G E N U I N E  A LT E R N AT I V E  TO  R E L I A N C E  O N  D I E S E L  P OW E R .

In July 2018, Damen Shipyards Group formally announced a partnership with fledgling 
logistics company Skoon, and at World Port Days in September 2018, Skoon officially 
launched its first ‘Skoonbox’. These are encouraging steps for a company that goes 
against the current of traditional shipping. How so? Skoon is offering a genuine, viable 
alternative to oil-based marine power – and it’s a timely idea.
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S KO O N ’ S  C O N C E P T I O N
Skoon’s co-founder, Peter Paul van Voorst tot Voorst, conceived of a model 
for electrically-powered vessels while working part-time at Damen and 
studying Marine Technology at the Delft University of Technology. He was 
focused on the perennial problem of designing a future for ships that would 
make them cleaner, more comfortable and more efficient in their operation. 
His challenge was to find a solution to a three-stranded problem:

1. The technical issue of how to reduce emissions in the short term while  
 ensuring the capacity for future improvement
2. The practical issue of introducing a solution that can easily be   
 incorporated into the daily operation of vessels
3. The economic issue of how to make such a solution financially   
 competitive with current and future alternatives

Emissions-reducing solutions for shipping include engines powered by 
liquefied natural gas or by hydrogen cells, but these are expensive to 
implement and at present offer little scope for upgrade once installed. 
The introduction of a ‘battery box’ would require little imposition on the 
structure and operation of a ship’s propulsion and the removable batteries 
could be replaced following the development of newer, more efficient 
methods of energy storage.

As transport ships currently refuel while unloading and loading cargo, an 
alternative power solution would need to seamlessly replace the refueling 
part of this process. While cars can be charged overnight, ships never sleep – 
their structure doesn’t feature charging ports, and a static connection would 
hamper their mobility. By providing exchangeable batteries, the ship doesn’t 
need to wait around while charging, and is free to leave port as soon as the 
cargo is loaded.

The development and production of transport-grade shipping batteries is 
expensive – the cost must be offset somewhere. The ingenious solution to 
this challenge is to make these essentially ‘mobile’ batteries compatible 
with onshore, as well as offshore, applications. Skoon’s swappable batteries 
are also viable for use in land-based applications such as powering music 
festivals and construction sites. This variety in application creates the 
capacity for batteries to be used while not in demand by marine vessels.

E A R LY  C O N N E C T I O N S
As the Skoon idea grew into a genuine possibility, Peter Paul got to work on 
the concept and studying the market independently. He knew that in order 
to get the business off the ground, he wanted a potential partner with an 
existing product on which to apply his theory and release it in a traditional 
marketplace.

“Given our aspirations for application and expansion,” he says, “we decided 
that Damen was an ideal partner. We could learn a lot from Damen’s 
experience and expertise, while Damen ships fitted with Skoonboxes 
could demonstrate proof-of-concept.” Furthermore, Damen’s seniority in 
the market and established reputation could help the company achieve 
exposure, which would create opportunities to grow Skoon’s networks and 
stakeholder connections.

For Damen, the partnership with Skoon creates further opportunity to add 
value for the customer in the shape of battery-compatible vessels straight 
off the production line, providing an easy way to meet upcoming emissions 
regulations and benefit from the clean energy model by future-proofing 
shipping operations.

In summer 2018, Skoon and Damen agreed a formal partnership. As Damen 
announced the partnership in its network, Skoon immediately felt the benefit. 
Companies heard of the initiative and began to approach Peter Paul, curious  
about Skoon’s idea and service, and the value it could offer to the shipping 
industry. This publicity certainly helped Skoon to gain visibility and contributed 
to business opportunities further down the line.

N O T  P L A I N  S A I L I N G
The implementation wasn’t without its challenges. Replacing the fossil fuels 
market is a significant shift, and the Skoon initiative is the first of its kind – 
it’s a completely new idea to use a swappable battery.

As Peter Paul explains, “One of our biggest challenges has been to explain 
the new system to people in order for them to understand the premise. It 
requires a new way of thinking.” A bit like the switching of fuel in cars from 
oil-based to electricity; the car needs charging every day rather than filling 
up the fuel tank every few days. The planning and operations are therefore 
different. It took time to explain these differences to the market on a case-
by-case basis.

“GIVEN OUR ASPIRATIONS FOR 

APPLICATION AND EXPANSION, WE 

DECIDED THAT DAMEN WAS AN IDEAL 

PARTNER. WE COULD LEARN A

LOT FROM THEIR EXPERIENCE AND 

EXPERTISE, WHILE DAMEN SHIPS 

FITTED WITHSKOONBOXES COULD 

DEMONSTRATE PROOF-OF-CONCEPT.”

There has been a mixed response to the idea, but now is a good time in the 
market to encourage this kind of change. In 2020, new IMO regulations will 
come into effect requiring vessels to reduce sulphur emissions from 3.5% 
to 0.5%. In light of this, the industry is looking for ways to lower emissions 
in the most cost-effective way. One option is for refineries to blend fuel oil 
with lower levels of sulphurous components in order to achieve a compliant 
fuel oil; an alternative is for ships to install exhaust gas cleaning systems to 
remove SOx gases after combustion.
The industry also faces pressure from EU regulations regarding Non-Road 
Mobile Machinery (NRMM), which aim to progressively reduce pollutant 
emissions and to phase out equipment with the most polluting engines. 
Newbuild vessels will need to be fitted with compliant engines, and many 
existing engines will require emissions filters.

Through choice or through compulsion, these stipulations mean many 
companies are looking at switching to a ‘greener’ kind of energy, be that 
from electric power or combined diesel-electric power. Batteries are 
expensive and the rate of technological development in the field could mean 
the hardware quickly depreciates in value, as improvements in efficiency 
make older hardware obsolete much more quickly.

This also means that customers will want to keep up with technological 
developments. This is possible through replacing the batteries every five 
years in order to ensure optimum performance. The old batteries will be 
given a second life on land, while the vessel continues with the latest energy 
storage technology. This is good news for battery suppliers, as they can rely 
on regular business from Skoon – and perhaps similar companies – wanting 
to maintain their stock.

S KO O N  O N  T H E  WAT E R
The first Skoonbox was ready for logistical tests in January 2019, as Skoon 
analysed the transfer process to see how the theory compared to its real-life 
application. The team followed the Skoonbox from its placement on an 
inland transport vessel in Rotterdam to its deposit in Hengelo. As Peter Paul 
reflects, “The test was very positive and gave an opportunity for us to learn 
how different stakeholders view the process from different perspectives. For 
example, container terminals look at vessel routes rather than actual vessels, 
and we discovered the Skoonbox had been booked on a different vessel to 
the test vessel, which was also headed to Hengelo.” The challenge for Skoon 
is therefore to make it easy for the terminals to see these systems and how 
the process works in order for this practice to become scalable.

This will be achieved through the use of Skoon’s software platform, which 
enables container terminals to organise and track the logistics of Skoonbox 
transfers. The software enables users to keep track of which customers have 
which hardware, and exactly where each Skoonbox is and where it will be 
needed. This automation of the administrative part of the process is the key 
to connecting stakeholders to one another, and through these connections, 
forming the routes that allow vessels to exchange batteries at each end. 

E N  R O U T E
Looking to the future, success relies on adoption of the system, and Skoon’s 
strategy is to grow port by port, incrementally making the connections 
that create feasibility of the model. The main focus is to increase Skoon’s 
presence in ports close to densely-populated areas. These locations hold 
the most promise as they rely on a lot of power for many other applications 
besides marine logistics. This means a higher chance of achieving a simple 
connection to a local power grid through which to charge the batteries and 
also the potential of access to nearby onshore applications for the batteries, 
such as the festivals and construction sites mentioned earlier. In this way, 
Skoonboxes can become part of the overall infrastructure of the location.
Damen also plays a role here. In the words of Peter Paul, “Every customer 
Damen talks to in the world has an energy demand. Together, we can help to 
find a sustainable solution for their demand. Skoon can analyse the energy 
profile of the Damen customer and determine which type of technology can 
best help them to meet their needs.”

They say ‘necessity is the mother of invention’. As the sober reality of climatic 
changes forces us to adapt our behaviour, we are driven to find new solutions 
to meet our present and future challenges. With Skoon, the future looks a little 
greener. If the swappable battery method can help save logistics firms save 
money over the long term, while keeping in line with international regulations, 
the Skoonbox could be the silver lining in a turbulent future.

WITH SKOON, THE FUTURE LOOKS A 

LITTLE GREENER. IF THE SWAPPABLE 

BATTERY METHOD CAN HELP SAVE 

LOGISTICS FIRMS SAVE MONEY OVER 

THE LONG TERM, WHILE KEEPING IN 

LINE WITH INTERNATIONAL 

REGULATIONS, THE SKOONBOX 

COULD BE THE SILVER LINING IN 

A TURBULENT FUTURE.
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Underwater 
sound reduction 
“If you cause your ship to stop and place the 
head of a long tube in the water and place 
the outside extremity to your ear, you will 
hear ships at a great distance from you.” 

The statement itself does not come as a surprise – the connected 
nature of water molecules relative to, say, air molecules, simply put, 
ensures sound can travel a lot further underwater. What is perhaps 
surprising about this is that, when Leonardo da Vinci said it, it was 1490 
and ships did not yet have engines. 

Signifi cant shipping
Leaving aside for now complexities relating to different frequencies 
and hearing ranges and keeping things simple, it’s easy to imagine that 
underwater sound today is both more prevalent and loud. In fact, it’s 
been estimated that underwater sound has doubled every ten years for 
the past six decades.

There are numerous factors – military activity, offshore energy 
exploration and operations and, of course, shipping. Shipping is 
the most signifi cant. It’s certainly not the loudest, but it is the most 
widespread and, as vessels ply their trade across oceans and seas, 
day and night, throughout the seasons, the sounds of shipping are 
unceasing. 

The effects this has on marine life are poorly understood, though it’s 
clear that there are effects. Perhaps the most obvious impact is that 
on marine mammals. These creatures have evolved using sound to 
communicate with each other and to locate their pray. Interruptions in 
sound can literally compromise marine mammals’ survival.

Moving down the chain 
There are indications that the impact of underwater noise may go further 
down the food chain too. That, for example, fi sh larvae may be killed 
by the sounds of pile driving as offshore construction takes place, that 
certain creatures may suffer not only hearing damage, but also undergo 
behavioural changes as a result – even very straightforward changes like 
loss of sleep. 

Damen is well positioned to assist with the development of quieter 
ships – it’s something the shipbuilder has been working on for many years 
already, as Damen’s Manager R&D valorisation Edwin van Buren explains:

“We have been conducting research into the underwater sound profi le 
of our ships for many years. To begin with, this had little to with 
ecology, but with ensuring the quiet operation of, for example, naval 
ships and research vessels.”

Taking a different path 
Many shipyards outsource the profi ling of underwater sound to 
classifi cation societies or specialist companies, but Damen has always 
chosen not to follow this path. 

“Doing it in-house is cost-effective for our clients. It also gives 
confi dence to some clients keen to maintain confi dentiality about their 
vessels’ performance – for example, navies. Besides, it makes sense 
to measure underwater noise on our own vessels, in the same way 
we look at characteristics such as speed or bollard pull, for example. 
Adding underwater sound measurement to our scope gives us control 
of a wider part of the shipbuilding process.”

Continuing in the loop
To these ends, Damen R&D has developed a continual ship design 
feedback loop based on four stages: predict levels, adjust design 
accordingly, measure levels, update model. 

Tjakko Keizer, principal research engineer at Damen, has been working 
on underwater sound levels on Damen vessels for almost a decade.

“If I look back, it started in 2001 with the Irish research vessel Celtic 
Explorer. We made a good start; she’s still the benchmark in quiet 
underwater sound today.

“Then it was a while before we were called upon to design something 
with quiet performance in mind. In 2011 we started again with a new 
research ship for Belgium. After that it went fast – there was one after 
another. The latest has been the Baía Farta fi shery research vessel for 
Angola. 

“Then there were the SIGMA vessels (modularly built corvettes and 
frigates) – this is what we developed the measuring system for initially.”
The system he refers to is the patented Damen Underwater Sound 
Measurement System. The system is a mobile, modular one that 
features a hydrophone, tetrahedral cage and long measurement cables 

on a reel, all of which are lowered overboard to the seabed, and a 
battery powered date recorder, a laptop and a ship-tracking GPS 
system, operated on board a support vessel. 

Location, location, location
It’s a relatively simple piece of equipment, though it usage is not 
without challenges. 

“It’s diffi cult to fi nd a suitable place for carrying out the measurements. 
Location is key. The sea fl oor must be fi rm. The water must be deep – 
between 50 and 100 metres. And there must be no background noise.”
Given that sound travels so much farther in water, this requires a 
remote area.

Norwegian good
“The Norwegian Fjords are good, as NATO navies have long known. 
Though given the right environment, we are able to use the system on 
location. We’ve used it in Indonesia, for example on the PKR (frigates 
for the Indonesian Navy) and also in the Black Sea to demonstrate the 
compliance of the Baía Farta with the contractually agreed underwater 
sound levels.

“We are planning to use it again soon on the RSV Nuyina, Australia’s 
Antarctic Supply and Research Vessel that we are currently constructing 
at Damen Shipyards Galati.”

The fi ndings of Damen’s work on underwater sound, though not 
originally aiming specifi cally at improved ecological performance, 
did, however, turn out to improve the sustainability of its vessels’ 
performance.

Cutting cavitation 
“Quite signifi cantly, in fact,” rejoins Edwin. “The biggest part of the 
issue comes from cavitation caused by sub-optimally performing 
propellers. By identifying this and optimising the propeller and other 
related parts – nozzles, rudder, even the hull form – we drastically 
reduce the level of underwater sound. At the same time, the optimal 
performance of the propeller has a direct and signifi cant impact on 
reducing fuel consumption and thus, emissions. This brings together 
two benefi ts for ship owners; attention to underwater sound also 
generates energy effi ciency.”

Damen’s underwater sound research is developing towards greater 
ecological usage. Damen was recently approached by KNVTS (Royal 
Dutch Association of Marine Technicians) to give a presentation on a 
chosen topic. Having realised the potential of what they could do in 
the fi eld of underwater sound, Damen selected underwater sound as 
its subject. 

“We approached ecological experts Ecomare – specialised in seals in 
the North Sea to cooperate with us on this. We placed our focus on 
two things – what is the effect of underwater sound, so far as we know, 
to marine life and, based on this, what technology have we designed 
to improve the situation inside and outside of our vessels.” 

Regulation ready 
Following this, Damen was invited to join a consortium organised by 
the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW), Rijkswaterstaat and 
partners including marine biologists, government bodies and research 
institutes as well as industry representatives. 

“Participation in the consortium enables us to anticipate changes in 
the market. Combined with the experience we already have, we are 
able to respond quickly. The technology is clear, the measurements are 
clear. Our job now is to look at how to combine the two and develop 
solutions. The need for this going forwards couldn’t be clearer. Advice 
for best practice as regards underwater sound is there already, it’s 
highly likely such recommendations will pass into regulation. And when 
they do, we’re ready.” 
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THINKING INSIDE 
THE BOX

DAMEN INVASAVE SHOWS ITS CREDENTIALS 

As of September 8th, 2019 the IMO’s Ballast Water Convention will 
extend its reach. From that date, the regulations will apply not 
only to newbuild vessels upon delivery, but to existing ones too. 
Existing vessels will be required to comply by the time of their first 
IOPP certificate renewal following that date. As ever, Damen Green 
Solutions is readying itself to provide the necessary support.

Damen launched the InvaSave 300 back in 2017 in preparation 
for the Ballast Water Convention coming into force the same year.  
The IMO-certified system is an external ballast water treatment 
unit designed primarily for use in ports and harbours. InvaSave 
treats ballast water in a single pass using mechanical filtration and 
ultraviolet radiation to remove and eradicate invasive organisms, 
to IMO-D2 standards, from inbound vessels. It can provide ballast 
water of the same quality to outbound vessels. 
Demonstrating the potential InvaSave has, Damen was recently 
asked to assist a vessel that had experienced a failure of its on 
board ballast water treatment systems. 

“Its versatility extends way beyond its mobility, however. Who would 
have imagined, for example, that a port-based treatment system 
could serve the offshore industry?” Asks Damen Green’s Philip 
Rabe. “Consider FPSOs – they are at sea for years at a time and 
need ballast water exchange only very infrequently. Nonetheless, 
they are required to comply with the regulations. Invasave provides 
a solution without the need for costly conversion – and without 
taking up valuable onboard storage space.“

SHOWING SUITABILITY WITH SERVICE
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the system Damen has 
developed the InvaSave Service.  Philip explains: 

“With the InvaSave Service, we don’t only supply the InvaSave 
equipment for customers to treat ballast water, we come to you, 
operating the system ourselves, to actually treat ballast water 
in a certified and compliant manner. It’s part of Damen’s goal to 
go beyond merely supplying products and to be an innovative 
maritime solutions provider.

“We recognise that InvaSave is an innovative concept and that, 
despite proving its effectiveness via certification and awards, 
operators may like to see its results first-hand before committing 
to its use. Therefore have taken it upon ourselves to prove the 
product!”

BALLAST WATER TREATMENT ON TOUR
Damen initially launched the service back in 2017 and now things 
are in full swing. The company has built four InvaSave units and has 
successfully operated them in north European ports. 

“We have now conducted several projects, in different ports, for 
clients who would otherwise have been stuck with no ballast water 
management solution available. The InvaSave Service clearly 
demonstrates the validity of the InvaSave business case.” 
In order to further develop the InvaSave network, Damen is also 
participating in projects with other partners. 

“For example, we are part of the EC-funded INTERREG Europe 
Blue Port Services project. This initiative aims at bringing together 
maritime stakeholders from throughout Europe to cooperate on 
issues relating to the management of ships’ effluents – including 
ballast water. 

“With this we are performing demonstrations of the InvaSave in 
various ports. We are demonstrating what the system can do 
to a wide audience and, at the same time, playing our part in 
developing a consensus on best practice for reception station and 
maritime effluent management. 

GROWING RELEVANCY
“The InvaSave Service and other demonstrations of the product 
have demonstrated what we believed from the start – that there 
is clear relevancy for port-based ballast water treatment. This 
relevancy will only grow in the coming months and years and we 
look forward to expanding the InvaSave network further.”

“With the InvaSave Service, we don’t 
only supply the InvaSave equipment for 
customers to treat ballast water, we come 
to you, operating the system ourselves, 
to actually treat ballast water in a 
certified and compliant manner.”
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Life to the max
DA M E N  T R A D I N G 
G O E S  G R E E N

A glance through the pages of this 

magazine will quickly demonstrate that 

Damen – and the maritime industry as a 

whole – is making strides towards greater 

sustainability. As Damen approached the 

topic with increasing focus, it quickly 

became apparent that some of its 

operations already had a natural 

inclination towards sustainability.

One such example is Damen Trading. A part of 
Damen Marine Services (DMS), Damen Trading is the 
shipyard group’s brokerage service, specialised in the 
sale, purchase and charter of used vessels.

Unburdening with brokerage
When DMS started operations in 1974, Damen 
Trading & Chartering followed soon after. Its role, 
back then, was to promote the sale of used vessels 
from the DMS charter fleet. However, it soon 
demonstrated its potential, building a strong network, 
and slowly began to emerge as an independent 
broker service. 

The first vessel sold by Damen Trading outside of 
the DMS charter fleet was the Susanne, a Polycat 
2000 that was bought from a Dutch operator and 
sold on to Angola in 1986. Susanne was the first 
of over 500 vessels to date, traded to 77 countries 
around the world. 

The new entity very quickly made a name for itself, 
gaining a lot of experience, notably in tugs and 
workboats, but also in coasters, crew boats, patrol 
boats and passenger ferries amongst other vessels. 

Senior sales manager Michel Radjiman: “One of the 
main drivers is to unburden our customers. When they 
come to us, looking for a new Damen vessel, we are 
able to take care of their old vessel for them – Damen 
and non-Damen boats alike. This can contribute to 
making a new acquisition very smooth, saving the 
customer a lot of time and energy. They don’t have to 
find a buyer or worry about arranging recycling, for 
example. It also helps make the investment in a new 
vessel more cost-efficient.

“For anyone who operates an existing vessel and who 
is considering a new Damen boat, Damen Trading 
should be top of mind.”

Forming the circle
The advantages of Damen Trading go beyond the 
benefits of client support, however, as Michel goes on 
to explain. 

“Nowadays you hear a lot of people talking about 
circularity and sustainability – this is a good thing. I think 
our industry has already made some important steps in 
this direction and undoubtedly has more to offer. 

You will certainly see Damen doing more and more 
towards this. The subject is one that aligns well with 
our values as a family company with a long-term view 
on things.

“In fact, it’s this same long-term approach that has led 
to the development of Damen Trading. In my view, we 
are already contributing to increased sustainability in 
the maritime industry. What we are doing is ensuring 
that used vessels that may otherwise be sent for 
disposal, are getting a second life.” 

In many instances, in a further boost to maritime 
sustainability, the Damen Trading process goes 
further than simply extending the lifespan of a vessel.

Good as new
“A lot of the vessels that pass through our hands, before 
we sell them, we upgrade them. This not only adds 
value, but, naturally, applying the latest technologies 
to existing boats advances their green credentials as 
well – a lot of modern equipment is either aimed at or 
contributes to, greater efficiency in operation.

Damen Trading has an excellent track-record in 
converting and prolonging the life of vessels that might 
otherwise have been destined for the scrap yard. 

“The examples are many and diverse. We’ve had crew 
transfer vessels converted into yachts, patrol vessels 
turned to security vessels. We’ve even taken patrol 
vessels, considered to be at the end of their life, and 
refurbished them to the extent that we were confident 
in offering them for re-sale with a one-year warranty. 
They were like new when we finished with them.” 

The road ahead
The service is only likely to get more sustainable as the 
vessels it handles in turn become greener. “Right now, 
we’re handling the sale of the Bis Viridis, a Damen RSD 
Tug 2513. She’s not called double green for nothing. 
As well as offering the extreme efficiency typical of 
the RSD Tug 2513, Bis Viridis is IMO Tier III compliant, 
courtesy of a modular conversion that can be applied 
to all Damen’s new generation of tugs. (see page 26) 
When it comes to sustainability, we’re really just getting 
started and we’re looking forward to the road ahead.”

N O WA DAY S  YO U  H E A R  A 
L O T  O F  P E O P L E  TA L K I N G 
A B O U T  C I R C U L A R I T Y  A N D 
S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y. . .  T H E 
S U B J E C T  I S  O N E  T H AT 
A L I G N S  W E L L  W I T H  O U R 
VA L U E S  A S  A  FA M I LY 
C O M PA N Y  W I T H  A  L O N G -
T E R M  V I E W  O N  T H I N G S .

O N E  O F  T H E  M A I N 
D R I V E R S  I S  T O  U N B U R D E N 
O U R  C U S T O M E R S . . . 
M A K I N G  A N  AC Q U I S I T I O N 
V E R Y  S M O O T H ,  S AV I N G 
T H E  C U S T O M E R  A  L O T  O F 
T I M E  A N D  E N E R G Y. 
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SUSTAINABILITY 
BEGINS AT HOME

FOR ALL OF US, AND PARTICULARLY IN THE YACHTING MARKET, OCEAN POLLUTION IS A GROWING CONCERN. 

SO WHAT MEASURES ARE AMELS TAKING IN THE FIGHT TO PROTECT THE OCEANS FROM THE RISING TIDE OF 

PLASTIC POLLUTION AND MARINE LITTER?

Damen’s yachting activities, including its Amels superyachts, Yacht Support craft 
and SeaXplorer expedition yachts, are focused at its two yards in Vlissingen 
in the province of Zeeland in the south of the Netherlands. The province, 
renowned for its beautiful 650 kilometres of coastline, is popular amongst 
tourists and surrounded by on-water boating and shipping activity. 

“Owning a superyacht is fun, we’re in the fun business,” comments Victor 
Caminada, brand and communications manager, “but we’ve all witnessed a 
growing appreciation of the threat that ocean pollution is to the long-term 
sustainability of our industry. It’s our clients’ playground and the problem 
reaches all our shores, even right here in our own backyard.”

CLEAN BEACH COLLABORATION
Three times a month the Vlissingen team invites local residents as well as 
students and sustainability lecturers from the local HZ University of Applied 
Sciences to join them in cleaning up rubbish and plastic on Vlissingen’s coastline 
and inner harbour. Beach clean-ups are made logistically possible thanks to 
a collaboration with the local council and above all the harbour master who 
provide know-how, materials and responsible disposal of collected waste. 

BETTER BINS
Initiatives to promote, sustain and facilitate clean beaches include the Amels-
sponsored iconic ‘arty’ rubbish bin located next to one of the area’s most 
popular beach restaurants, run together with the environmental organisation 
Doe Mee, Verlos de Zee (Join us, save the sea).

At the Vlissingen city yard, a large floating rubbish bin called a Seabin filters out 
unwanted waste and plastic, generating improved water quality and collecting 
an estimated 1.5 kilograms of drifting waste per day. Located in the harbour 
on the doorstep of the yard, the Seabin minimises the plastic and waste that 
washes up on local inland water shores and beyond. 

FISHING FOR LITTER
The North Sea provides plentiful fishing grounds, but the nets 
designed to trawl the latest catch more often than not also reel 
in unwanted marine litter. Fishing for Litter is an initiative that 
provides hardwearing bags for the collection of any marine litter 
caught in the net and facilitates and funds the deposit of the waste 
on the quayside at participating ports. Amels is proud to sponsor 
Fishing for Litter for the Vlissingen fleet of fishermen located next 
to the shipyard.

SEALS
An extensive eco-system of marine life depends entirely upon the 
ecological balance of the waters surrounding the shores local to 
Amels. There is no better measure than the presence of seals who 
will only thrive in waters of the highest quality. Sponsoring the local 
seal sanctuary Aseals guarantees care and rehabilitation to ensure 
as many seals as possible can be returned safely and healthily to 
the place they call home. On March 14th, two rehabilitated seals 
adopted by Amels were released back into the sea in Vlissingen.

SCHONE SCHELDE COVENANT
The Scheldt estuary, which forms a significant portion of Zeeland’s 
coastline, sees 40,000 ship movements a year and is home to 
a number of large industrial firms. In February 2019, 28 local 
parties including Damen signed an agreement acknowledging 
the joint responsibility to tackle litter waste problems at source 
thus preventing contribution to the global ‘plastic soup’ issues. 
The covenant marks a landmark decision locally in cooperation, 
responsibility and pro-active measures in the fight to sustain our 
local and global shorelines and oceans.

Two seals, adopted by Amels, returning to the sea in 

Vlissingen following their rehabilitation.

AMELS JOINS THE FIGHT TO CLEAN UP THE SEAS
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ZEELAND, BLESSED BY SEA & SUN

A LAND 
APART

Zeeland, in the south west of the Netherlands, is in some ways the quintessential 
Dutch province. It is green and largely flat and boasts more than its fair share of 
colourful windmills. Look a little closer though and this is a place apart. Sandwiched 
between Holland, Flanders and the North Sea these islands and former islands have 
their own distinct history and traditions, a unique cuisine and a people that have 
forged an identity all of their own. 

In cities such as Veere, Goes, Zierikzee and capital Middelburg, bell towers of Flemish gothic 
harmoniously chime over pan-tiled rooftops. Below, shuttered windows adorn immaculate 
gabled houses that lean precariously – and charmingly – over cobbled, hollyhock-filled lanes. 
Here, in this article, we talk to Damen Shipyards Group employees who have come to the 
Netherlands from other countries and made Zeeland their home and place of work. We find 
out just what it is that attracts them to the coastal south-west of the country.

Emerging triumphant
With their long traditions of farming, fishing 
and shipbuilding, the Zeeuws people have 
become known for stubborn persistence and 
hard work. Characteristics attested to in the 
provincial coat of arms, which show a lion 
ferociously emerging from the waves, bearing 
the legend Luctor et emergo – I struggle and 
I emerge. 

It’s not all about hard graft, however. Zeeland 
is a land blessed not only by sea, but also 
by Sun. Locals will never tire of telling 
visitors that the area boasts the most hours 
of sunlight in all the country. These days 
the winning combination of Sun, sand and 
peaceful countryside attracts many visitors 
from neighbouring provinces and countries 

looking for leisure. There is much to amuse 
both tourist and resident alike.

Made by the sea
The sedate, peaceful nature of Zeeland belies 
its historical greatness. During the Dutch 
Golden Age of the 17th century, Middelburg 
was second only to Amsterdam in importance 
and the Dutch East India Company (VOC) had 
offices in town. 

In those days, the quays of Zeeland hummed 
with the bustle of international trade. Spices, 
cloth and porcelain arrived from distant 
shores as merchants, mapmakers and 
shipbuilders busily went about their work. The character of the Zeelandic people is summed up 

by the motto on the province’s ancient coat of arms; 
Luctor et emergo – I struggle and I emerge. 

Zeeland: sea, sand and  sun.
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Djordje Kostic, a native of Montenegro, has been 
a resident of Zeeland for over 20 years now. He 
lives with his wife and two children in Vlissingen 
and works as a production coordinator at Damen 
Shiprepair Vlissingen.

“I’m happy in my job; it fulfi ls my passion for 
shipbuilding and repair. More than that though, I 
appreciate the family feeling at Damen. There’s 
a sense of solidarity with your colleagues, which 
makes for a pleasant cooperation. There are also 
plenty of opportunities for growth and personal 
development.”

Djordje is pleased that he was able to fi nd his 
dream job in such a location. “I wouldn’t want 
to live anywhere else in the country. I came 
here originally to work in the off shore and 
petrochemical industry and my role was based 
in the Port of Rott erdam. The traffi  c on the roads 
and the general busyness there is so diff erent to 
the relaxed pace of life in Zeeland.”

He is, however, used to urban life. 
“I was born in a large, busy city – a real contrast to 

my life here in Vlissingen. I fi nd the pace of life 
here preferable. I am never stuck in traffi  c like I 
be would back home or in the more urban parts 
of the Netherlands. Everything is close here, so 
I don’t lose precious time moving between work, 
home and leisure.

“The peace & quiet and abundance of space here 
mean it’s also a good place to bring up a family. 
Zeeland is the perfect place for being both active 
and relaxed. I like to do sports and there’s plenty 
of opportunity for that and, equally, it’s nice just to 
sit and read here, in lovely surroundings. 

“The Zeeland coast is beautiful. My personal 
favourite area is the Boulevard and the 
Bellamypark in the centre of Vlissingen. Here you 
are really close to the water’s edge and the ships 
coming from Antwerp and Zeeland Seaports 
pass very close to land. It’s easy to connect to the 
maritime heritage of the Netherlands here.” 

A land of heroic deeds
As the name suggests, the sea is never far 
away in Zeeland (sealand). Maritime and naval 
tradition runs deep here. This was the home of 
famous Golden Age Admiral Michiel de Ruyter, 
renowned, amongst other things, for his daring 
raid on the Medway during the Anglo-Dutch 
wars of the 17th century. De Ruyter sailed the 
Dutch fl eet up the Thames Estuary in England, 
into the River Medway, where he destroyed 
numerous English ships before capturing the 
fl agship, HMS Royal Charles, and towing her 
back to the Netherlands. 

Djordje Kostic

Middelburg’s Flemish Gothic city hall is perhaps the fi nest in the land.

If a job’s worth doing…
Over the years, this low-lying area has had to contend with disastrous 
fl oods on numerous occasions. Things have changed, however. Since the 
devastation of the tragic fl ood of 1953, the Dutch coastal defences have 
been strengthened. Today’s fl ood protection includes ones of the great 
engineering wonders of the world – the Deltaworks. 

… it’s worth doing well
Nowhere are the Deltaworks more spectacular than where they pass 
through Zeeland. The Oosterschelde Storm Surge Barrier has connected 
lands once separated by the sea, making these once remote islands 
accessible. When it comes to water, the Dutch do not do things by halves; 
the engineers have created here an ‘open’ dam – one that allows the tides to 
continue to ebb and fl ow beneath the barrier, closing only in times of need. 

In this way, both the salt-water ecosystem and the region’s time-honoured 
fi shing traditions have been preserved.

Zeeland fl exes its mussels
The sea has provided food to the local inhabitants since ancient times. 
Back then, Nehalennia, Goddess of the sea, was worshipped in these parts. 
Zeeland has become renowned for the bounty of the waves. Its mussels, 
oysters and lobsters embellish the menus of Belgium and the Netherlands’ 
fi nest restaurants. These days, Zeeuwse mosselen – Zeeland’s mussels – are 
available year round. In July, however, Middelburg still celebrates the start 
of the season with a festive street party featuring diverse mussel-based 
dishes, washed down with plenty of wine and beer to the sound of live 
performers, both modern and traditional. 

The cloisters of Middelburg’s abbey .

Outside of the towns and villages Zeeland off fers some wonderful opportunities to explore nature. 

“EVERYTHING IS CLOSE HERE, I DON’T LOSE 
PRECIOUS TIME MOVING BETWEEN WORK, HOME 
AND LEISURE.”
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Yunzhu fi rst came to Zeeland, from China, to 
att end the Hogeschool Zeeland University of 
Applied Sciences in Vlissingen. During studies 
for her MBA in Business Administration, she 
carried out an internship at Damen Schelde Naval 
Shipbuilding (DSNS). This led to her working for 
9 years at Damen’s head offi  ce in Gorinchem, as 
sales support for the Asia Pacifi c region. During 
that time, she met her husband, Erik Luiten, who 
works at DSNS as a contract manager for weapons 
systems. Around the same time, Amels was looking 
to increase its presence in Asia, paving the way for 
Yunzhu to return to Vlissingen. 

“Zeeland is a great location for me. In my role I travel 
to some of the busiest cities in the world, Tokyo, 
Hong Kong, Beĳ ing, Shanghai. So when I come 
home I am happy to be in a peaceful, quiet place.”
Yunzhu, who has a young son, also feels the region 
is a good place for family life. 

“It’s not just that it’s beautiful and unspoiled, there 
are also some of the best schools in the country 
here. And the house prices are very good, too. You 
get a lot more for your money here than you do in 
the big cities of the Netherlands.

“Some people have this idea that Zeeland is very 
far away from everything. It can certainly feel that 
way as it can be very quiet and relaxed here, but, 
really, it’s a very convenient location. Rott erdam, 
Amsterdam, Bruges, Gent, Antwerp and Brussels 
are all easily reachable for a day trip. Though, 
actually, the cities of Zeeland have everything you 
need anyway. The shopping is very good and there a 
lots of excellent restaurants.”
The cuisine is something that particularly appeals 
to Yunzhu.

“The seafood is outstanding here. There are lobsters, 
oysters and mussels, all harvested from very pure 
water and served fresh in restaurants that know 
how to serve these local specialities.”

“Working here is also very pleasant. It’s unique to 
have heavy industry this close to such an unspoiled 
coastline. It makes it very nice to leave the offi  ce 
and go for lunch with colleagues on the Boulevard.

“Despite all this, Zeeland is still relatively unknown, 
but there are lots of lovely secrets to discover here.”

Marking the turn of the seasons
There is always something happening in 
Zeeland and events cater for all tastes – oft en 
by the sea. There’s Whisky by the Sea, Film by 
the Sea, Concert at Sea… 

In May, Vlissingen celebrates ‘liberation day’, 
in July Middelburg parties to the City of Dance 
Festival. Throughout the summer numerous, 
assorted food and drink festivals pop up all 
over the place.

 As the season comes to a close, the 
Nazomerfestival (aft er summer festival) marks 
the turning of the seasons with music, drama 
and temporary works of publically displayed 
art. Then, as winter approaches, the lights go 
out in Middelburg for the Nacht van de Nacht 
(night of the night). People dine and drink by 
candlelight as lantern-lit processions weave 
though the cobbled lanes.  With winter in full 
swing, the cheer is kept alive with Dickensian 
markets and ice-skating rinks. 

“THERE ARE LOTS OF 
LOVELY SECRETS TO 
DISCOVER HERE.”

Yunzhu Jin

Roberto Santoro has lived in Zeeland’s capital city, 
Middelburg, for the past three years. He moved 
to the area aft er taking on the position of design 
engineer combatants for Damen Schelde Naval 
Shipbuilding (DSNS). Prior to his locating in the 
south west of the country, Roberto had lived for 
two years in the Randstad – the urban area that 
contains most of the country’s larger cities in the 
centre of the Netherlands. 

“Zeeland is a distinct place,” he says. “Coming 
from Italy I expected the Netherlands to be this 
highly developed country with an extremely dense 
population, busy roads… That’s not Zeeland at all!” 

Roberto’s decision to move to the Netherlands was 
career-based. “During my time as a naval architect 
in Sicily, designing fast ferries, I worked on 
projects that gave me a taste of northern European 
culture and I liked the way it was structured. Aft er 
my son was born, we decided to move and it was in 
the Netherlands I found an opportunity.”

He fi rst worked at a yacht builder, but was 
att racted by the technical challenges available at 
DSNS.

“So it was the work that brought me to Zeeland, but 
I’m very glad that it did.” 

What does he like about living in the region?
“The quality of life is very high here. With 

Middelburg being a small city, there’s less 
pressure on the municipality and so everything 
functions very well. Things are arranged very 
quickly and effi  ciently.

“And there’s no stress. In Italy I had a commute 
of just 5, maybe 6 kilometres, but it was on busy 
roads. It used to take me 40 minutes. 40 minutes 
of dealing with congestion and aggression. There’s 
no traffi  c here. I don’t even know if the horn in my 
car still works!

“I like the fact that I can step outside my door and 
I’m instantly surrounded by nature. In my spare 
time I like to cycle and the cycling network here 
is wonderful. I also enjoy nature photography and 
the landscape here is perfect for this. For example, 
the forest, dunes and unspoiled beaches at the 
Oranjezon nature reserve. 

“Living in Zeeland is like being on holiday. All the 
time.”

Something for all
On a summer’s day, the sails abound on the 
calm waters of the Veerse Meer. All along 
the province’s coastline are the safe, clean 
beaches that bring visitors from afar. The 
Zeeuwse coast is the perfect place to relax, 
but also to indulge in watersports – there’s 
blokarting, surfi ng, wakeboarding and 
kitesurfi ng in abundance, including plenty of 
schools to get you started. 

Inland, the countryside is the perfect sett ing 
for a relaxed cycling tour. Get lost in the back 
lanes, pedalling through seemingly endless 
fi elds of green and quiet, slumbering villages. 
If mountain biking’s more your thing, you 
can also go off road through the thick forests 
that line the dunes.

And when it’s time to rest, in the towns and 
cities you’ll fi nd a diverse choice awaits you. 
Thriving café terraces and bars provide 
easy access to Dutch gezelligheid (cosiness), 
while fi ne restaurants rub shoulders with 
countless Golden Age historical treasures.

Keeping traditions alive 
Zeeland is an important place in the 
operations of the Damen Shipyards Group. 
The province is home to companies 
encompassing a wide range of the 
group’s activities – Damen Schelde Naval 
Shipbuilding, Amels, Damen Schelde 
Marine Services and Damen Shiprepair 
Vlissingen. Damen is proud to play its part in 
sustaining the ancient maritime traditions 
of this vibrant, unspoiled corner of the 
Netherlands.

“LIVING IN ZEELAND IS LIKE BEING ON HOLIDAY, 
BUT ALL THE TIME!”

Beautiful cobbled lanes are to be found in Zeeland’s cities, a reminder of the Golden 
era of the 17th century. In this quiet corner of the country, the old and 
new exist harmonioulsy side by side. 

Roberto Santoro
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In 2018/19 Damen has delivered 175 vessels for all 

sectors of the maritime industry, all over the world. 

	CSD250 Indlovu for Dredging Africa
	 	Stan Pilot 1605 FRP for Canada

	Jack up accommodation and workover platform Aqua Rise III for 
Aqua Diving Services LTD

  57.7-metre Limited Editions Amels yacht Volpini 2

	Stan Tug 1606 Toulonnais V

	DOP150 for TAM Environmental Services

	Fast Crew Supplier 2206 delivered to Octomar LDA
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	Damen Yacht 
Support Vessel Game 
Changer

	One of two 
Fast Ferries 4212 for 

Mabuhay Maritime 
Express Transport, Inc., 

Philippines

	Damen ASD Tug 2411 Al Maryah 1 for Abu Dhabi Port Company

	ASD TUG 3010 ICE Aleksandr Kozitsyn

	Stan Tug 1205 Triton

	CSD500 for Basra Gateway Terminal

	Fast Crew Supplier 5009 for Naviera Integral, Mexico
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	ASD Tug 2813 Kejora PTP 82

	Fast Ferry 4212 for Jadrolinija, Croatia

	HST Hudson, one of 
twoFast Crew Suppliers 2710 
delivered to High Speed 
Transfers, United Kingdom

	RSD TUG 2513 Bis Viridis

Joke Bek is no stranger to the diversity and career progression 

that working at Damen offers. In 2012, she started working at 

Damen Shipyards Gorinchem, fi rst as a trainee in Service Logistics 

and later as a business analyst . In 2016, Joke moved within 

the Damen Group to take up the role of engineering process 

manager at Amels. “The Yachting side of the company had always 

fascinated me. I was intrigued by the complexity and beauty 

of the yachts and how everything is brought together in one 

complete polished and luxurious package,” says Joke. “It’s a very 

motivating environment to be in. There is positive ‘buzz’ around 

the yard and everyone takes great pride in their work. Beyond 

Amels, the beautiful beaches, coastline and family-friendly towns 

make Zeeland a great place to be based. Naturally, my work is not 

without its challenges but that is in fact what drives me the most. 

We are in a period of growth at the moment that brings with it a 

number of changes both in how and with whom we work. This in 

turn demands adaptability but also creates new opportunities and 

new projects.

“In line with these changes, my role has taken yet another turn. I am 

currently the project manager for the new CAD PDM implementation 

at Yachting. It is a long term project that will see engineering move 

over to an entirely new, state-of-the-art, 3D software platform for 

the confi guration of yachts. It represents an investment in our future, 

preparing the way for more consistent, effi cient, accurate and future-

proof practices across the entire company.

“Gone are the days when people stuck to the same specifi c job 

for their entire career. There is now a global trend for people to 

switch careers or companies far more frequently. By formalising 

procedures, standardising processes and documenting vital 

knowledge, Damen is safeguarding its future but also making it 

an even better company to work for. One that is willing to adapt 

and embrace the very best tools to provide its employees with 

everything they need to get the job done in the best possible way.”

JOKE BEK
ENGINEERING PROCESS MANAGER

WORKING AT DAMEN
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The many vessels currently under construction 

at Damen yards demonstrate the diversity of the 

group’s portfolio. 

	Three Multi-Mission Inshore Patrol Vessels (SPa 6211) for the South African Navy being built at Damen Shipyards Cape Town

	Antarctic Supply Research Vessel (ASRV) Nuyina at 
 Damen Shipyards Galati

	Fast Crew Supplier 7011 being built at Damen Shipyards Antalya

	Amels 206,  shortly after arriving at the yard in Vlissingen. 	Road Ferry 9819 E3

	Two Fast Crew Suppliers 2710 for Taiwan, being built at 
 Damen Shipyards Singapore

	Cruise 3407 for Windermere Lake Cruises, UK

	Seven Damen Ferries 2306E3 for Arriva Denmark

	Stan Pilot 1204 FRP for Portugal being built at Damen Shipyards Antalya 	ASD Tug 2312
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	ASD Tug 3413 ICE

	Damen Twin Axe Fast Crew Supplier 3410

	Carbon Hydrofoil Fast Ferry (design) DFFe 4012

Every year Damen’s designers bring fresh, 

innovative designs to answer the ever-changing 

needs of the maritime industry. 

	Fast Crew Supplier 4208 aluminium 	Damen Crab Catcher 5514

	Logistic Support Vessel

	Multi Buster 8020	Damen ThreeSixty

	Expedition Cruise Vessel 
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Each year around 1,300 vessels call at the 

yards of Damen Shiprepair & Conversion for 

refits, maintenance, conversion or repair. 

We cater for all vessel types and sizes at our 

facilities at key locations. 

	Cunard’s Queen Elizabeth at Damen Shiprepair Brest

	Dry Cargo vessel Warber on the repair platform at Damen Shiprepair Harlingen

	The pipe-lay crane vessel Seven Borealis, the semi-submersible drilling rig Stena 
Don and the Saipem 7000, one of the largest semi-submersible crane and pipe-laying 
vessels in the world, at Damen Verolme Rotterdam

	Jack-up vessel Innovation at Damen Shiprepair Dunkerque 	Offshore Support Vessel Rem Saltire at Damen Shiprepair Vlissingen

	STV Eendracht completes refit at Damen Shiprepair Rotterdam

	Twin seismic research vessels Oceanic Sirius and Oceanic Vega at Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam

	First refit in line for Macduff Shellfish at Damen Maaskant Shipyards Stellendam 	Skärgården at Damen Oskarshamnsvarvet for lifetime 
 extension and conversion
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THE NEXT-GENERATION 
ASD TUG 2813

WHEN ASKED WHAT DROVE DAMEN TO COME 
UP WITH THE NEW ASD TUG 2813, DESIGN 
AND PROPOSAL MANAGER ERIK VAN SCHAIK 
GIVES A STRAIGHTFORWARD ANSWER: “SAFETY, 
RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY”.

“To elaborate, there are two markets for 80-tonne bollard pull 
multipurpose ASD tugs; those over 30 metres and those under. The 
vessels over 30 metres typically spend most of their time offshore 
where their length is needed to ensure good seakeeping behaviour 
in heavy seas. For this market, we offer the Damen ASD Tug 3212. 

“However, if your tugs are operating most of the time in locks and 
harbours you need something that, while maintaining sufficient 
propulsion power, is more compact and manoeuvrable. In the 
past we supported this sector with the ASD Tug 2913, but with 
the increasing size of container ships we needed to be able to 
offer operators a vessel with the necessary power but which was 
also more competitive. Shaving a single metre off the length of 

a tug might sound an unremarkable step, but doing so took the 
design below the critical 400 GRT threshold, without making any 
concessions on functionality or capability. 

SAFE SAILING 
Some of the results of creating a shorter tug might, initially at least, 
seem surprising. “In fact,” says Erik, “despite being shorter, as 
the hull form of the ASD Tug 2813 features less tapering and less 
beam amidships, the new design actually increases stability!” The 
hull form of the vessel forms a key part of the ASD Tug’s enhanced 
safety characteristics in general. For example, its smooth, rounded 
shape allows the water to flow effortlessly around the hull. This 
results in a continual, predictable availability of thrust.

“The freeboard’s 1.6-metre height gives the foredeck three metres 
clearance from the water under load, ensuring that it remains dry 
in most conditions, continues Erik. The shape of the aft deck also 
avoids the collection of water, which keeps things dry astern as 
well,” explains Erik. “Also contributing to the safety is the large 
single skeg. This makes the steering easy and stable, even with just 

the one thruster, and the freeboard has been well thought-out with 
the tumblehome up to 40 degrees.”

“The wheelhouse, which is also very compact, has been designed 
to provide maximum visibility. Large, tinted windows provide a 
complete, unobstructed view fore and aft, while sky windows give 
an optimal view of the assisted vessel. With the wheelhouse leaning 
inward, it makes the ASD Tug 2813 ideal for working under the flare 
of a container vessel.”

The glass used in these windows is the patented Damen Safety 
Glass. This glass is laminated and shatterproof, and so gives 
protection to those inside in the event of a towing line snapping. 
It meets the NEN-EN 356 standard for glass used in buildings, 
defined as ‘resistance against manual attack’. The test for this 
involves dropping a ball weighing 4.11 kilogrammes three times on 
to the surface of a window from a height of 6 metres. 

“Safety is always a focus on Damen vessels and is only going to 
increase in importance as our tugs continue to evolve. For example, 

we are currently developing electronic stability protection for 
the entire range. This will clearly alert the crew when a vessel 
is approaching its stability limits during operations so that they 
can take timely action.” The vessel, like all in Damen’s next-
generation range of tugs, is prepared for the more rigorous stability 
regulations that are coming into force next year, and it boasts 
numerous other features that make it easier to operate, allowing for 
a greater focus and further increasing safety. 

“The user interface has been evolving continuously since it was first 
unveiled last year on the RSD Tug 2513,” says Erik. “We received 
a lot of helpful feedback about it, which we have consolidated 
and taken on board to deliver version 2.0.” The interface is 
ergonomically designed with user-friendly consoles, operating 
panels with controls, monitoring and alarm functionality as well 
as nautical information, main engine data feeds, and winch and 
auxiliary controls. All the data is presented in an easy to access 
manner, with the user able to select relevant information to be 
displayed as required. 

“THE ASD TUG 2813 
HAS BEEN DESIGNED THROUGHOUT 
FOR THE BEST USE OF SPACE. THIS 

CONTRIBUTES EFFECTIVELY TO 
THE GOALS OF BOTH SAFETY AND 

EFFICIENCY.
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“The ASD Tug 2813 has been designed throughout for the best use 
of space. This contributes effectively to the goals of both safety 
and efficiency. From a safety perspective, the flush foredeck, which 
is optimised for various towing modes, gives excellent accessibility 
to the winches, bollards and fairleads. The aft deck is also open 
and clear with no obstructions. In the engine room the spacious, 
uncluttered theme continues. Here, the engines are mounted on 
shock absorbers and the piping system fitted in such a way as to 
ensure low vibration and noise levels. For maximum safety, all the 
equipment in the engine room can be controlled from the main 
deck. The crew can also monitor the alarms, analyse any problems 
and take the necessary action, all from a safe location.

RELIABILITY AS STANDARD
Erik says that the fact that the tug is a new design is no barrier to 
its claim to reliability. “Although it’s a new design featuring a lot of 
innovation, the ASD Tug 2813 draws heavily on its proven Damen 
heritage and uses a lot of tried and tested technology,” he asserts.

To ensure the reliability of the tug, Damen has taken great care 
to ensure its ease of maintenance. For example, all the steel 
parts are well rounded, welding is performed without underlap 
or undercutting and the bulwark is closed. The fendering has also 
been a point of close attention. “It’s a challenge to design a fender 
that will not damage the skin of an assisted vessel that is working at 
sea with a pushing force of 85 tonnes. The waves make it necessary 
for it to absorb a tremendous amount of energy. With the ASD Tug 

2813, the cylindrical fendering absorbs the initial impact, which 
is then distributed over the block fenders. This way the average 
fender pressure never goes over 20 tonnes per square metre.” 

In addition, throughout its tug range Damen uses closed cooling 
water systems, designed for 35-degree seawater temperatures, 
for both the engines and the air-conditioning. “We fit these as 
standard on our tugs. We see this as an investment in reliability; it 
avoids the risk of pollution and corrosion. And, due to the quality 
of the equipment we use, the closed cooling systems play an 
important role in minimising maintenance requirements.” 

ENERGY, ERGONOMICALLY & 
ENVIRONMENTALLY EFFICIENT 

“The ASD Tug 2813 is efficient in every way – starting with the 
design process. Damen’s TugSim software allows us to calculate 
the escort forces on the towing line and so predict the effects that 
these will have on the performance of a tug. The findings are then 
incorporated into the design for optimal efficiency and predictable 
behaviour. “The theme of efficiency continues with the build,” says 
Erik. “We’ve streamlined this to use the minimal possible number of 
components, so construction takes less time.”

The tug is also an efficient working space. It features a carefully 
planned layout that aims for smooth working logistics. Starting with 
the uncluttered, spacious decking, every detail has been taken into 
consideration. For example, when you enter the accommodation, 

the first thing you encounter is a changing room – forming a cross-
over space between the living and working areas. 

“In the accommodation areas we’ve given plenty of thought to crew 
requirements. Their living areas are spacious, in spite of the vessel’s 
compact nature, and constructed of durable, waterproof materials. 
Electrical sockets are well spaced to give easy access for charging 
mobile phones, for example, and each cabin has its own en-suite 
facilities.” The vessel also has very low noise and vibration levels, 
with COMF-NOISE 3 and COMF-VIB 1 notations, and a comfortable 
mess room provides a communal living space with settees, radio 
and TV. 

Back on deck, the vessel is prepared to be fitted with Damen’s 
highly-efficient Render & Recovery Winch. This compact system 
contributes to the vessel’s spaciousness and facilitates excellent 
views from the wheelhouse.  It has no gearbox, no additional 
clutches, no water-cooled disc brakes and no different speed/pull 
settings. This, combined with its control via the ergonomic human-
machine interface, makes for a highly user-friendly operation. 

STRONG, STABLE & SUSTAINABLE 
Where the vessel’s efficiency truly reaches its peak, however, is in 
its sustainability. “By its very nature, such a compact vessel uses 
significantly less fuel at normal operating speeds and the smooth 
hull provides a high level of agility that contributes further to this. 
When the vessel performs in direct towage it requires less fuel for 
higher line forces.” 

To meet Damen’s, and its clients’, goals of increased maritime 
sustainability, the design of the ASD Tug 2813 has once again 
gone into every conceivable detail to identify enhancements. “By 
creating a vessel that functions at the optimum size, less auxiliary 
power is required, once again reducing fuel consumption. All of 
these measures drive down fuel consumption, thereby considerably 
reducing both the OPEX and emissions. 

“In the same way, the laminated Damen Safety Glass windows 
provide effective insulation and bring down the required use of 
air-conditioning capacity by a considerable 50%.” There are also 
options with the vessel that can further extend its environmental 
credentials. For instance, it can be supplied with its own sewage 
treatment system and bilge water separator if required.” Another 
option is a Marine NOX Reduction System, which will ensure that it 
is fully compliant with IMO Tier III regulations.”

This works by injecting urea into the exhaust. This triggers a 
chemical reaction with the gases that reduces the NOx emissions 
by substantially more than the 80% required to comply with the 
regulations. The vessel can also be supplied with Bureau Veritas 
Clean Ship Notation or Lloyd’s Eco Notation. The ASD Tug 2813 
offers not only a sustainable performance by today’s standards, but 
also by those of tomorrow. It’s ahead of the game,” he concludes. 

You can read more about the ASD Tug 2813’s ability to comply with 
IMO Tier III regulations on page 26 and about its crew comfort 
credentials on page 92.

AZIMUTH STERN DRIVE TUG 2813

Length overall  27.59  m

Beam overall  12.93  m

Depth at sides  5.20  m

Draught aft  6.00  m

Displacement (approx.)  645 t

Power main engines 5050  bkW (6772 bhp) at 1800 rpm

Bollard pull ahead  85.0  t

Bollard pull astern  80.0  t

Speed ahead  13.0  kn

Rudder propellers Rolls Royce US 255 P30/P35 FP

Towing winch  Hydraulically driven two speed double drum, 

 low speed pull 31 ton at 27 m/min, 

  high speed pull 27 ton at 49 m/min, brake 200 tonnes

THE LAMINATED 
DAMEN SAFETY GLASS WINDOWS 
PROVIDE EFFECTIVE INSULATION 

AND BRING DOWN THE REQUIRED 
USE OF AIR-CONDITIONING 

CAPACITY BY A CONSIDERABLE 50%.
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DESTINATION 
OF CHOICE

DA M E N  V E R O L M E  R OT T E R DA M  ( DV R )  I S  FA S T  A P P R OAC H I N G  I T S  S E CO N D 

A N N I V E R S A R Y  O F  J O I N I N G  T H E  DA M E N  FA M I LY.  I N  T H AT  S H O R T  S PAC E  O F  T I M E  I T 

H A S  A L R E A DY  D E M O N S T R AT E D  I T S  A B I L I T Y  TO  TA K E  O N  T H E  L A R G E S T  A N D  M O S T 

CO M P L E X  O F F S H O R E  P R O J E C T S  T H A N K S  B OT H  TO  I T S  I M P R E S S I V E  FAC I L I T I E S  A N D 

I T S  M O R E  T H A N  6 0  Y E A R S  O F  S H I P  R E PA I R  A N D  CO N V E R S I O N  E X P E R I E N C E .

S T E N A  D O N
If further proof was needed as to its capabilities, then the recent 
major refit of the drilling rig Stena Don is surely it. The vessel 
arrived in Rotterdam on the 4th of October 2018 and remained 
there for nearly five months undergoing a comprehensive range 
of works to prepare her for her next project, with DVR delivering 
a complete turnkey package.

The Stena Don, a harsh environment, dynamically positioned, fifth  
generation semi-submersible drilling rig capable of drilling in 
waters up to 650 metres deep, is owned and operated by Stena 
Drilling. 95.5 metres in length and with a beam of 67 metres, she 
was built by the Kvaerner Warnow Werft Shipyard in Germany in 
2001 and, following the refit, has accommodation for up to 140 
personnel. 

The refit process in fact started more than three months earlier 
at the signing of the contract. Work got immediately underway 
on preparations for the installation of the new, eight-point 
mooring system that was to be the largest single element of the 
refit. Engineering began at once followed by the manufacture 
of various elements of the system including the anchor chain 
lockers, and also two sponsons. Weighing 1,200 tonnes in total, 
they were all fabricated at Damen Shipyards Mangalia before 
being shipped to Rotterdam ready for installation.

The installation of an eight-point mooring system was deemed 
necessary for her future drilling contracts. The Stena Don already 
had a DP3 system for maintaining position, but an anchor-based 
system is more effective in shallow waters and, by not having 
thrusters in continual operation, emissions can be significantly 
reduced and substantial savings on fuel costs made. 

F O R  T H E  M OS T  CO M PL E X 
O FFS H O R E  PR O J E C T S

S O  M U C H  W O R K ,  S O  L I T T L E  T I M E
The Stena Don arrived at the Maasvlakte deep-water area 
off Rotterdam on 4th of October. There her six thrusters 
were removed over the course of six days, after which she 
entered DVR, moored alongside the quay, and work on board 
immediately began.

As well as the anchor chain lockers, the installation of the 
mooring system included fitting eight anchor winches and their 
fairleads plus the winch control cabins, new VFD switchboards 
and brake resistor units. The eight ultra-high-holding power 
anchors were delivered by Damen’s Anchor and Chain Factory. 
In addition to that the yard also strengthened the hull to comply 
with the new regulations regarding the mitigation of wave 
impact forces. All this extra weight then required the fitting of 
the two additional sponsons fabricated at Damen Shipyards 
Mangalia in Romania to maintain stability. Meanwhile, the POB 
capacity was upgraded from 120 to 140 persons on board, which 
involved accommodation upgrades as well as the fabrication and 
installation of two triple lifeboat systems. This was another major 
project in its own right.

On 18th of February 2019 the Stena Don exited the yard for the 
Maasvlakte and the reinstallation of its DPS thrusters. The official 
handover to Stena Drilling followed on 26th February, in line with 
the original schedule. The next day she departed for Bergen 
for inclination tests and additional assessments prior to starting 
work off the Shetland Islands.

O N  T I M E  A N D  F I T - F O R - P U R P O S E
“This was a major project with limited time available, and it 
had its challenges.” said Jan Kees Pilaar, managing director of 
DVR, “It was effectively a turnkey project with DVR handling 
every aspect including the engineering. However, we know 
Stena Don from previous projects and have an excellent working 
relationship with Stena Drilling, so the combination of familiarity 
with the vessel and the support of different specialist units 
within the Damen Group ensured a successful conclusion.”

“We are deeply impressed with how DVR, in close cooperation 
with our own first-class project team on site and all involved 
subcontractors, managed to successfully complete this very 
challenging project on time, on budget and without incidents,” 
added Fredrik Samuelsson, commercial project manager at 
Stena Drilling. “A lot of work had to be completed in a very 
short timeframe and this could only be achieved thanks to the 
professionalism and dedication shown by DVR throughout the 
project. The result is a very capable and highly versatile rig which 
will make us and our clients proud for many years to come.” 

Despite the size and scope of this project, while it was going 
on DVR was undertaking a series of other projects including 
an upgrade for the 198-metre Saipem 7000, one of the largest 
semi-submersible crane and pipe-laying vessels in the world. In 
the world of offshore repair and refit, DVR really is a force to be 
reckoned with.
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Every year in the Damen Magazine, we look at the work the Damen Shipyards Group 

and the Damen family do to encourage the arts and access to them. Each edition, 

the magazine speaks to a theatre, museum, gallery or other such institution with which 

Damen has a relationship. This year, however, we decided to do things a little 

differently and instead take a look at the works of art to be found at Damen’s 

headquarters. 

The Damen family has a love of art, something that they are keen to share with others. Josien 
Damen: “We want to encourage access to culture wherever possible and this certainly includes our 
own employees in their place of work.” 

To those ends, works of art are displayed at various public spaces and in a number of offices 
at Damen Shipyards Gorinchem. Here, Mrs Damen takes us on a tour of some of the paintings, 
sculptures and photographs to be found at Damen’s HQ. 

THE ART OF 
SHIPBUILDING
A PLACE OF WORK AND ITS WORKS OF ART

Every year in the Damen Magazine, we look at the work the Damen Shipyards Group 

and the Damen family do to encourage the arts and access to them. Each edition, 

the magazine speaks to a theatre, museum, gallery or other such institution with which 

Damen has a relationship. This year, however, we decided to do things a little 

differently and instead take a look at the works of art to be found at Damen’s 

The Damen family has a love of art, something that they are keen to share with others. Josien 
Damen: “We want to encourage access to culture wherever possible and this certainly includes our 

To those ends, works of art are displayed at various public spaces and in a number of offices 
at Damen Shipyards Gorinchem. Here, Mrs Damen takes us on a tour of some of the paintings, 

SHIPBUILDING PIECE BY WILLEM HENDRIK MESDAG

Mr Damen is very fond of the Haagse School and there are a number of 
examples in his office. This example shown here is by Mesdag.

“Mesdag often painted Dutch coastal scenes. The sombre colours used by the 
Haagse School painters are perfect for depicting the North Sea and its fishing 
fleets. He was also very good at capturing the dramatic Dutch skies and their 
clouds,” says Mrs Damen.

FAMILIEBEDRIJF 
JAN LEEUWENBURGH

In the reception of Damen’s HQ, at the entrance to the building, guests are greeted by a 
sculpture by Jan Leeuwenburgh. It depicts numerous people crowded into a small boat and 

is named, appropriately, familiedbedrijf – family business. 

“I like Jan Leeuwenburgh’s work very much,” states Mrs Damen, who is herself a 
ceramist. “There’s a lot of humour in it.” 

This is the product of the artist’s simplified style. Leeuwenburgh is a local artist whose work 
has been influenced by the region – including the presence of the shipbuilding industry. 

“His work is very special. It’s endlessly polished until it looks like stone,” continues Mrs Damen. 
“This piece to me represents the very extended network of the Damen family.”
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DECKS AWASH – MONTAGUE DAWSON

Montague Dawson was a famous, British 
maritime artist. The example shown here is 
hung on the wall of Mr Damen’s office.

“He liked this painting because it’s so 
realistic. Look at the movement of the waves 

– I almost get seasick from it!”

The painting shows a barque in rough seas 
taking water on deck. 

“Life was like that aboard such a ship. It was 
hard. It was rough. Dawson was really able 
to capture the moment.”

INDIË WAS ONS PARADIJS – ANNELIES DAMEN 

This series of photographic images – which have been 
displayed throughout the Netherlands – were created by 
a member of the Damen family – Annelies Damen. The 
pictures are a tribute to Mrs Damen’s mother and can 
be found adorning the walls of Damen’s museum and 
archives.

Following Indonesian independence in 1949, many Dutch 
people were forced to leave the islands over the next 
two decades – including Mrs Damen’s family. 

Each image, with names such as Mist, Joy, Farewell and 
Blossom show scenes from Indonesia, such as flowers, 
paddy fields and landscapes. In each of the images, in a 
watermark-like fashion, Mrs Damen’s mother can be seen.

The final image in the series shows the sea. “This is the 
sea they had to cross to come to the Netherlands. My 
mother never returned to Indonesia until she was in her 
80s. It took her a long while to be able to go back.”

FLOWERS – ZHUANG HONG YI

In the office of Kommer Damen’s secretary, Eliza Erkelens, 
hang two pieces from Chinese artist Zhuang Hong Yi’s 
Flower series – Royal Blue and Sunrise. 

Eliza explains, “The artist uses special materials, forms 
and colours to combine traditional Chinese influence 
with characteristics of western impressionism. He’s based 
in the Netherlands actually, but returns to his studio in 
Beijing a few times each year for inspiration.” 

Eliza is very happy with the colourful images that adorn 
her office walls. “The pictures are very bright and 
cheerful – many people comment on them when they 
come into the room. I was really happy when they were 
placed here.”

BOWL – OLAF STEVENS

This piece, to be seen in the library at Damen Shipyards Gorinchem, is 
made by local artist Olaf Stevens, husband of Vera Galis who made 
Staand Object (described above). 

“Olaf has a very special technique, that he developed himself. He uses 
multiple layers of coloured glass, repeatedly heated and molded before 
the final cut and polish. This piece looks very simple at first glance, but 
if you look, the colours are beautiful.”

The bowl is a deep purple colour, inlaid with gold leaf, offering a subtle, 
pleasing contrast.

STAAND OBJECT – VERA GALIS

Staand Object (Standing Object) stands at the entrance to ‘the tower’, the 
newest building at Damen Shipyards Gorinchem, which opened in 2009. 

“We wanted to give something to the new building when it opened,” 
says Mrs Damen. “We thought it would be nice to do something 
with a local artist.”

The local artist was Vera Galis. Vera works with metals, painstakingly 
making each piece of her sculptures by hand. Her work is displayed 
in public areas of organisations around the Netherlands. It uses 
space, light and reflection to create interaction between architecture 
and art. The building at Damen’s headquarters is itself a very light 
and spacious one so is a fitting place to show such an approach. 

“When we commissioned her, Vera was asked her to do something that 
would fit with what we do. She was inspired by the nozzles on vessels 
being constructed in the production hall.”

NEW YORK CITY – A MARATHON FOR ALL

“We saw this James Rizzi piece in a gallery in Switzerland and 
were immediately taken with it.” 

The Damens selected the image to hang in a communal 
seating area where colleagues go to talk or take telephone 
calls. The piece, from 1997, shows the cityscape of New York 
during a city marathon in the cheery, 3-D style for which the 
artist is renowned. 

“I just loved the elaborate details of it, there’s so much going 
on, you can spend hours looking at it,” states Mrs Damen. 
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DRIVEN BY DATA 
When it was first introduced to the 

maritime market, Damen’s Fast Crew 

Supplier (FCS) 2710 – the successor 

to the FCS 2610 – hit the headlines 

for many reasons. Stepless and safe 

crew transfers, increased passenger 

capacity and an optimised hull are all 

pieces of the puzzle that illustrate the 

evolving design. All in all, the new 

FCS 2710 packs a lot of vessel into 

its 24-metre load line. Despite all the 

media attention, there is one particular 

development on the FCS 2710 that 

deserves to be put into the spotlight: 

its on board vessel monitoring system.

The launching customer of the first FCS 2710 was UK-based 
offshore crew transfer service provider High Speed Transfers, 
a relatively young company with a clear focus on the 
European offshore wind sector. The company deploys this first 
vessel – called HST Hudson – to transport up to 26 personnel 
to their offshore workplace with a combination of high 
speed and comfort. With regard to the subject of this article, 
though, the most notable feature of the HST Hudson is that 
it is the first new build vessel from Damen’s High Speed Craft 
portfolio to be equipped with vessel monitoring equipment.

A VESSEL 
MONITORING 
SYSTEM ON 
THE FCS 2710
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Impact loads
This raises the question what were the motivations 
behind installing a vessel monitoring system on board 
a crew transfer vessel? “For this client, one of the most 
important aspects was to measure the impact of the 
boat landing on the turbine platform,” replies Thijs 
Muskens, design & proposal engineer at Damen. “These 
turbines are designed to cope with a certain load and 
it is the captain's responsibility – and therefore our 
responsibility – to make the approach as smooth as 
possible and not exceed the impact threshold limit. 
Offshore wind majors are becoming increasingly data-
driven and desire fact-based proof of impact loads for 
the vessels operating in a wind farm. This proof can be 
generated by the connected ship system.”

In addition to the actual landing on the turbine, 
comfortable transport from shore to the wind farm is 
another part of the process. To this end, another reason 
to gather data is to improve the comfort of this journey. 

“This is an important feature in our entire range of 
high speed craft,” he continues. “We want vessels 
like the FCS 2710 to be as comfortable as possible. In 
general, the technical personnel on board do not have 
that much experience at sea and, as a result, are more 
prone to seasickness than experienced crews. We want 
to postpone this for as long as possible and gaining 
insight into the perceived comfort can help us do so.”

Six degrees of freedom
A six degree of freedom accelerometer sensor is used 
to measure the amount of movement on the vessel. 

“These measure, amongst others, pitch, heave and yaw,” 
explains Thijs. “If the captain can see the acceleration 
levels during sailing, this can be linked to the general 
well-being of the passengers.” These data relating to 
accelerations have a dual purpose. “Of course, it is very 
useful for the captain to have on-the-spot feedback. 
But our customers also want to know the comfort levels 
on board, and, importantly, to be able to back this up 
with hard data.”

One of the difficult things to determine is an 
acceptable level of vertical acceleration. This is due 
to the subjective nature of the human experience. 

“Storing data and linking it to the experience of the 
crew can help with this,” says Matthijs Richelle, Damen 
Services development manager. “A future plan that 
we are experimenting with is a ‘smiley face-sad face’ 
feedback method to measure perceived comfort. By 
matching comfort levels to actual data parameters 
such as wave height and ship motions, we are trying to 

“What we are currently developing is a 

system that is based on data gathered – 

an analysis tool that will assist onshore 

teams to improve and create insight into 

their offshore operations.”

translate the human experience into numbers. Learning from the 
data is important – this will allow us to advise our clients on their 
sailing profile, for instance.”

Different questions, different answers
The offshore wind sector – indeed, the entire maritime industry – is 
becoming increasingly driven by data. Providing data on a vast 
array of parameters – including sea state, wind direction and 
number of transfers – is becoming the new industry standard. It 
should, therefore, be of no surprise to read that Damen is not 
limiting its work on the subject of vessel monitoring solely to 
its Fast Crew Suppliers. “Every product that Damen builds has 
different parameters in terms of performance and we want to 
answer the different questions that each product group has,” 
notes Thijs. “Speed and comfort are the most crucial factors for 
our high speed craft. Tugs are different though – then it’s more 
about towing force. For offshore transport, workability and fuel 
consumption are important. And for dredging, we propose looking 
at dredge production rates and performance. The most important 
point for us is to translate sensor data from performance indicators 
to create insight for our customers to optimise their operations. 

Moreover, we can also use these data to improve the designs of 
our vessels.”

Installed as standard
Vessel monitoring is certainly a powerful tool in the shipbuilder’s 
tool box. At its simplest, it is a method to observe what is 
happening with the operations of a vessel at any given time. “In 
effect it is a live representation of what is happening on the 
vessel,“ says Matthijs to highlight how Damen is endeavouring to 
maximise to the full potential of vessel monitoring by taking this 
a step further. “What we are currently developing is a system that 
is based on the data gathered – an analytical tool that will assist 
onshore teams to improve and create insight into their offshore 
operations.” The possibilities are undeniably extensive and, in fact, 
Damen is installing data collection systems on all newbuild vessels 
with a compatible alarm monitoring system as standard. In terms 
of passenger comfort and sailing routes, for instance, concrete 
progress has already been made. Looking ahead to the impact that 
vessel monitoring will have on preventative maintenance, vessel 
performance analyses and simulation – and even ship design, the 
future is exciting.
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A 
WAY 
OF 
LIFE

THIS YEAR, DAMEN SHIPYARDS GROUP CHAIRMAN KOMMER DAMEN TURNED 75. HE HAS 

SPENT HIS WHOLE LIFE IN THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY, GROWING UP ON THE FAMILY 

SHIPYARD BEFORE TAKING OVER THE BUSINESS HIMSELF. DURING A SUCCESS-FILLED 

CAREER HE HAS INTRODUCED THE RENOWNED STANDARDISED SHIPBUILDING PHILOSOPHY 

AND OVERSEEN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DAMEN SHIPYARDS GROUP INTO AN 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPBUILDING, REPAIR AND SERVICES NETWORK EMPLOYING OVER 12,000 

PEOPLE. FOR DAMEN #7 HE TALKS ABOUT THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE OF DAMEN.

KOMMER DAMEN ON SUSTAINABILITY, 
DIGITALISATION AND PASSING THE TORCH 
TO THE NEXT GENERATION
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DID YOU EVER HAVE AMBITIONS TO DO 
ANY THING OTHER THAN SHIPBUILDING?
I never thought about anything else. I grew up in a family of 
shipbuilders. We lived on the yard – literally. My father sent me to a 
shipbuilding academy where I studied marine engineering and naval 
architecture. After I left the navy, I went to work with my father and he 
appointed me as general manager aged just 23.

COULD THE DAMEN STORY HAPPEN TODAY?
It’s very diffi cult to say. When I started the company in the form it is in 
today, it was 1969, so quite a different time. But still, we have the same 
principles, building ships in series, trying to standardise and setting up 
a worldwide service organisation. So, if I should have the means to do 
it, I think it would be the same.

WOULD DAMEN BE THE SAME COMPANY IF IT WAS 
NOT A FAMILY BUSINESS?
Certainly not. If we should have shareholders, they would be much 
more impatient about fi nancial results and dividends. It is because we 
are a family company that we could make risky, sometimes loss-making, 
acquisitions.

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR FAMILY?
We are a very close family. My children are very close to each other and 
also to me and I am close to them. They don’t always think the same, 
though they are all very decisive. When it comes to the company, they 
cooperate very well and accept the differences between themselves.

WOULD YOU ENCOURAGE YOUR GRANDCHILDREN TO 
FOLLOW YOU INTO SHIPBUILDING?
Yes, absolutely. I already try to infl uence them; I ask them to make 
me drawings of boats and I have a special archive for that – also for 
drawings my children made when they were young. I think it’s a nice 
industry, a nice way of life, so I will encourage them. I cannot think of 
anything better as a profession. 

CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE PEOPLE YOU STARTED 
WORKING WITH IN 1969 AND DO YOU SEE THE 
SAME CHARACTERISTICS IN DAMEN PEOPLE TODAY?
When I started out there were only seven of us. We were all young 
people so we didn’t see any risks. We were very enthusiastic, we 
worked extremely hard and we were very successful. Today, some 
Damen people are a lot older – like me! If I look at Young Damen 
(company group arranging social and professional get-togethers for 
young employees and students) though they are more or less alike, 
there’s a lot the same. Happily. 

THE STANDARDISATION OF SHIPS HAS CLEARLY BEEN 
A GREAT SUCCESS – ONE THAT DEMONSTRABLY 
WORKED BEFORE WHEN THE VENETIANS 
STANDARDISED WARSHIP PRODUCTION IN THE 
MIDDLE AGES – WHAT IS IT THAT MAKES THIS 
PHILOSOPHY SO SUCCESSFUL?
It was the same with the Dutch in the 17th century. Around Amsterdam 
they were turning out ships every day for sailing to the Baltic, Far East 
and the West Indies. Cargo ships and naval vessels that were very 
standardised. I think it’s the best way to success – you can continue to 
improve and it’s much cheaper. You make less mistakes and everything 
is more predictable. Because of this, in contracts, you can easily accept 
conditions because you know exactly what’s going to happen.

When you analyse your clients’ markets, you can 
design a standard vessel that will be better, cheaper, 
faster for delivery, with a higher re-sale value.

Kommer Damen in the summer of ‘69

DO YOU THINK THERE ARE LIMITS TO 
STANDARDISATION? 
There are certain vessels that you can’t standardise, but I think almost 
every type you can. When you analyse your clients’ purpose and use 
of their vessel and their markets, you can design a standard vessel that 
will be better, cheaper, faster for delivery, with a higher re-sale value. 
And that, because the banks can predict its re-sale value, is easier to 
fi nance. 

WHAT IS YOUR OWN PERSONAL 
FAVORITE DAMEN VESSEL? 
I think the Stan Tug 1606. It is an extremely compact and powerful tug. 
Very economically priced and lasts for ever. We started building them in 
in 1972 and they’re still practically the same boat today.

SHIPBUILDING EXPERIENCES CYCLICAL PEAKS AND 
TROUGHS, WHAT HAS KEPT YOU GOING WHEN THE 
INDUSTRY HAS BEEN EXPERIENCING DIFFICULT TIMES?
Responsibility. You don’t want to end your life being unsuccessful. 
That’s not how you want to be remembered. So that keeps you going. 

THIS YEAR’S DAMEN MAGAZINE HAS A FOCUS ON 
SUSTAINABILIT Y, WHAT DOES SUSTAINABILIT Y MEANS 
TO YOU AND TO THE INDUSTRY?
It is a challenging subject for our industry. For example, you can’t 
expect a ship owner to suddenly start using more expensive fuel, 
it would threaten his ability to compete in the marketplace and his 
business model would become unsustainable. So, you need regulations 
in order to have a level playing fi eld. The technical solutions are there 
and I think we will see a lot of progress in the coming years. 

I see huge growth in renewable energy – wind, tidal, solar – there 
will be enormous changes, but no one knows exactly what they will 
look like. In any case, it’s good that we do our part to ensure a clean 
environment. We are already ahead in many fi elds – we have electric 
ferries, we had the fi rst hybrid tugs. We are fully invested in lowering 
emissions. 

We also realise that the young employees of Damen are committed to 
improving the world. We see that worldwide and that’s another reason 
we want to adapt ourselves to sustainability. 

ANOTHER AREA OF INTENSE FOCUS AT THIS MOMENT 
IS DIGITALISATION. WE HAVE HEARD A LOT ABOUT 
HOW THIS MAY SHAPE OUR PRODUCTS IN THE FUTURE. 
DO YOU THINK THAT DIGITALISATION IS ALSO GOING 
TO AFFECT HOW WE APPROACH OUR CLIENTS?
The internet makes it possible to investigate the possibilities of buying 
a boat, so communication is totally different to what it was years ago. 

We have of course quite a number of people involved in Damen’s 
presence on the internet; we are talking to clients this way.
I also think you cannot change to the extent that we will only 
communicate with our clients via the internet. There is a personal 
context though that will still require meetings, paper and pictures. 

LOOKING AHEAD, WHERE WOULD YOU 
LIKE DAMEN TO BE IN 50 YEARS?
We are going to have extremely disruptive changes within the next 50 
years, but we are still going to need ships. I think seaborne transport 
could be less. You saw in the past that seaborne transport was growing 
at twice the rate as the growth of the world economy. Today it’s about 
equal. But you will always have transport of commodities. 

It’s diffi cult to say what the ships of the future will look like. Will people 
still travel the world for leisure? Will dredging be done from the shore? 
How will fi shing and aquaculture develop? Will the global population 
continue to grow? Will vessels be unmanned?

So I think there are a lot of unanswered questions. I think the only 
thing we have to do is look about 10 years ahead and try to adapt 
ourselves to those 10 years. Then we can keep the company ahead of 
developments and try to be a leader, which we are in many fi elds. 

So I don’t know what the future ships will be, I only know that Damen 
will be building them. 

Damen Stan Tug 1606, Kommer Damen’s personal favourite vessel. 
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UNVEILING THE 
DAMEN THREESIXTY:
A GREAT ALL-ROUNDER

Damen is no stranger to pushing back 

the boundaries of engineering, but even 

by Damen’s pioneering standards this 

extraordinary new vessel – the Damen 

ThreeSixty - will make heads turn. 

In the spirit of disruptive innovation, Damen decided to take a fresh 
look at the ferry sector, particularly sightseeing boats, which is largely 
known as one of the most traditional arenas in the maritime industry. 

Most people have had that holiday experience of sitting on a crowded 
vessel, craning to look left and right hoping to get a glimpse of the 
view; hoping they have chosen the right side to sit on, hoping there is 
not a 2-metre tall Dutchman sat nearest the small, misted-up window…

Out of the box into the perfect circle
In an hour-long, standing-only meeting, the Damen Ferries team asked 
the question: “What sightseeing experience would they like to have?” 
The answer was simple: everyone wanted the best view possible and 
the best way of making sure of this was by developing a circular vessel, 
with huge fl oor-to-ceiling windows. Not only will this give the ultimate, 
scenic view, it could also provide a revolutionary tourist attraction for 
any city, port, estuary or lake.

Henk Grunstra, product director Ferries comments: “Sightseeing 
boats that look like ferries have been the ‘norm’ for decades. We want 
passengers to have a different, improved visitor experience with the 
optimum view outside, with windows all the way around.” 

Rather than sail in only one direction, the concept is that the Damen 
ThreeSixty will sail along a predefi ned course and will rotate at certain 
points so the view is constantly changing. “This will be a totally 
different experience for passengers. The concept could open up a new 
market for tour operators, as the vessel really adds value in terms of 
customer experience.”
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Entirely different passenger experience
As well as sightseeing, Damen believes the new vessel, which is being patented, 
is suitable for business meetings, conferences, seminars, networking events 
and parties, or it could be used as a stylish and unique floating restaurant or 
nightclub. 

The past year the R&D department and Ferries team have been investigating 
the concept and the ThreeSixty’s dynamic behaviour. “It is important that the 
dimensions fit the wave pattern of the local area,” Henk stresses.

Currently, three sizes are available – 16, 18 and 20 metres, with a passenger 
capacity of up to 400 people. The ThreeSixty is a highly manoeuvrable vessel. 

“Once on location, it performs a ‘water ballet’.” Comprising a ‘flat-bottomed 
disc’ shape, the vessel has a fore and aft. 

Fully-electric & intelligent control
Changes in technology have led to this revolutionary new concept being 
launched in 2019, explains Henk. The Damen ThreeSixty is a fully-electric vessel, 
offering the potential for emission free sailing. Lithium batteries power the 
four azimuth thrusters via a DC-bus distribution network. The electrically-driven 
rudder propulsion can be controlled by an autopilot system. This intelligent 
control system, in combination with the four-thruster setup, enables the vessel 
to rotate or sail a straight course by an easy to use, single joystick control in the 
wheelhouse. “Given the rotation capability and distance it will travel, it would 
almost be impossible for a captain to manoeuvre the vessel manually,” adds Henk. 

Once at its docking station, the vessel will automatically click into place and 
the battery charging will start. For comfortable climate control the vessel is 
equipped with a heat pump and air-conditioning system. The interior design 
can be tailored entirely to the clients’ requirements.

The vessel’s silent, vibration-free operation ensures that the ThreeSixty is the 
perfect, neighbour-friendly vessel, even in built up urban areas. The vessel 
has been developed in accordance with Damen’s E3 initiative, ensuring 

environmental friendliness, efficiency in operation and economic viability. 
Henk emphasises: “Damen is famous for being a superb builder of our 
standardised vessels, but we also want to focus on new products in attractive 
growing markets so we can continue to be a fast mover. We want to show 
the world we are able and capable of developing vessels of any type. Vessels 
that make a difference!”
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PUTTING SAFETY AND 
WELFARE IN THE SPOTLIGHT

When a new ship is unveiled, it is only logical that a lot of 
attention is directed at its more technical aspects. These 
are different for every type of vessel that Damen builds. To 
put it simply, patrol vessels need to be fast, Shoalbusters  
need to combine shallow draught with bollard pull, and 
dredgers need to have reliable power. The subject of ship 
design goes so much deeper, however. In fact, the human 
element – namely the safety and well-being of a vessel’s 
crew – is a subject that Damen never underestimates. 
André de Bie, design & proposal engineer Tugs, uses 
Damen’s range of New Generation Tugs to illustrate this 
point. 

“Of course we have targets for bollard pull and 
performance, but the safety and welfare of the crew 
really is the basis of a good design,” begins André. “From 
the shape of the hull and the layout of the deck, to the 
wheelhouse design and the functionality and organisation 
of the engine room. Even the colour of the interior. All 
these aspects are integrated into the total design.”

Full vision
Taking the hull as the starting point, the first thing you 
notice is its round-bilged form. “This is the most efficient 
shape; an optimised hull can deliver the same amount of 
performance with less power. This leads to a reduction 

in vibrations, noise, fuel consumption and emissions and 
gives the captain a very predictable vessel.” For a tug 
captain, concentrating hard on the task of assisting an 
incoming container ship, for example, this predictability 
means one thing: safer operations.

Moving up to the superstructure, the wheelhouse can be 
best described as the nerve centre of the tug. Therefore, 
it is paramount to ensure that it is kept out of harm’s way. 
This is achieved by having a high degree of tumblehome. 
This is the narrowing of the vessel as it rises above the 
waterline. For a tug, the larger the tumblehome, the closer 
it can get to the vessel that it is assisting without the risk 
of damage. The lines of sight from the wheelhouse are also 
very important; the captain should have excellent visibility 
of the deck and also the surroundings. “We have called this 
the Full Vision Bridge, as a captain must be able to see all 
the key points during manoeuvres.”

Reducing noise and vibration
Damen has also paid special attention to the glass used in 
the wheelhouse. “One of the biggest dangers a tug faces is 
the towline snapping – this could easily break a window. We 
have developed the Damen Safety Glass to prevent this.” 
The glass to which André is referring is a shatterproof glass 
that can withstand multiple impact blows before actually 
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penetrating. “This makes the wheelhouse a much safer working 
environment,” he adds.

Because the Damen Safety Glass has a twin-layered 
composition, it means that it is not only safe, but also quiet. 

“Noise levels are extremely important for both safety and 
welfare. When sound levels are low, then communication 
between the crew and over the radio is a lot easier and there 
is less risk of misunderstandings. This is one of the basics 
of safety. And in terms of crew welfare, noise levels are also 
closely related to fatigue.” Other design elements that tackle 
the double challenges of noise and vibration include flexibly-
mounted main engines, large exhaust silencers, insulated floors 
and cabin-to-cabin insulation. The RSD 2513 even takes this a 
step further by having a flexibly-mounted superstructure to 
create a low-vibration working and resting environment.

Safety in control
Looking closer at the layout, and remembering a tug’s 
raison d’etre, the effective positioning of deck equipment is 
definitely a priority. Again, the RSD 2513 serves as a prime 
example, André notes. “This is a safe working environment 
that is free of obstacles and with a smooth layout. It has a 
closed bulwark and rounded corners. There are no tripping 
hazards and it is easy to clean and easy to maintain.”
On the subject of layout of controls and systems, optimising 

safety and ease-of-use has been at the forefront the design 
process. For example, there are four computers on board; 
one in the engine room, one on the deck level and two in 
the wheelhouse. “This redundancy means that there is no 
need for the crew to go below deck during an operation 

– they can read all the data and operate all the required 
equipment from the deck level. This is a very important 
safety issue that the crew do not have to go below deck.”

Integration
On the bridge, the results of this close attention to layout 
design are also evident. Allowing the captain to focus 
on the task at hand – controlling the propulsion – radio 
communication is operated by a switch on the thruster 
controls and winches can be controlled by foot pedals. 
The most frequently used and essential actions have 
designated buttons, and secondary functions are found in 
automation screens. Once again, this is a decision that has 
significant ramifications regarding safety – making controls 
more straightforward leads to less mistakes. 

“The key point is that all these aspects have been 
integrated into one vessel in one integrated design 
process. This is, of course, linked to the strong point that 
we are the designer, the engineer and the ship builder in 
one company,” André concludes.
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While the first part of this article has highlighted the 
importance of ensuring high standards of safety and well-
being of a ship’s crew, it must also be stated that there is 
another category of people that come into contact with a 
vessel. These are passengers, and Damen has numerous 
vessels in its portfolio that take on the job of transporting 
passengers from A to B. 

These includes ferries and water buses for the public 
transport sector, as well as Fast Crew Suppliers from 
twelve to 50 metres that transport technical crews to their 
offshore workplace. Here, director business development & 
market intelligence David Stibbe discusses how the welfare 
of these technical crews has impacted the design and 
layout of the Fast Crew Supplier (FCS) 7011.

Technical crews
Damen’s range of Fast Crew Suppliers has recently been 
expanded to include the FCS 7011, a vessel designed 
carry up to 150 offshore personnel at speeds of up to 40 
knots. “In making the basic design requirements for the FCS 
7011, safety and speed were number one, but comfort was 
closely associated,” says David. “This was because of motion 
sickness. We have to make sure that technical crews feel 
physically well when they are on board.”

The FCS 7011 has been developed in response to a 
requirement from offshore oil & gas  companies. They need 
a vessel to transport technical crews to offshore installations 
such as FPSOs and semi-submersible production platforms. 
These platforms are generally beyond the boundaries of 
the continental shelves, and therefore journeys of up to 150 
nautical miles, taking five hours are not unheard of.

Research cooperation
“Comfort is a key topic for the offshore majors because 
they have to compete with each other to attract skilled 
personnel. As such, we have invested in a huge amount of 
research into this vessel in order to meet their needs. This 
has also included cooperation with TNO [the Netherlands 
Organisation for applied scientific research].”

A bullet point list of the results of this research would 
contain several items relating to the physical characteristics 
of the vessel. “Comfortable, fully-reclining seats and 
mid-ships accommodation, combined with an optimised 
hull form to eliminate slamming and minimise vertical 
accelerations,” David explains. “This is in addition to good 
air circulation and large windows with plenty of natural 
light.”

Seamless movement
On arrival at an offshore platform, the passenger 
disembarkation process also exhibits methods to maximise 
safety and well-being. First of all, he says, the FCS 7011 
is equipped with a gyroscope to stop vessel roll when 
positioned adjacent to the platform. “And then there is the 
motion compensated personnel gangway, an Ampelmann 
S-type, specifically designed for this vessel to create a 
seamless flow of passenger movement.”

David’s conclusion is tellingly similar to André’s, and 
is clearly a major reason for Damen’s success over the 
decades. “All the key components of this vessel have been 
aligned early in the design process,” he says. “The end 
result is a fully integrated solution.”
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REPAIR & CONVERSION 

AN EXPLORER 
RETURNS

Recently, Damen Shiprepair Vlissingen in the south-

west of the Netherlands has welcomed Portuguese 

naval vessel, Bartolomeu Dias. The vessel is no stranger 

to the yard, having been built originally – by the Royal 

Schelde (now Damen Schelde Naval Shipbuilding) – for 

the Royal Netherlands Navy (RNLN) in 1994. The vessel, 

then named Hr. Ms.Van Nes, was one of eight sister 

vessels. In 2008, the RNLN sold six of the vessels – two 

to Belgium, two to Chile and two to Portugal – while 

maintaining two for its own fleet.

“The Royal Netherlands Navy’s contract stipulated 
supporting the group of vessels after this sale,” explains 
Michiel de Vliegher, commercial manager at Damen 
Shiprepair Vlissingen. “It makes sense when you consider 
they have fifteen years of operational experience with 
the vessel.” 

For Damen this setup means, essentially, 
having two customers to serve. 

“There are two project teams – a Dutch and a Portuguese 
one. But the cooperation between all parties is good. 
Damen Shiprepair Vlissingen is used to working with 
various parties on a project and completing this to 
the satisfaction of all parties. This is where our project 
management really makes the difference.  Essentially, the 
project is a mid-life upgrade, the first stage of which was 
carried out by the RNLN in Den Helder, the Netherlands. 

This stage included her being outfitted with a new, 
state-of-the-art mast and preparations for the second 
stage, for which Damen is serving as subcontractor. PNS 
Bartolomeu Dias arrived at Damen’s yard on February 14th.

“Our scope includes executing the mutually agreed 
technical specifications, mainly consisiting of all the 
dock-based work – steel works, underwater sections, 
cosmetics, overboards, valves, piping,” states Michiel. 

“Onboard a complete propulsion overhaul will take place, 
carrying out replacement of 40 kilometres of and cabling 
works, overhauling of HVAC systems and tending to the 
cosmetics. “We are well positioned for such a project. 
Not only do we have the experience and knowledge in-
house, we can also count on the support of DSNS who, 
as Royal Schelde, originally built these vessels. Having 
seen the high quality of this vessel 25 years down the 
line, I would say they did an excellent job!” The vessel 
was originally constructed as part of the RNLN’s Karel 
Doorman class of frigates. 

The class was also known as the ”M-“, or Multi-purpose, 
class. Each vessel was named after a famous Dutch 
admiral. Upon commencing service with the Portuguese 
Navy, the vessel was renamed Bartolomeu Dias after the 
Portuguese nobleman and explorer; the first European to 
lay anchor in South Africa. 

Upon completion of the phase of works conducted by 
Damen Shiprepair Vlissingen, the Bartolomeu Dias will 
undergo towage back to Den Helder. There, she will 
receive new weapons and communications systems and 
trials, being the final stage before returning to service, in 
2020, for NATO operations.
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A SPECIAL VESSEL FOR 
A SPECIAL PLACE

The Lake District in North West England is an 

area of superlatives. In terms of raw geography, 

it is home to the country’s highest peak, as 

well as the largest and deepest lakes. As one 

of England’s oldest national parks, it holds a 

special place in the hearts and minds of all 

who have ever visited. On the international 

stage, the Lake District gained recognition in 

2017 when it was designated a World Heritage 

Site by UNESCO. The area’s natural beauty, 

combined with a rich cultural heritage, has 

made the Lake District National Park a hugely 

popular tourist destination, attracting around 

19 million visitors each year.

Playing a major role in the region’s tourist industry is Windermere 
Lake Cruises, a company with origins dating back to 1845. Today 
the company operates a fl eet of sixteen lake cruising vessels: three 
traditional ‘steamers’ – each with a capacity of more than 350 – in 
addition to traditional and modern launches.

MOTIVATIONS FOR GROWTH
“With more than 1.63 million passenger journeys made every year, 
Windermere Lake Cruises is offi cially one of the most popular ‘paid 
for’ attractions in England – attracting visitors from all over the UK 
and internationally,” states the company’s chairman, Bill Bewley. 
Furthermore, the number of visitors is growing every year, most 
notably from China, increasing by 286% since 2016.

To accommodate this consistent and extensive growth in visitor 
numbers and to enhance the sustainable transport offering on 
Windermere, Mr Bewley explains that it was time to increase the size 
of the fl eet. Assisted by James Fisher PLC, Windermere Lake Cruises 
fi rst approached UK-based shipyards. “However, it soon became 
clear in the procurement process that the shipyard with the depth of 
experience to undertake this project within the cost and time scale 
requirements was Damen,” he adds.

MINIMISING WASH
Regarding design, Windermere Lake Cruises had clear-cut ideas 
about what was required from a new vessel. In response to their 
364 days-per-year fl exible operations, the vessel should be able to 
operate in all weathers and be capable to operating from smaller 
jetties. Comfort, of course, was paramount: “We want to increase the 
quality of experience of our customers, creating 21st century quality, 
comfort and accessibility.”

The content of the subsequent vessel design and construction 
contract with Damen for Windermere Lake Cruises’ seventeenth 
vessel refl ected these specifi c details. “We set out requirements 
and worked with Damen to ensure that the whole project could 
be fulfi lled in the best way possible, with a particular emphasis on 
minimising wash. 

“Damen then undertook extensive computer-based modelling to 
simulate wash characteristics of the vessel and amended the hull 
design accordingly. For the interior design and outfi tting, Damen 
offered us the resource department that work on superyachts, 
which will give our passengers the four-star level of comfort.” The 
vessel’s propulsion system is diesel-electric with azimuth pods: “It is 
a 21st century propulsion system for a 21st century vessel,” he smiles.

AN EYE FOR DETAILS
Steel for the new vessel – to be called Swift – was cut on 9th April 
2019, with an eye to be fully operational in mid-2020. “It has been 
designed in a contemporary style, but one that remains sympathetic 
to the style of our other vessels Swan and Teal. Furthermore, it will 
be equipped with a number of features not present in our existing 
fl eet. The top deck, for example, is designed in such a way that it 
can be open in good weather, but fully enclosed at the touch of a 
button when the weather is cooler in winter. This new vessel has 
been designed to provide improved accessibility with the provision 
of an onboard lift and facilities being available to all passengers

And, with a seating capacity for 300 passengers, the Swift will 
not only be the largest vessel to be ‘launched’ on the waters of 
Windermere for over 80 years, but it will also provide Windermere 
Lake Cruises with the necessary fl eet expansion to successfully 
manage its growing passenger numbers for years to come.

SHIPBUILDING FOR A UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE
Taking into account that the Swift is a one-off vessel built for an 
inland location that is also a UK National Park and a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, planning the construction process was not 
without challenges. 

Damen is meeting these challenges by prefabricating the hull and 
superstructure in several sections at one of its Polish shipyards. The 
Swift will then be assembled on-site, before fi nal outfi tting and 
testing on the water. 

“With regard to the Lake District National Park’s requirements,” 
says Mr Bewley, “We have planned the work to minimise impact 
on adjoining properties of the build site, we have already had a 
consultation with our neighbours and have engaged the assistance 
of an acoustic specialist.” 
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Breaking out of the Lowlands
Traditionally, the company focused its 
attention on its local region – conducting 
the vast majority of its work in the ARA 

– Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Antwerp – 
area. “That’s still true of today, actually,” 
points out Managing Director Jozeph 
Quak. Jozeph also has a long history in 
port repair, having worked in the fi eld 
for Damen in Den Helder for many years 
before the establishment of the dedicated 
Harbour & Voyage Repair service. 

“The ARA still counts for 80% of the 
work we do. But that’s changing.” The 
change, he says, was kick-started when 
the company became a part of the Damen 
Shipyards Group. “Becoming part of 
Damen has been absolutely crucial for 
the development of this service. For one 
thing, there’s the name – everyone knows 
the Damen name. It stands for reliable 
on-time project execution. It stands for 
good practice in HSEQ. There’s also the 

fact that Damen had an extensive sales 
network that enabled us to quickly set 
up a new commercial department. This, 
combined with Van de Wetering’s existing 
client, agent and port network, proved to 
be a formidable engine for growth.” 

And so it was; Damen Harbour & Voyage 
Repair, in the four years of its operation to 
date, has experienced average growth of 
approximately 85%. 

“We’ve not fi nished, not by a long shot,” 
continues Jozeph. “But we have to take 
care that our growth is structured. We 
have to take the time to do things in a 
good way, making sure we set ourselves 
up in a controlled manner with a long-term 
view on the future.” 

Ready for adventure
This, he explains, involves numerous 
factors, amongst which is identifying fi rst 
the right sort of professional employee. 
Jozeph has a clear vision when it comes 
to the type of person he is looking for 
to work for Damen’s Harbour & Voyage 
Repair service. 

Damen’s Harbour & Voyage Repair service, a part of Damen 

Shiprepair & Conversion, has, despite beginning operations in 

2015, a long history. When Damen purchased Van de Wetering 

Port Repair four years ago, the business had been in operation for 

135 years. The tradition carries on today, with the experienced 

employees of the company continuing to work for Damen Harbour 

& Voyage Repair. 

GOING PLACES
DAMEN‘S HARBOUR & 
VOYAGE IS ON THE MOVE “Our employee is a particular sort of person,” he states. 

“With a different set of characteristics to someone 
yard-based. It’s absolutely critical that our people are 
team players. They must think and work like a team, 
always. We need good communicators. More than that, 
particularly at the moment, when he have not reached 
our full geographical potential, we need people who 
are comfortable working within an extremely dynamic 
environment. We are responding – quickly – to 
projects all over the world. 

“To say we are looking for people who are prepared to 
travel is an understatement. We are looking for people 
who are prepared to travel, at a moment’s notice and 
almost continually. Things can change at any minute in 
our world. Effectively, we are an emergency service and 
we need people who are up for adventure.”
Trust is a word Jozeph uses a lot when describing his 
people. “Trust is very important in our environment. We 
have to be able to give people the responsibility to own 
the work they are doing and have full confi dence that 
they will do it safely and to the highest possible standard.”

Where in the world
The entity’s plan for growth, he says, includes reducing 
its current 24-hour response time by setting up at 
strategic locations around the world. These locations 
will be served by teams combining existing project 
management with local labour, thereby facilitating an 
effective operation alongside the further development 
of the maritime industry in these key areas.

“The idea is to set up mobile installations at strategic 
locations, notably where these is already a Damen 
presence – a Service Hub or repair yard for example, 
or a concentration of Damen clients. We’ve conducted 
in-depth analysis of this and established the areas 
where we could position ourselves to help our clients 
better.” 

“This summer we will be active in Curaçao and the 
American regions. We expect Harbour & Voyage to 
also grow rapidly in these areas.”

Not surprisingly, these tend to be areas where is a high 
volume of maritime traffi c close to land – the Straits of 
Gibraltar, for example, or the Panama Canal. 

“We already see an increase in activity outside our 
traditional ARA area of operations. We’ve carried out 
projects in Argentina, France, Lithuania and South 
Africa recently, for example and we already have a 
presence in the Middle East where we have worked 
closely with our colleagues at Albwardy Damen.” 

Logistical planning at a whole new level
Once established, these new teams will continue the 
good work for which Harbour & Voyage Repair has 
become so renowned.

“The majority of the work we do is steel work, largely 
hull repairs, but this is changing also and our work 
can be very varied, including engine failure, HVAC 
work, almost anything, really. The biggest difference 
with conventional repair of course, is that the work 
is carried out in the water, which presents its own 
challenges. We have to work with divers quite often. 
The most interesting cases are often those that take 
place on a vessel that is underway.”

Cruise ship repair projects are challenging at the best 
of times; they require a precision approach to logistics 
in order to get the vessel underway again on time for its 
next scheduled call, with work usually taking place with 
crew resident on board. Harbour & Voyage Repair have 
taken this to another level. 

“A recent project saw us undertaking the refurbishment of 
the air-conditioning system of two cruise ships, while they 
were embarked on a cruise, fi lled with passengers. The 
logistics of undertaking this work, in literally thousands of 
cabins, whilst avoiding interruption to the cruise itinerary 
really called on precision planning. Like I say, we need to 
work together as a team at all times!” 

Seeking sustainability
A further stimulus for the expansion of the service 
is the increasing awareness of sustainability in the 
maritime industry. Here, Harbour & Voyage Repair 
fi nds synergy within the Damen Shipyards Group – 
working closely with Damen Green Solutions on 
projects related to ballast water treatment systems 
and the installation of scrubbers. 

“This is defi nitely a growth area for the future and one 
that we are well positioned to serve. In our team we 
have a number of GRE specialists able to conduct work 
on scrubber piping installations. Now, with Damen 
Shipyards Mangalia, we are looking to train local 
workers in Romania in this work so that they can serve 
the Mediterranean and Black Sea region, playing their 
part in delivering the emissions reductions demanded 
by the industry for the future.” 
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Fast, talented response
“There’s a bit of a juggling act with a lot of what we do. Alongside 
precision, our clients are also looking for speed. The point of port 
repair is to get a vessel safely underway again without the time-
costly experience of a drydocking. I’m very proud of our track-record 
in providing timely solutions in a manner that exceeds expectation.”

He offers a number of examples, including one very recently that 
saw a vessel in Le Havre requiring fast hull repairs in order to be able 
to sail again. “Our inspection suggested we would need eleven days 
to do it. The port authority was convinced that was not enough time. 
In the end, we did it in seven days. We’re a 24-hour operation, we 
don’t stop until the work is done.

“Another example recently was the replacement of a valve on a 
crossover tank in South Africa. With Damen’s facilities in Cape Town 
we were able to pre-fabricate the part and, upon the vessel’s arrival, 
replace it within just three hours. 

“This is what I mean when I talk about our people being able to 
maintain their professionalism and quality in such a dynamic 
environment. We’re getting faster all the time. Once upon a time, 
cleaning a ship’s hull was a major job. Nowadays, we can complete 
one side of a 300-metre vessel in under four hours.”

So far, so good then, for this relatively new Damen entity, but how 
does Jozeph intend to measure that things continue to head in this 
direction during the upcoming drive for expansion. 

“We will know from our clients whether we are doing things in a 
way that suits them. At the moment, it’s clear they are happy with 
our work. We can see this in the way we attract new clients and 
returning clients alike. I intend to make sure that, wherever in the 
world someone calls upon Damen Harbour & Voyage Repair, they 
can count on getting the high standard of service they expect from 
our name, now and in the future.”  

“WE’RE GETTING FASTER 
ALL THE TIME. ONCE UPON 
A TIME, CLEANING A SHIP’S 

HULL WAS A MAJOR JOB. 
NOWADAYS, WE CAN 

COMPLETE ONE SIDE OF A 
300-METRE VESSEL IN UNDER 

FOUR HOURS.”
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ARM REFORMADOR: 
REFORMING THE MEXICAN NAVY 
AND THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY

104 DEFENCE & SECURITY | PROJECT POLA

POLA
In November 2018 a ceremony took place at the 
ASTIMAR 20 naval shipyard in Salina Cruz, Mexico, that 
not only marked a major milestone for the Mexican Navy, 
but also a potentially global paradigm-shift in the way 
that advanced naval platforms will be built in the future. 
The fl agging and launching ceremony was in itself a 
justifi ed cause for celebration, but what made it unique 
was the fact that it took place just 20 months after work 
began on building the vessel. For the building of top-
end sophisticated naval vessels, this speed is unheard of 
and indeed it is acknowledged to have set a new world 
record for the modern era.

Of course, this was no ordinary project. The ARM Reformador
(Reformer), is a Mexican version of the Damen SIGMA 10514, a 
proven design that is already in service with a number of navies. 
There, the class is designated the POLA, the acronym for the 
Patrulla Oceánica de Largo Alcance, which translates as Long-Range 
Ocean Patrol Ship. The ARM Reformador is so-named as it marks a 
new stage in the process of reforming the operational capabilities of 
the Mexican navy and strengthening the Mexican naval industry.

107 metres in length and with a beam of 14 metres, the ARM 
Reformador will be able to sail at speeds of more than 25 knots 
and spend more than 20 days continuously at sea. “This vessel will 
be capable of carrying out various missions such as safeguarding 
Mexican sovereignty, international security cooperation, long range 
search and rescue operations and humanitarian aid,” said Frank 
Verhelst, project director at Damen Schelde Naval Shipbuilding 
(DSNS). “ARM Reformador will also enable the Mexican state to 
increase its surveillance coverage and the protection of its maritime 
interests beyond its Exclusive Economic Zone.”

The power of SIGMA combined with local shipbuilding
This vessel has been built using modular construction techniques, 
with six modules accounting for the entire structure. Four of these 
have been built in Mexico and two at DSNS in the Netherlands. 
These last two were then transported to ASTIMAR 20 for the 
fi nal integration under Damen supervision. “In this way the vessel 
is being built for Mexico, in Mexico, by Mexicans” said Horacio 
Delgado, sales manager in charge of the project. “Damen remains 
the main contractor though, bearing fi nal responsibility for quality 
and performance. The key to success in these multi-yard projects 
is excellent process control and a fully-developed build strategy 
from the outset that forms the framework for the project from which 
everyone works,” continues Frank.
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Damen, with its long track-record of working 
alongside third-party shipyards outside Europe 
to build complex vessels, has been transferring 
knowledge to the Mexican shipbuilding industry via 
its globally successful Damen Technical Cooperation 
(DTC) programme. The POLA project, however, 
has taken the DTC concept to the next level by 
applying simultaneous modular construction on two 
continents. This format has already been proved a 
success by DSNS in the construction of two SIGMA 
10514 PKR frigates for the Indonesian Navy, with 
the transfer of skills enabling the construction of 
all six modules for any future vessels to take place 
domestically.

The excellent cooperation between Damen and 
the Mexican Navy is due in part to the synergy 
developed through the previous building together 
of ten Tenochtitlan class patrol vessels, based on 
the Damen Stan Patrol 4207, and the logistic supply 
vessel Isla María Madre, derived from the Damen 
Fast Crew Supplier 5009 design. These projects 
provided a signifi cant transfer of technology 
to the Mexican shipyards involved and laid the 
groundwork for the much larger and more complex 
POLA project. In fact, ARM Reformador will be 
the twelfth vessel that Damen has delivered to the 
Mexican Navy.

As part of the POLA project, the Damen team in 
Vlissingen in the Netherlands was mirrored by a 
Mexican Navy team embedded alongside them. its 

scope was to monitor the production there of the 
two modules and play an important coordination 
role. At the same time, the Mexican team 
transferred valuable, region-specifi c, operational 
experience to their Damen colleagues which they in 
turn used as part of the feedback loop for Damen’s 
design and safeguard planning and production.

The three pillars of modular building
The success of the POLA project and others like 
it rests on three pillars; process control, global 
coverage and building strategy. Total process 
control at every stage is vital for projects that span 
continents yet depend on real-time coordination. 
Digital platforms for information availability and 
the visualisation of progress play an important 
role. Global coverage is all about optimising local 
yards yet maintaining a fl exible approach so that 
a SIGMA vessel can be built anywhere, and a 
complete building strategy from the outset ensures 
that everyone knows how they fi t into the overall 
picture, what their goals are and when they need to 
deliver them.

The multiplier effect of technology transfers
The transfer of technology is not just about the 
shipyards, although that is important. Despite the 
previous cooperation between Damen and the 
Mexican Navy, additional training was required at 
ASTIMAR 20 for the specifi c welding techniques 
needed for the hull, and differences regarding 
working methods were identifi ed and resolved 

over time. Administration practices also underwent 
some modifi cations. Damen has additionally worked  
with local suppliers to the project, sharing the 
information and skills necessary to manufacture and 
deliver materials and components to the required 
specifi cations.

In recognition of this, Admiral José Antonio Sierra 
Rodriguez, Director General of Naval Construction, 
was recently quoted as saying, ”I would like to 
say that the benefi ts that we must recognise are 
those that the country obtains from acquiring the 
technology, developing the infrastructure and 
training personnel. This vessel is an extension of our 
country, representing Mexico as it travels the world 
fl ying its fl ag.” 

For Mexico, in Mexico, by Mexicans 
He has every reason to be proud. This project has 
been a triumph of cross-border cooperation, and 
everyone at Damen and within the Mexican Navy 
who contributed to its success has a right to share 
in that pride. 

In November 2019, the ARM Reformador will 
begin sea trials before going into active service, 
representing a critical step in the reformation of the 
Mexicans Navy’s operational capabilities and the 
Mexican shipbuilding industry. 

Kasia Romantowska is the managing director at Damen 

Engineering Gdansk (DEGd). A graduate as Naval Architect and 

on top of it MBA, she has been there for four years following 

fourteen years at Ulstein and is in charge of a team of an 

expanding team that currently numbers 115. DEGd’s role involves 

undertaking the basic engineering for engineer-to-order (ETO) 

vessels that Damen builds mainly in Romania. This complex and 

demanding role places DEGd at the heart of Damen’s shipbuilding 

business and involves it in the creation of every new vessel type 

and model, whatever its function.

“Damen is a wonderful company,” says Kaisa. “First of all, it is full 

of vital energy and a lot of possibilities. The senior management 

really want to develop and grow the business. Everyone is very 

ambitious. To succeed here you have to be prepared to be fl exible 

and be ready for change. You also must be prepared to rely on 

the people around you. Working at Damen is very much a team 

effort, you cannot succeed on your own. As a manager you must 

empower people around you. It is quite traditional in some ways, 

but on the other hand you have everything available to succeed 

together. It’s all about cooperation and managing diverse groups 

of stakeholders on each project. It can be very complex.”

When asked about recent developments at DEGd, she says, “At 

DEGd, everything accelerated dramatically in 2018 due to 

demand and the prospect of building bigger ships. This will take 

us to a new level of complexity and scale, and will result in much 

more International cooperation. Part of this will involve setting 

up a detailed engineering branch at Damen Shipyards Mangalia 

for the big ships. As a result, each and every communication 

channel we have is now a hotline. Traditional email is just too 

slow so we have moved to using a range of messaging and video 

apps. Conventional reporting up the management line has been 

replaced with networking where everyone interacts with each 

other in real time on a project, ensuring a free fl ow of information. 

This is crucial with big projects. It’s a high energy environment and 

it’s very exciting!”.

KASIA ROMANTOWSKA
MANAGING DIRECTOR AT DAMEN ENGINEERING GDANSK

WORKING AT DAMEN
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DAMEN 
SCALES UP

The large RoPax industry segment saw a peak in demand 

around thirty - forty years ago - roughly the lifespan of this 

type of vessel. This means that soon many of these ships will 

be coming to the end of their service and will be earmarked 

for replacement. Damen intends to use its experience 

in shipbuilding, coupled with new facilities to offer the 

marketplace a superior solution as part of its new Cruise, 

RoPax and Offshore (CRO) division.

MANGALIA GETS UNDERWAY
Damen sales director RoPax and RoRo Chiel de Leeuw explains the 
thinking behind Damen’s move into the production of RoPax vessels. 

“With this, we are able to fully service this sector,” explains Chiel. “Our 
newbuild activities are added to a portfolio that already includes 
global services and repair, maintenance, refit and conversion, which 
means we will now serve our clients throughout the full lifecycle of 
their vessels.

“With our commencing operations in Mangalia, the timing is perfect 
for this move. The new facilities are ideal for the construction of 
large, complex RoPax vessels, with docks  as wide as 60 metres, a 
total of three graven drydocks, 1.6 kilometres of berthing space and 
lots of crane capacity and workshops distributed over approximately 
1 million m2.”

The new venture has been quick to secure its first contract and the 
Mangalia yard is all set to begin work on two 148-metre LNG- hybrid 
RoRo vessels for Seaspan Ferries Corporation in Canada (for more 
information see page 7). 

CLE AN CONTR AC TS
“As with many projects that Damen is working on these days, 
sustainability is a keen focus on these vessels. They will feature LNG 
hybrid propulsion, reducing NOX and SOX emissions to a minimum, 
while onboard batteries will optimise energy storage and usage when 
the engines are not fully loaded,” states Huib Slings Product Director  
RoPax and RoRo.

STANDARDISED,  BUT D IFFERENT
It is Damen’s intention to offer engineered to order vessels for this 
segment, due to the many variables experienced by the sector. Huib 
oversees product design and definition by translating technical 
requirements from vessel owners into product specifications and by 
facilitating the engineering-to-order process. He explains:

“Specificity plays a role in preparing each vessel for optimal 
performance according to the route of its operation. Damen operates 
as a full service provider, focussing on developing a better design for a 
specific route in order to lower the cost of ownership over the lifetime 
of each vessel. With variables such as route length, water depth and 
swell, typical weather conditions and tidal forces all contributing to the 
demands on a vessel, set routes can provide some predictability as a 
basis for calculating the most efficient design for a vessel.” 

However, as Chiel explains, this in no way represents a departure from 
Damen’s philosophy of standardised shipbuilding.

“For example, we will continue to use standardised processes, 
components and propulsion lines, guaranteeing reliable performance 
and easy, quick maintainability. So, while the vessel itself may not be 
standard, the construction will be, ensuring efficient production and 
maximum project control.

“Damen’s approach to shipbuilding is rooted in standardisation, it’s 
how we offer a proven concept, cost effectively and with record 
delivery times.”
PRODUC T FOCUS

The approach Damen is taking to market with its new RoPax and 
RoRo initiative, as with cruise and offshore, varies somewhat from its 
usual methods of operation also. Instead of its usual geographical 
approach with regionally focused commercial managers, with these 
segments, Damen is taking a product-centred perspective. 

“The complexity of such large, bespoke projects demands a long-
term focus and the development of an in-depth understanding of the 
market and customers business,” explains Chiel. 

Chiel was well positioned to support the move, having previously 
worked as sales manager for north west Europe where his Scandinavian 
focus brought him into contact with numerous ferry projects.

The new team is based at Damen Shipbuilding Rotterdam, in the Port 
of Rotterdam, alongside their fellow CRO colleagues.

“In order to quickly and effectively establish a presence in the 
marketplace, we’ve assigned a team to quickly build a network and 
a knowledge base. The department will be supported by Damen’s 
global infrastructure, synergising knowledge within the Damen 
Group and the wider shipbuilding industry.

“Given the nature of the order specifications, each project is 
time-consuming and requires a lot of project management work, 
collaboration and coordination. The process of building each project 
together with designers, engineers and customers, is intense and 
time-consuming, and requires a certain degree of initial investment. 
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“To meet the demands of the work, the RoPax Product 
Management Team, responsible for product development, is 
rapidly growing, drawing talent from many countries including 
Spain, Argentina and Finland,” says Huib. 

The complex process of product development comprises myriad 
input streams such as mobilisation of internal departments on 
Research and Development, external validation of designs, project 
planning and coordination, support of the whole tender process, 
and production of cost-price calculations. The team is in direct 
contact with the shipyard in Mangalia and with suppliers around 
the world, developing the most technically appropriate proposal 
to create the most effi cient product defi nition tailored to the 
requirements of each client for each specifi c route.

ROPA X AND RORO REPAIR AND SERV ICES
Damen has served the RoPax and RoRo market previously, 
having constructed vessels upwards of 100 metres on numerous 
occasions at Damen Shipyards Galați, in Romania. Additionally, the 
shipyards group operated numerous, strategically-located ship 
repair yards from which is already serves the RoPax and RoRo 
market with repair and maintenance services.

“Many of our repair yards are ideally situated to serve our clients’ 
requirements,” says Chiel. “Damen Shiprepair Dunkerque and 
Damen Shiprepair Brest sit close to cross-channel ferry routes, for 
example, while Damen Verolme Rotterdam, Damen Shiprepair 
Rotterdam and Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam are well located for 
North Sea services.

“Backed up by our Harbour & Voyage Repair team and our 
international network of Service Hubs, along with globally 
available service engineers, we are confi dently able to offer 
support to our clients, wherever they are in the world at whatever 
stage of their vessels’ lifecycle.”

“ IN ORDER TO QUICKLY AND 
EFFEC T IVELY ESTABL ISH A PRESENCE IN 
THE MARKETPL ACE ,  WE’ VE A SS IGNED A 

TE AM TO QUICKLY BU ILD A NET WORK 
AND A KNOWLEDGE BA SE .  THE 

DEPAR TMENT WILL  BE SUPPOR TED BY 
DAMEN’S GLOBAL INFR A STRUC TURE , 
SYNERGIS ING KNOWLEDGE WITH IN 

THE DAMEN GROUP AND THE WIDER 
SH IPBUILD ING INDUSTRY.”

“BACKED UP BY OUR HARBOUR & VOYAGE 
REPA IR TE AM AND OUR INTERNATIONAL 

NET WORK OF SERV ICE HUBS,  ALONG WITH 
GLOBALLY AVAIL ABLE SERV ICE ENGINEERS,  WE 

ARE CONFIDENTLY ABLE TO OFFER SUPPOR T 
TO OUR CL IENTS,  WHERE VER THE Y ARE IN 

THE WORLD AT WHATE VER STAGE OF THE IR 
VESSEL S’  L IFEC YCLE .”

F INANCING FERR IES
Damen Customer Finance, together with the customer, aims to fi nd 
the most suitable fi nancing solution. A large, complex vessel like a 
RoRo or RoPax vessel is a capitally-intensive project, for which the 
correct fi nancing approach can make all the difference, whether 
it is related to a promising business model or is supported by a 
government entity. To that end, Damen closely cooperates with 
Atradius Dutch State Business, the Export Credit Agency of the 
Netherlands with an AAA-rating. It should ease discussions to fi nd a 
fi nancing solution that is benefi cial to the client’s needs.
For the RoPax market, Damen has assigned Customer Finance 
manager Herman van Bueren to support clients. “We’ve over 40 
years’ experience in enabling our clients to arrange attractive, 
tailored fi nancing packages. During that time we have developed 
long-standing relationships with national and international 
commercial banks, export credit agencies, investors and multilateral 
institutions.”

Herman’s outlook is very positive. “The current legislative climate 
is favourable for the fi nancing of sustainable vessels,” he says. “As 
Damen applies its expertise in sustainability to the propulsion of 
its RoPax vessels, this encourages more favourable terms from 
fi nanciers, and the benefi ts end up in the pockets of the clients.”

DANISH - DUTCH DES IGN DUO 
Via Damen Shipyards Group member, Denmark-based KNUD E. 
HANSEN, Damen is able to offer a design team well versed in such 
vessels. KNUD E. HANSEN has extensive experience in the design of 
RoPax vessels. 

Damen’s relationship with the accomplished design company goes 
back a number of years, and has borne products from numerous 
collaborations such as Ice Class ferries for the Canadian government. 
The acquisition of the yard in Mangalia offers both parties the 
chance to collaborate on larger vessels, in which KNUD E. HANSEN’s  
experience and expertise will play a vital role. 

“KNUD E. HANSEN has a long track record in providing newbuild as 
well as refi t designs to all sectors of the maritime industry, but it is 
most renowned for its work on passenger vessels,” says Chiel. “We 
are very fortunate to have such an experienced player as our partner 
for this new venture.”

R&D
Damen participates in numerous R&D and innovation programmes, 
both in-house and in collaboration with industry partners. Amongst 
these programmes are several that aim at innovating for the RoRo 
and RoPax segment. 

This includes, for example, the steps Damen is taking towards greater 
sustainability in the maritime industry. Increasing environmental 
awareness, combined with increasingly stringent regulations is a 
further stimulus for new ferries. To these ends, Damen is working 
towards several solutions, across a broad spectrum, including 
ballast water treatment systems, an air cavitation system, emissions 
scrubbers, electric and LNG propulsions systems. 

Damen is also working on remote monitoring, by which condition-
based maintenance can be carried out to ensure maximum uptime. 
Furthermore, studying AIS information contributes to developing the 
most effi cient design as well as effi cient sailing, further increasing 
sustainability. 

The shipyard group’s work with hardware in the loop (HIL) has already 
demonstrated its effectiveness in different sectors, including offshore, 
allowing testing to take place digitally before investment in real world 
construction.

“ WE’ VE OVER 40 YE ARS’  E XPER IENCE IN 
ENABL ING OUR CL IENTS TO ARR ANGE 

AT TR AC T IVE ,  TA ILORED F INANCING 
PACK AGES.  DUR ING THAT T IME WE 
HAVE DE VELOPED LONG -STANDING 

REL AT IONSHIPS WITH NAT IONAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL BANKS, 
E XPOR T CREDIT  INSURERS,  INVESTORS 

AND MULT IL ATER AL INST ITUT IONS.” 

Damen applies its expertise in sustainability to the propulsion of 
its RoPax vessels, this encourages more favourable terms from 
fi nanciers, and the benefi ts end up in the pockets of the clients.”

DANISH - DUTCH DES IGN DUO 
Via Damen Shipyards Group member, Denmark-based KNUD E. 
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YEARS YOUNG
ON ITS FIFTH ANNIVERSARY, 
DAMEN SONG CAM SHIPYARD 
LOOKS FORWARD

ACCESSING A WEALTH OF SHIPBUILDING KNOW-HOW
During this time, it became clear to Damen that Vietnam was host to a 
wealth of shipbuilding knowledge – enough, in fact to warrant a joint 
venture with the Song Cam shipyard. The plan was to open not just any 
yard, but a state-of-the-art, ultra-efficient production line, outfitting 
standardised Damen hulls produced at Song Cam shipyard, at a rate 
previously unseen. 

Damen Song Cam Shipyard got off to an auspicious start, when on 
March 20th 2014, at a time appointed by favourable lunar conditions, 
the country’s Vice Minister of Transport, Mr Nguyen Hong Truong, cut 
the ribbon on the new facility. 

Thus began a new operation at the 43-hectare site on the Cam River. 
The credentials of the new yard were notable; direct access to the 
open sea and sufficient space for a 120 x 85-metre outfitting hall, plus 
extra room for extensive carpentry and painting workshops. The new 
facilities were second to none; the joint venture made sure from the 
start that the vessels it produced would be of the highest possible 
standard. 

DAMEN SHIPBUILDING PHILOSOPHY - OPTIMISED
To ensure utmost efficiency, Damen Song Cam insourced expertise 
including for electrical engineering and commissioning for electrical, 
hydraulic and HVAC systems. Furthermore, the yard implemented a 
system whereby the work is taken directly to the vessel being outfitted. 
Platforms alongside enable workers to get as close as possible to the 
boat, while ample storage space is provided at the same level for tools, 
equipment and components to avoid workers having to go up and 
down repeatedly. 

In this way, the yard quickly achieved the capability to complete 
a Damen Tug in just one year, at a rate of 30 vessels per year – 

Damen Song Cam Shipyard is celebrating its fifth anniversary this year. 

Damen’s association with Vietnam goes back further than this. Before the 

yard opened its doors, the shipyards group had built 226 vessels in the 

country over a period of twelve years at five partner yards. One of these 

yards was Song Cam. 

5
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equivalent to approximately 1 million man-hours.
“We could, at this stage, achieve 40 vessels per 
year, over 1.3 million man hours, but we are a 
little constrained by current market activity,” 
says Joris van Tienen, the yard’s managing 
director. 

BROADENING HORIZONS
Damen Song Cam has, up to now, focused on 
the production of tugs and fast crew supply 
vessels. This has already broadened as Damen 
has expanded its tug portfolio with the next 
generation series. However, both the harbour 
towage and offshore crew supply markets 
have experienced a slow-down in recent years. 
Damen Song Cam has the answer to this.

“We will broaden our portfolio to include more 
of Damen’s product groups. In this way, we will 
minimise market dependency. We have already 
started on this journey with, for example, this 
year’s inclusion of the Fast Ferry 4212, the hull 
of which is supplied by our partner 189 Shipyard. 
Other options being considered include fishing 
and aquaculture vessels. 

“In this way, we expect to facilitate a steady rise 
towards completion of 40-50 vessels per year, 
especially as our traditional markets begin to 
show the first signs of recovery now.” 

As the yard’s portfolio broadens and its output 
increases, it expects to recruit more personnel. 
Currently, Damen Song Cam employs 650 
persons, with further roles indirectly resulting 
from the yard’s activities; 950 in hull production 
at Song Cam Shipyard and 120 working for 
suppliers. Here too, there is a shifting pattern as 
the yard evolves, with a decrease in the amount 
of ex-pats and an increase in the number of local 
employees. 

HARVESTING INVESTMENT
At this stage, Damen has constructed over 300 
vessels in Vietnam and, this year, Damen Song 
Cam will deliver its 100th vessel – yard number 
513305, an ASD Tug 2813 for Italian client Moby. 
In order to facilitate its evolution, Damen Song 
Cam continues to invest in the future. The latest 
investments include the addition of a second 
floating jetty in 2017 and a new warehouse in 
2018.

“We’ve made investments over the past few years 
and now it’s time to make sure they deliver, not 
just for us, but for the relevant Damen product 
groups and business units and Damen’s entire 
commercial newbuild activity around the world. 

“That’s not to say we’ve completed our plans, 
however, more changes are anticipated as we, 
as part of Damen’s Yards in the Lead initiative, 
take more responsibility for our own direction. 
We will be expanding our capabilities across the 
board, in terms of commissioning, engineering 
and supply chain. Additionally, we are looking 
to expand our role within the region. This will be 
multi-faceted, including acting as a Service Hub 
and a technical support pool as well as being 
a supplier to Damen projects at non-Damen 
yards in Vietnam as part of the Damen Technical 
Cooperation (DTC). Working closely together 
with the rest of the Damen Group gives me full 
confidence that this process will be a success.”

SAFETY FIRST – NOW & ALWAYS 
One thing that will not be changing is the yard’s 
approach to safety; Damen Song Cam has an 
excellent track record in safety and Joris fully 
intends to keep it that way. 

“We are very proud of our achievements in 
providing a safe workspace for our personnel 
and suppliers. We have realised 2.3 million safe 
man-hours. We are fully aware of the importance 
of this and safety remains – and will always 
remain – our number one priority in all that we 
do.”

“We’ve made investments over the past few years 

and now it’s time to make sure they deliver, not just 

for us, but for the relevant Damen product groups 

and business units and Damen’s entire commercial 

newbuild activity around the world.”

“We have realised 2.3 million safe man-hours. Safety 

remains – and will always remain – our number one 

priority in all that we do.”
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DREDGING FOR 
AGGREGATES
A TOUGH BUSINESS

In the world of dredging, there 
are few sectors as challenging as 
aggregates. While sand is highly 
abrasive, gravel is even more of a 
challenge, being dense, irregular 
in shape and unforgiving when it 
comes into contact with decks, hulls 
and equipment. Bringing it up from 
the seabed, depositing it in the 
hold and then off-loading it once 
back at the terminal takes a toll on a 
vessel, yet they can ill-afford time off 
work. Aggregates are a low-margin 
product, and the dredgers that do 
it need to work almost constantly to 
make a return.

Tarmac Marine is a subsidiary of Tarmac, 
the UK’s largest supplier of building 
materials with a history that dates back 
over 150 years. With over 120 quarries in 
its portfolio producing every conceivable 
type of aggregate it is not surprising that, 
even within the company, not everyone 
is aware that it also operates four trailing 
suction hopper dredgers. 

“The City of London and the City of 
Westminster are sister ships,” explains 
Keith Marshman, Marine Fleet Manager 
for Tarmac. “They were delivered in 1989 
and 1990 respectively. 100 metres in 
length and with a deadweight tonnage of 
5,989 they are capable of dredging down 
to 40 metres. They operate in the North 
Sea off the coast of England and land 
their cargoes within Tarmac’s network of 
Thames wharves to supply London and its 
surrounding region

“The City of Chichester and the City of 
Cardiff are very similar to each other 
in size and design. 72 metres by 15 
metres, they can each carry 1,418m³ of 
material and were built in 1997. The City 
of Chichester operates in the English 
Channel, serving the south coast of 
England, while the City of Cardiff extracts 
sand on the UK west coast and delivers it 
to wharves in the Bristol Channel and in 
the North West.

All the gravel is used mainly in the 
production of concrete and over 90% of 
the total aggregate that the four vessels 
together extract each year is used 
internally within the group.

Keeping the show on the road
Given the work they do, the ships take 
quite a battering with both the equipment 
and the vessels themselves having a very 
high wear rate. A lot of repairs are required 
year-on-year, mainly to the cargo housing 
equipment, but also elsewhere. With the 
ships needing to be operational almost 
continuously it is essential that the repairs 
not only take up as little time as possible, 
but also that they be of the highest quality 
so as to avoid any unplanned downtime.

“Tarmac has had a relationship with Damen 
Shiprepair Amsterdam (DSAm) that 
stretches back 20 years or more,” continues 
Keith. “In recent times, currency factors 

meant that Tarmac had to source its repair 
works closer to home but, in August 2018, 
the City of London returned to DSAm. 
There she underwent a wide range of 
repairs. As well as general steel works, her 
dredging equipment had new seals, piper 
elbows, screening towers, a new discharge 
bucket and wear plates, along with many 
more minor repairs and servicing. 

“It was a very quick turnaround, just nine 
days! We normally allow two weeks for 
these annual overhauls, so this was a great 
result. We are always very confident with 
Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam and once 
again they delivered on Damen’s philosophy 
of always doing their best to keep to 

their quoted timescale for a project. “We 
considered sending the City of Westminster 
to DSAm as well,” he continued, “but 
unfortunately they didn’t have any capacity 
for our particular window, and we wouldn’t 
use another Damen yard at short notice as 
we have an in-house safety audit process 
that we have to undertake for partner yards 
and there simply wasn’t time. However, we 
hope to send her and the others there in 
the future, as long as the numbers add up. 
For the City of Cardiff, it is a long trip to 
make, but in the past the whole fleet used 
to dock in Amsterdam, so it could happen 
again. We know that we can always rely on 
DSAm for workmanship, safety and fast 
delivery times.” 
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LONG LIFE AND
PROSPERITY

CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER ARNOUT DAMEN, WITH MANAGING 
DIRECTOR HIGH SPEED CRAFT WIARD LEENDERS AND PRODUCT 
MANAGER TUGS DIRK DEGROOTE, TALKS ABOUT DELIVERING 
DAMEN’S GOAL OF LOW TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP OVER THE 
LIFETIME OF A VESSEL. 

When it comes to purchasing a vessel, Damen’s chief commercial offi cer 
Arnout Damen urges buyers to look beyond the initial outlay. 

“There are Damen vessels still in operation today that were built in the 
1970s. Given a lifespan as long as this, it makes sense to consider the 
costs of the total operation, not only the capital costs. It often transpires, 
especially with a Damen vessel, that the total cost of ownership, over the 
lifetime of the product, can easily offset the cost of initial investment.”

LOW OPEX AS STANDARD
The reasons that this applies notably to Damen vessels are many and 
varied. For one thing, Damen takes care to ensure the high quality of its 
facilities, wherever in the world it builds, ensuring high quality welding 
and painting, for example. Perhaps though, the key element here is the 
process of standardised shipbuilding. 

“With standardisation, we develop a product and improve it over 
successive generations, with the result that it proves its reliability. 
Everyone knows what the vessel’s capabilities are because there are other 
examples of its kind, performing consistently and providing a benchmark. 
That being the case, Damen vessels have a high re-sale value. 

“This is not only good when you want to sell your boat, but also for the 
buyer – with the product offering a tangible performance, the banks also 
know what they are looking at and are happier to fi nance the investment.” 

AXING FUEL CONSUMPTION
The features of Damen’s standard vessels also play their part in reducing 
the cost of operations over the lifecycle of the vessel. Again, examples 
are legion, but the attention that Damen pays to designing effi cient hull 
forms plays its part in considerably reducing fuel consumption.

“You can see this with Damen Tugs. Their smooth lines create less 
resistance and stimulate lower fuel usage. Also, vessels that have the 

“In that respect,” rejoins Arnout, “our international network of Service Hubs 
and globally available fl eet of engineers also play their part in making sure 
that Damen clients face the absolute minimal downtime in their operations.” 

INCOME GENERATION
Wiard: “Indeed, a good part of our work towards lower OPEX is not 
about minimising costs, but maximising performance. The longer the 
vessel can operate comfortably, the more income it generates for the 
customer. This is where our focus lies.” 

Within this area of focus are numerous elements – widening windows 
of operability based on weather windows and increasing safety and on 
board comfort to name a few. (You can read in detail about safety and 
well-being on board Damen High Speed Craft and Tugs on page 92).

DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT
With the increasing digitalisation of the maritime industry, new tools are 
becoming available that assist with reducing fuel consumption, lowering 
maintenance requirements and maximising vessel uptime. Damen has 
been quick to embrace the new technology, implementing such things as 
remote monitoring with Damen Digital.

Arnout: “Damen Digital includes the remote monitoring of fuel 
consumption patterns to promote effi cient sailing. It also paves the 
way to extending periods between maintenance, based on accurate 
monitoring of such things as fuel and oil quality and parts performance. 
Similar practice has already had much success in the automotive industry 
where the additional in-depth knowledge provided by remote monitoring 
has brought a lot of success in cost-saving and maximising uptime. We 
are maintaining a close eye on digital developments as we foresee 
digitalisation will further increase opportunities to bring OPEX down in 
the future.

“We are always looking to further develop our performance, collecting 
valuable feedback from our clients and industry and incorporating it into 
the continual development of our products. We operate on the basis that 
there is always room for improvement. However, we are proud of what 
we have achieved to date and I feel confi dent in saying that you can earn 
more money with a Damen boat. It’s not the cheapest, but it is the best,” 
concludes Arnout. 

Sea Axe Bow (the patented Damen 
hull form developed in collaboration 
with the Technical University of Delft 
in the Netherlands) feature improved 
seakeeping and less resistance in the 
water. As a result, the Axe Bow is proven 
to offer reduced fuel consumption of up 
to 20%.”

BALANCING POWER WITH 
PERFORMANCE, WEIGHT WITH SPEED
Managing director High Speed Craft 
Wiard Leenders: “Total cost of ownership 
is an important part of the design criteria 
for High Speed Craft. It is, in fact, the 
reason for the development of some of 
our products – such as those providing 
marine access solutions.

“For us, speed, capacity and reliability are 
all crucial components. From an OPEX 
perspective, one of our challenges is 
to reach the maximum speed with the 
minimum amount of installed power. 
The amount of power not only affects 
the weight of the vessel, it impacts fuel 
consumption, which we aim to keep as low 
as possible. To that end, we conduct quite 
some research, often in collaboration with 
institutes such as the TU Delft and MARIN 
(Maritime  Research Institute Netherlands). 
As a result, our vessels have developed 
a reputation for low, predictable fuel 
consumption combined with excellent 
seakeeping, particularly in higher sea 
states.” 

COOL YOUR KEEL 
Dirk Degroote, product manager 
Tugs, agrees with the assessment that 
standardisation drives low total cost 
of ownership. “Our tugs draw on the 
experience of the entire Damen fl eet 
and incorporate the improvements of 
successive generations, so reliability 
is assured. Low maintenance is also a 
feature. As an example, on the ASD Tug 
2312 we have incorporated fresh water 
keel cooling channels. It’s a simple system 
without the need for box coolers or ICAF 
(Impressed Current Anti-Fouling) anodes 
It’s a system that has already proven itself 
the world over on Stan Tugs, so we have 
absolute confi dence in optimising it for 
higher power on ASD Tugs.

“I tend to see that the clients really see the 
return on their investment with a Damen 
vessel during their fi fth year – at the fi ve-
year survey. Our aim is that this should 
be a time of simple maintenance, not a 
massive overhaul and my experience is 
that the quality of the vessel, at this stage, 
can already offset the expenditure of the 
initial capital investment.”

GLOBAL SUPPORT 
Wiard agrees: “For all systems and 
sub-systems we apply A-brand materials 
and components. This not only reduces 
maintenance, it makes it more predictable. 
And, if maintenance is necessary, our use 
of high quality materials ensures the easy 
availability of spare parts.”

YOU CAN SEE THIS 
WITH DAMEN 

TUGS. THEIR SMOOTH 
LINES CREATE LESS 
RESISTANCE AND 
STIMULATE LOWER 
FUEL USAGE.

TOTAL COST OF 
OWNERSHIP IS AN 

IMPORTANT PART OF 
THE DESIGN CRITERIA 
FOR HIGH SPEED 
CRAFT. IT IS, IN FACT, 
THE REASON FOR 
THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF SOME OF OUR 
PRODUCTS OUR 

INTERNATIONAL 
NETWORK OF SERVICE 
HUBS AND GLOBALLY 
AVAILABLE FLEET OF 
ENGINEERS ALSO PLAY 
THEIR PART IN MAKING 
SURE THAT DAMEN 
CLIENTS FACE THE 
ABSOLUTE MINIMAL 
DOWNTIME IN THEIR 
OPERATIONS.
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FIVE YEARS ON DAMEN SHIPREPAIR 
AMSTERDAM PERFORMS KAREL 
DOORMAN REFIT
A complex vessel for a multi-purpose role
She was designed and built to take on a wide-ranging role 
including maritime support, replenishment at sea, supply storage, 
loading and unloading of supplies, transport of equipment and 
personnel, and technical and logistical support. 2,000 lane metres 
of cargo capacity allows her to carry an exceptional quantity of 
stores, while a helicopter deck designed to operate two Chinooks 
simultaneously allows her to deliver supplies over distances of 
500 kilometres or more. Other delivery systems include two 
replenishment-at-sea masts for fuel transfer, a stern beach for 
cargo transfer via landing craft that can be sunk to a metre below 
the waterline, and RoRo capability.

The vessel features the latest in command and control systems, 
and a high level of automation, multiple 

redundancy and internal armouring 
for critical areas make her an 

exceptionally durable vessel under even the most adverse 
conditions. Defensive systems include two Goalkeeper anti-missile 
units, two 30 millimetre machine guns and a CHAFF decoy system, 
plus short-range machine guns. Propulsion is diesel-electric with 
five main generators and a DP-1 dynamic positioning system. In 
keeping with the Damen philosophy of building navy ships, she 
incorporated as many commercial techniques and components as 
possible, adding military-grade equipment only where it was really 
needed. 

Five years on and after many thousands of nautical miles on various 
missions including delivering humanitarian support to ebola victims 
in Sierra Leone and undertaking hurricane relief operations in 
the Caribbean following the passage of Hurricane Irma in 2017, 
she is now in DSAm for a repair and maintenance programme of 
exceptional thoroughness and detail. 

No stone left unturned
A five year maintenance programme for a commercial vessel usually 
involves around 50 separate projects, each detailed in an individual 
technical specification order. For the Zr.Ms. Karel Doorman, 

On 5th of March, the Royal Netherlands Navy (RNLN) Joint Support Ship (JSS) Zr.Ms. Karel 
Doorman entered dry dock no.4 at Damen Shiprepair Amsterdam (DSAm) to begin her 
first five-year maintenance programme. This was to be no ordinary maintenance and repair 

programme, but then again, the Karel Doorman is no ordinary ship. The 205-metre vessel is the 
largest and most complex vessel in the RNLN, and she was built by Damen, largely at Damen 
Shipyards Galati, Romania, under the supervision of Damen Schelde Naval Shipbuilding in Vlissingen. 
In August 2013 she was transferred to Vlissingen for the completion of her outfitting, commissioning 
and sea trials before being handed over to the navy in September 2014.

the Netherland’s Directie Materiële Instandhouding (DMI) which 
has overall responsibility for the project, has issued 320, covering 
almost every system and space on board what is, after all, an 
exceptionally complex vessel.

The orders cover everything from the cleaning of all the tanks 
and servicing all the valves to painting the exterior hull and 
topsides and removing all the electrical equipment for serving 
and replacement where necessary. The elevators and the lifeboat 
cranes are also undergoing maintenance and the rudders have 
been removed and their bearings and aft seals inspected. And 
that’s just the beginning. However, one major area will not be 
subject to works by the DSAm team and their subcontractors, and 
that is her military systems and anything else of a sensitive nature. 
These were all removed at the RNLN base at Den Helder for their 
own, separate, maintenance programme before the vessel came to 
Amsterdam.

Taking planning to a new level
With so many components and systems requiring specialist 
attention it is not surprising that there are 119 different companies 
and organisations involved in the works, as well as the ship’s very 
helpful officers and crew. With so many stakeholders on board, 
often overlapping in the areas that they need to access, the use of 
integrated master planning to model every activity taking place is 
vital to ensure that everyone is in the right place at the right time, 
working smoothly and efficiently alongside each other. One team, 
one task, is the underlying philosophy that keeps everyone focused 
on what they need to do. DSNS, with all its accumulated knowledge 
from the original build, is also playing a vital role 
in the project at every level.

As well as its excellent planning skills, DSAm also has the advantage 
of experience gained in 2018 from a lifetime extension programme 
undertaken on the RNLN’s 20-year old, 166-metre, amphibious 
warfare ship HNLMS Rotterdam, also built by DSNS. As a dress-
rehearsal for the much larger Zr.Ms. Karel Doorman it provided 
valuable experience and insights into the equipment and issues 
that the DSAm team would be facing in the coming year. 

A win-win for all
Projects of this size and complexity bring many benefits. Building 
and maintaining advanced naval vessels within the Damen family 
not only benefits the company, it creates and nurtures a pool of 
experience and expertise that ensures that the Netherlands retains 
the capability to build its own next-generation vessels and keep 
them in top condition, now and in the future, in its own yards. It 
also ensures that the wider Dutch naval sector remains innovative, 
efficient and diverse, as evidenced by the many companies involved 
with the Zr.Ms. Karel Doorman, which boosts exports.

The Zr.Ms. Karel Doorman is scheduled to leave Damen Shiprepair 
Amsterdam in July this year, having spent five months in the dry 
dock having every inch of her inspected and checked. From there 
she will return to Den Helder where she will undergo another six 
months of work, including replacing the ‘special systems’ that were 
removed at the start, before starting 
another, no doubt busy, five years.
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A new project is getting underway at Damen Shipyards Mangalia. 

The yard has signed contracts for all three of the sectors of Damen’s 

new CRO (cruise, RoPax and Offshore) venture. Amongst these is the 

contract for a new 115-metre Mega Yacht for Oslo-based Seadream 

Yacht Club, Damen’s fi rst newbuild cruise ship contract. SeaDream will 

operate the 155-metre Mega Yacht on luxury voyages all over the world. 

SVP sales and marketing Damen Cruise Andrea Trevisan said, “We 

are delighted to sign this historic contract with which the Damen 

Shipyards Group enters the cruise market. We feel very honoured 

that SeaDream has chosen Damen to deliver this special project and 

are looking forward to a long-term cooperation with this unique 

ultra-luxury brand.

”There has been an immediate connection with Seadream, a family 

company like Damen. We felt inspired by the company’s philosophy 

and by Mr Atle Brynestad, a pioneer in the luxury cruise industry. 

His passion throughout the design and contractual stage of this 

project has been simply contagious to all of us within the Damen 

organisation.”

The Mega Yacht, a purpose-built ship, will be prepared to operate in 

destinations, including polar and tropical, around the world. As such, 

the vessel will boast ice class Polar Code 6 credentials.

“We were drawn to Damen Shipyards for their excellent reputation 

and proven track-record as innovators in the shipbuilding industry,” 

said Atle Brynestad, Owner, Chairman and CEO of SeaDream. 

“Damen Shipyards understood our vision from the very beginning, 

making them a natural fi t for this venture. We are looking forward to 

working closely with the Damen team to bring this dream to reality.” 

The Mega Yacht for SeaDream will be completely constructed and 

outfi tted, including the interior, at Damen’s Mangalia yard. Damen 

will commence construction of the vessel in October this year, with a 

scheduled delivery date of September 2021.

DAMEN CRUISE INKS FIRST CONTRACT 
WITH SEADREAM YACHT CLUB

GEAR, GIFTS & GAMES

WEBSHOP.DAMEN.COM

USE IT OR LOSE IT

STYLISH AND SECURE

GLOBAL WARMING

BLOOMING GOOD PEN

BAG TAGS

DAMEN MINI WALLET

SOFTSHELL JACKET 

DUTCH TULIP PEN

Add your name to our name and 
never lose your luggage again.

FRESH COTTON

DAMEN SOCKS
Do your bedroom life a favour with 
these irresistable Damen Socks. 

Keep your cards and cash safe in this mini wallet, 
made out of leather and alluminum. 

Be suave and sustainable with this Damen softshell 
jacket made from recycled polyester.

Write the most fl owery of texts with 
this beautiful tulip pen (will also write in 

languages other than Dutch). Confi rmed 
safe for hay fever sufferers.
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DAMEN FERRY 2306 E3

The Damen E-Cross philosophy encompasses so much more than just the 
vessel. E-Cross represents a holistic approach covering the entire process of 
establishing and operating an electric ferry service, effi cient, economic and 
clean. E-Cross is dedicated to bringing communities together safely, reliably, 
comfortably and with minimal impact upon our environment.

The charge towards electrifi cation.

The spark has been lit.


